NO OTHER CASSETTE
HUMAN FEAT

Index Scan:
Plays first five seconds of each piece of music on tape to make cassettes as easy to preview as records.

Auto Reverse:
Plays both sides of tape without interruption so you don’t have to jump up to flip the cassette.

Real Time Counter:
Digital display tells you how much time is left on tape in minutes and seconds without need for a calculator watch.
Pioneer has transformed the cassette deck into a component that gives you a new dimension of control over it and the quality of the sound it records and plays. We've done it through a concept we call High Fidelity for Humans.

Electronic and mechanical engineering innovations make Pioneer's new CT-9R a pleasure to listen to.

To start with, Pioneer's engineers have developed a new material for the record and play heads on the CT-9R Cassette Deck. It's called RIBBON SENDUST and it's made with laminations 4 to 5 times thinner than conventional Sendust heads. This virtually eliminates eddy currents that interfere with high frequency response. It also provides a significant improvement in signal-to-noise ratio with extended high frequency response; plus a 3- to 5-dB increase in undistorted headroom at high frequencies. With metal tape the frequency response is an extra-wide 20 Hertz to 22k Hertz. The CT-9R's tape transport system is an incredibly precise dual capstan system with three direct drive motors. The result is an infinitesimal wow and flutter of 0.03%.

More importantly these features allowed our engineers to equip our CT-9R Cassette Deck with a super intelligence: a microprocessor that automatically adjusts bias, level and equalization to maximize the performance of the tape you're using. And this same microprocessor technology makes it possible for the Pioneer CT-9R to offer you an exclusive combination of human engineering features.

Human engineering makes Pioneer's CT-9R a pleasure to live with.

Anyone who records on tape knows how frustrating it is to run out of tape before running out of music. That's why the CT-9R has a Real Time Counter with a digital display to show you how much recording time is left on your tape. Press a button and the same display turns into a Digital Tape Counter. There's also a Blank Search feature that speeds through a partly recorded tape to find the unrecorded section and even leaves a five-second margin between the last song and what you intend to record. To find your favorite song, on a recorded tape, touch Index Scan and the CT-9R will play the first five seconds of each piece of music on the tape. To repeat a song, simply press Music Repeat and listen. The Pioneer CT-9R will even play both sides of a cassette automatically. And the Music Search control automatically plays the beginning of the next song on the tape. There's even an optional remote control.

Now if you think all this sounds too good to be true, visit your nearby Pioneer dealer. You can see and hear the CT-9R for yourself, as well as an entire line of new Pioneer cassette decks. And then if you're wondering why we don't give you less features for the money like others seem to do, it's because we consider that inhuman.
Ribbon Sendust Heads:
Pioneer's exclusive tape head material provides superb signal-to-noise ratio.

Advanced Microprocessor:
Automatically determines precise bias, Dolby calibration level and record equalization for each tape.

Three DD Motor Tape Transport:
Three direct drive motors provide exceptional record and play accuracy.
DECK HAS ALL THESE FEATURES AT ANY PRICE.
Protect Your Stereo System

The discwasher® Styles Record Care System

and Maintain Its Sound

For a free copy of our "Guide to Record Care" write to Discwasher.

discwasher®
PRODUCTS TO CARE FOR YOUR MUSIC
1407 North Providence Road, Columbia. MO 65201 USA
A DIVISION OF JENSEN an ESMARK Company
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The best for both worlds

The culmination of 30 years of Audio Engineering leadership—the new Stereohedron

**XSV/5000**

One of the most dramatic developments of cartridge performance was the introduction of the Pickering XSV/3000. It offered the consumer a first generation of cartridges, combining both high tracking ability and superb frequency response. It utilized a new concept in stylus design—Stereohedron, coupled with an exotic samarium cobalt moving magnet.

Now Pickering offers a top-of-the-line Stereohedron cartridge, the XSV/5000, combining features of both the XSV/3000 and the XSV/4000. It allows a frequency response out to 50,000 Hz.

The new XSV samarium cobalt magnet accounts for an extremely high output with the smallest effective tip mass. The Stereohedron tip design is the result of long research in extended frequency response for tracing of high frequency modulations. The patented Dustomatic® brush and stylus work hand in hand with the rest of the cartridge assembly to reproduce with superb fidelity all frequencies contained in today's recordings.

Pickering is proud to offer the XSV/5000 as the best effort yet in over 30 years of cartridge development.

A fresh new breakthrough in cartridge development designed specifically as an answer for the low impedance moving coil cartridge—

**XLZ/7500S**

The advantages of the XLZ/7500S are that it offers characteristics exceeding even the best of moving coil cartridges. Features such as an openness of sound and extremely fast risetime, less than 10µ seconds, to provide a new crispness in sound reproduction. At the same time, the XLZ/7500S provides these features without any of the disadvantages of ringing, undesirable spurious harmonics which are often characterizations of moving coil pickups.

The above advantages provide a new sound experience while utilizing the proven advantages of the Stereohedron stylus, a samarium cobalt assembly, a patented Pickering Dustomatic brush, with replaceable stylus, along with low dynamic tip mass with very high compliance for superb tracking.

So, for those who prefer the sound characteristics attributed to moving coil cartridges, but insist on the reliability, stability and convenience of moving magnet design, Pickering presents its XLZ/7500S.

**THE SOURCE OF PERFECTION**

For further information on the XSV/5000 and the XLZ/7500S write to Pickering Inc., Sunnyside Blvd., Plainview, N.Y. 11803.

from Pickering
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Finally!

After 18 years of research and development, QUAD proudly introduces the ESL-63 electrostatic speaker. The company's previous electrostatic speaker has been a worldwide music standard for decades.

The QUAD ESL-63 has a very light plastic diaphragm positioned between two sets of acoustically transparent concentric annular electrodes. The signal is fed to the electrodes sequentially via a delay line. The sound pressure pattern is a facsimile of that which would be produced by an ideal point source positioned some 30cm behind the plane of the diaphragm; completely phase true, very aperiodic, with a level response and near perfect directivity index devoid of all side lobes.

The result with a good program source is a stereo picture of an acoustic event which we believe to be significantly superior to anything previously available.

The new ESL-63 is on demonstration at authorized QUAD retailers. For further details and the name and address of your nearest QUAD retailer, write:

May Audio Marketing Ltée, Ltd.
Longueuil, Quebec J4G 1P8

For the closest approach to the original sound

QUAD
425 Sherman Avenue
Palo Alto, California 94306

In Canada:
May Audio Marketing Ltée, Ltd.
Longueuil, Quebec J4G 1P8

QUAD is a registered trademark

© 1981 Quad
The Onkyo TA-W80.
It will dazzle you, delight you, drive and deliver you.

The Onkyo TA-W80 Studio Deck is the most exciting stereo cassette deck available today. It integrates two cassette tape decks into a single component, with all the controls to operate them individually, simultaneously, or in sequence.

The Onkyo TA-W80 not only provides incredibly pure and exciting record/playback quality . . . it gives you a capability that even two stand-alone tape decks cannot provide.

You can now edit with improved precision . . . make quality high speed dubs in half the normal time without setting levels . . . playback two tapes simultaneously . . . or set them for uninterrupted automatic sequential play. You can even mix your own recordings . . . mixing a mic input with an external source . . . or a mic signal with the program from cassette #1.

Little wonder that The Onkyo TA-W80 was selected as "one of the year's most innovative products" in the Consumer Electronics Design Exhibition.
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Onkyo USA Corporation, 42-07 20th Ave., Long Island City, N.Y. 11105. (212) 728-4639.
Video is the new glamour item of the consumer electronics industry, and this was very positively demonstrated at the 1981 Summer Consumer Electronics Show in Chicago, May 31 through June 3, at McCormick Place. Video products were everywhere, in myriads of manifestations, but in spite of the spotlight on video, there were plenty of new audio products on view at McCormick Place and in satellite hotels. The only audio product which might be termed a "technological breakthrough" was the Sony/Philips Compact Digital Audio Disc. Sony, Philips and licensee Marantz were actually demonstrating prototype models which, needless to say, was a foretaste of the future and caused considerable excitement. The Compact Disc is 4.7 inches in diameter, made of metallized plastic encapsulated with a plastic transparent protective scuff coating, and is thus impervious to dust, dirt, fingerprints, and scratches. The disc rotates in a counter-clockwise direction, with the speed varying from 500 rpm on the inside of the disc (the disc is played inside out) to 200 rpm on the outside to maintain a constant linear velocity. The CD system uses pulse code modulation, with 16-bit linear encoding and a sampling rate of 44.33 kHz. A solid-state laser scans the information pits and flats at a rate of 4.3 million bits per second. Theoretically, the disc can be recorded on both sides, but at present there is only 60 minutes stereo program on one side. An interesting point is that 30 minutes of four-channel playback is possible, and, with a stated channel separation of 90 dB, the signals would be very discrete indeed! The actual information density on a side of the CD is far greater than is needed for 60 minutes of music. Therefore, special-purpose encoding can be employed to provide playback of individual selections in any sequence, to repeat selections, or even to display selection titles, playing time and lyrics of songs via a luminescent or LED device or TV monitor screen. The usual digital specifications: 90-dB SN and dynamic range, 20 Hz to 20 kHz frequency response, unmeasurable wow and flutter, etc., apply to this Sony/Philips CD audio disc. While the Digital Audio Disc committee of the EIAJ did not specifically name the Sony/Philips CD system as their unequivocal choice for a "standard," it certainly is the front-runner and has already been adopted by such companies as Bang and Olufsen, CBS/Sony, Crown, Dual, Matsushita, Nakamichi, Nippon Columbia, Onkyo, Polygram, Sony, Studer/Revox, and Kenwood. Polygram, the huge record conglomerate, is said to be setting up a plant to manufacture the Compact Discs, and CBS/Sony is expecting to have ready a catalog of 100 CD recordings to coincide with the introduction of the CD system in Japan in the fall of 1982, with the U.S. introduction shortly thereafter. Projected price of the Sony/Philips CD player is expected to be between $400.00 and $600.00, with the discs between $9.00 and $12.00. From all this, one must conclude that by January 1983 the digital audio disc will be a reality, which, needless to say, will have a profound effect on many aspects of our industry. As I am sure you are aware, there have been numerous manufacturing problems with the laser-read videodiscs which have resulted in very high return rates. Since the Sony/Philips system has virtually identical playback procedures, the quality control on the CD discs will have to be very stringent to keep the reject rate below one percent and ensure a viable system. Another peek into the future of consumer electronics was provided at this SCES by the giant Matsushita Co. of Japan. Every few years, Matsushita holds a technology fair in Japan. This year they decided to schedule it in conjunction with the 1981 SCES in Chicago. The massive Matsushita exhibit entitled "Matsushita Technology Today" occupied all 12,000 sq. ft. of the huge Chicago Room at McCormick Place. This was in addition to the usual Panasonic, Technics, and Quasar exhibits on the main floor of McCormick Place. The special exhibit was divided into sections, each representing a particular manufacturing activity of the company. There were sections on health care electronics, featuring such advances as a bone-conduction hearing aid, and a Braille duplication system. Some absolutely fascinating new video technologies will be covered in my "VideoScenes" column. The business electronics section had such items as mobile facsimile systems and a Panasonic automatic color-slide processor in the appliance electronics area, how about a microwave oven that "talks" to you, acknowledging instructions! Component electronics featured microcomputer and memory devices, ICs and LSIs, sensors and opto-electronic devices. There were sections on sensory control, test instruments and production electronics, including an arc-welding robot. The audio item that attracted a great
Finally. The elusive goal, attained.

Audiocassettes of such remarkable accuracy and clarity that differences between original and recording virtually vanish.

This is the sound of the future. Tapes with the widest possible dynamic range. The flattest frequency response obtainable. And freedom from noise and distortion.

New Fuji tapes: Born of microscopic particles made smaller, more uniformly than ever before. Permanently mated to polymer film so precise, its surface is mirror smooth. The product of intensive research that unites physics, chemistry, computer technology and psychoacoustics.

The sound of the future. Hear it at your audio dealer today. In four superb tapes that share a single name.

FUJI
Cassettes
Imagination has just become reality.
The ADC Real Time Spectrum Analyzer clearly indicates what you should evaluate.

No matter how fine tuned your ear might be, it takes the electronic precision of our ADC Real Time Spectrum Analyzer to give you the true picture you need when adjusting your room and speakers for optimum response. And should your surroundings change, it gives you a continuous visual reference so you can check your system and eliminate new acoustical deficiencies.

With its built-in pink noise generator (so no outside source is needed) and calibrated microphone, our full-octave SA-1 actually provides a visual presentation of the changing spectrum through a series of 132 LED displays. The peak hold button freezes the reading so you can adjust your equalizer to the frequency response you want. The SA-1, when teamed with any one of our Sound Shaper equalizers, completes your sound picture by offering you total control. And clearly, that's what custom-tailored sound is all about.

Sound Shaper® Real Time Spectrum Analyzer

Interesting new products at the Summer CES included the Sony/Philips Compact Disc and turntables from Sumiko/SOTA and Denon.
When it comes to the critical bias adjustment, the vast majority of manufacturers won't use anything but TDK Metal Alloy cassettes. TDK metal excels in two different cases. The MA-R has the Reference Standard Mechanism, with a unique metal unibody frame. MA uses the Laboratory Standard Mechanism, designed to deliver the smoothest possible flow of music.

Both MA-R and MA incorporate TDK's remarkable tape formulation, FINAVINX, a metal particle with extremely high coercivity and remanence for high frequency response and low distortion. TDK metal has the widest frequency range and highest MOL of all cassettes rated in an independent test.

It's not easy to get 23 quality deck makers to reach the same conclusion. If you use TDK metal, you'll be in good company.

© 1981 TDK Electronics Corp. Garden City, N.Y. 11530
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How to get 50% more sound without turning up the volume.

There's a whole range of sound in a live performance that you never hear from your stereo system. And it's not a question of turning up the volume.

The problem is in the records you play. When recording engineers master a record, they electronically eliminate up to half the music. They literally compress the sound to make it "fit" on the vinyl record.

Fortunately, there's one solution to the problem: dbx Dynamic Range Expanders.

A dbx Dynamic Range Expander in your system restores most of the lost music. And it reduces annoying record surface noise by as much as 20 dB. So instead of a compressed 50 or 60 dB of dynamic range, you get a full 75 to 90 dB. The loud passages begin to thunder. The softs are truly subtle. All your music comes to life.

And you can use a dbx Dynamic Range Expander not only with your records, but also with tapes and FM broadcasts.

Visit your authorized dbx retailer for a demonstration of the 1BX, 2BX and 3BX Dynamic Range Expanders. Then select the model that's best for your system.

Because there's a lot more to music than has been reaching your ears.


Making good sound better
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You might find a bigger loudspeaker at the same price.

You won't buy a better one.

Sadly, some people still think one loudspeaker is much the same as another.

To those of you suffering the consequences of this misapprehension, we have a message—there is a difference! A difference once appreciated, never forgotten.

A difference appreciated by Stereo Review, whose noted testing authority, Julian Hirsch, said "... its sound is unusually smooth, balanced, and utterly easy and unstrained. You can pick almost any favorable adjective and it would apply equally to the sound of this loudspeaker." (Stereo Review July, 1981)

The KEF Model 103.2 is a new addition to the renowned Reference Series. It may not look strikingly different, but inside the compact 19 litre cabinet it is a different story: drive units, filter networks and the unique KEF electronic overload protection circuit (S-STOP) represent the latest advances in loudspeaker technology.

The result is a system which achieves broad frequency response with optimum efficiency, unsurpassed realism and clarity of reproduction.

Stereo Review summed it up... "If one were to consider only its size and appearance, it might be hard to justify the price of the KEF 103.2. However, judged (as it ought to be) by its sound, it appears to be a very good buy."

Contact your KEF dealer for a thorough demonstration. For his name and address, write:
KEF Electronics, Ltd.
c/o Intratec
P.O. Box 17414
Dulles Int'l Airport
Washington, D.C. 20041.
In Canada: Smyth Sound Equipment Ltd., Quebec.
Manufacture of the Model 3012 Series 11 12" (16" US nomenclature) precision pick-up arm ended in 1972. In response to many requests to re-introduce it for professional and hi-fi applications we have produced the Model 3012-R. It is basically similar to its classic predecessor but with important refinements including:

- Thin walled stainless steel tone-arm.
- New design lateral balance system.
- Extra rigid low mass shell with double draw-in pins.
- Fine adjustment longitudinal and lateral balance for cartridges weighing from 1 1/8 to 2 grams or plug-in heads up to 33 1/3 grams.
- Geometry optimised for 12" records.

Distortion caused by lateral tracking error is at least 25% less than is possible with a 9 1/2" arm and its effective mass of 14 grams makes it particularly suitable for the many medium and low compliance cartridges now on the market.

The S2-R shell supplied with it is another SME 'first' in heavy gauge aluminium with pin-up and pin-down bayonet for positive locking. The sockets of all SME arms employing detachable shells are double slotted and therefore compatible with this design.

Full details will be sent on request.

Write to Dept 1464
SME Limited, Steyning, Sussex, BN4 3GY, England
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down for $599.95 instead of the whopping $2995.00 of the original model.

For many years the highly regarded British-made SME tonearms were distributed in this country by Shure Bros. I ran across Alastair Robertson-Aikman, the ever-debonair director of SME at the Show, and he informed me that after a very successful collaboration with Ortofon on a cartridge/arm interface, he had appointed Ortofon U.S.A. as sole distributor of SME products in this country. Those who are interested in 16-inch tonearms will be glad to know that SME has introduced an updated version of its classic arm design in that length.

Speaking of tonearms, no SCES would be complete without the introduction of some really exotic design. This year's winner is probably the Souther Equa-mass linear-tracking tonearm. The designer, Lou Souther, has produced a unique arm which is molded from epoxy resin and incorporates millions of tiny 0.0002-inch diameter hollow-glass spheres (with a specific gravity of 0.8) and a special aluminum tube 3/32-inch diameter. The total weight of the arm is 1.25 grams! Obviously, this is less than the tracking force of many cartridges. Then, on the back of the arm, Souther positions a counterweight, equal to the weight of the cartridge, at a distance from the horizontal pivot bearings slightly less than the arm's effective length. This enables him to set the exact tracking force for a particular cartridge. The arm is driven laterally across the record by the record groove itself, and ultra-low friction bearings are used. When this arm encounters a record warp and the stylus assembly starts its upward motion, it is met with a total mass just over twice that of the cartridge; for example, this could be 4 grams cartridge, 4 grams counterweight, and arm mass 1.25 grams for a total mass of 9.25 grams. Souther claims there is never enough up force generated to compress the cantilever assembly, and on the down side of the warp, the arm mass is so low that little or no inertia effect is produced. The stylus tracks the grooves perfectly, with no significant changes in tracking force. Souther claims: "If you strike the turntable laterally from the side, the shock can cause the counterweight to oscillate left and right as much as a quarter of an inch, yet the stylus will not leave the groove! This super tracking ability is said to provide a much cleaner, more open and highly detailed sound than can be heard from conventional arms. This intriguing arm will be priced at $500.00."

Dennesen was showing an unusual head amplifier for moving-coil cartridges called the Cetus, which is said to operate as a true differential-input transconductance amplifier, treating the moving-coil cartridge as a current source rather than a voltage source. It is said to be derived from a sensing amplifier in a computer's analog-memory system. The Cetus uses a matched pair of high-current thermally coupled transistors in its circuit. The unit is a.c. powered from a remote supply. There is a variable 2- to 120-ohms impedance-matching control, which also varies gain from 26 to 35 dB depending on the impedance. Frequency response is said to be 7 Hz to 250 kHz ±0.01 dB. Input overload is rated at one volt and output is 10 volts. S/N ratio is listed as 85 dB and rise time is a very fast 500 nanoseconds at 2 volts output.

No price available.

Moving over to records to really give all this fancy phono gear a tough workout and a super sound source, Mobile Fidelity has introduced their UHQR (Ultra High Quality Record) series, which was developed in conjunction with JVC. It is a "spin-off" from JVC's work in video-disc technology. The UHQR records weigh in at approximately 200 grams, which is a helluva thick record. Points of superiority include channel separation 10 dB better than standard Mobile Fidelity records which use JVC CD-4 super vinyl. Intermodulation distortion is reduced to the theoretical limits of vinyl. Vinyl resonance has been removed from the audible range. S/N ratio is 10 dB better than standard Mobile Fidelity records. Groove depth of the UHQR can be 3 mils or more. Pressing cycle on UHQR is 2½ to 3 minutes compared to 50 seconds for standard Mobile Fidelity pressings. Only one press in the world is set up for UHQR product and Mobile Fidelity has exclusive rights to its use. The first three releases in the UHQR series will be Pink Floyd's Dark Side of the Moon, Supertramp's Crime of the Century and Earl Klugh's Finger Paintings. Only 5,000 pressings will be issued of each limited-edition title. If you really dig this music and you want these super pressings, they will set you back a rather breathtaking $40.00 each! Mobile Fidelity has stated they will not be sending out any review copies of these records. I can't tell you what these particular numbers will sound like, but I already have two UHQR discs with other program material, one a Mozart piano sonata simply stunning in its realism. There just isn't any surface noise, the frequency response goes way out, distortion is the lowest I have ever heard from a record, and volume level and dynamic range are overwhelming. An outstanding achievement, and if the oncoming digital discs mean the end of the analog LP, to paraphrase old Winnie "this is their finest hour."

Many more audio products from the 1981 SCES next month.
HEAR 3-D WITH DSL.

For the first time, your headphones can fill the room with sound instead of just your head.

With the new DSL™ (dimensional sonic localizer to its creators at Phase Linear), you can hear a whole new dimension in sound.

With headphones, the DSL makes music seem to surround you. Front. Sides. And behind.

You'll hear a remarkable difference with your speakers, too.

The sound is bigger, fuller and has more depth.

Your friends will probably ask if you've recently upgraded your system.

And while the DSL technology is straight out of the ozone, the price is agreeably down to earth at under $150.

Sound incredible? Wait until you hear it. See your local Phase Linear dealer for a demonstration. Or get in touch with the people at Phase Linear: 20121 48th Avenue West, Lynnwood, WA 98036, phone (206) 774-3571. Then hook the DSL into your system.

And listen to the difference.

Phase Linear
The Professional Connection
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There is no true accuracy without high efficiency.

The power war is over. High-powered receivers and amplifiers are going the way of the "gas guzzler" in this era of energy consciousness and inflation. Yet technological advancements in source material such as direct-to-disc and digitally-mastered recordings demand far more from your system than ever before.

To accurately reproduce this state-of-the-art material you need efficient loudspeakers that literally allow your amplifier to idle during normal listening levels and respond with its rated capabilities only to reproduce the sharp transients and increased dynamic range typical of today's source material.

The Interface A was designed to answer the high-efficiency challenge. Highly efficient, truly accurate, yet capable of handling a lot of power when necessary, without the sonic coloration found in so many loudspeakers.

Listen to your music the way it was intended. Audition the Interface A at your nearest Interface dealer.

— HERMAN BURSTEIN

Brush Strokes

Q. I am generally pleased with my cassette deck, except for one characteristic. Record warp so minor as to be unnoticeable when playing a disc is "amplified" during the recording process to the extent that distortion makes the tape unplayable. I have tried various kinds of tape with no success. In order to get a good tape recording of a disc, the disc must be in nearly mint condition. How can I solve the problem? — John Holtz, Dumbfries, Va.

A. Your problem is not an uncommon one. It seems characteristic of some cassette decks that they are rather easily overloaded by a low-frequency signal of high magnitude. One possible solution that is quick and cheap is to attach a record brush to the cartridge shell. This might damp the warp signal, but of course you would have to increase the tracking force to compensate for the resistance of the brush. A similar but more expensive solution is to buy a phono cartridge with a built-in brush, such as the Shure V15 Type IV, which has a recognized ability to deal with record warp. Still another and possibly better solution is to interpose a subsonic filter between the tape output jack of your system and the tape deck. An example is the Ace Model 4000.

Poly-Saturation

Q. Is the danger of saturation one of saturating the magnetic material of the record head itself by boosting the highs with the equalization circuit? — D. Ohde, Weaverville, Cal.

A. In speaking of the danger of saturation in tape recording, the reference is usually to the magnetic coating of the tape. The problem arises chiefly in the treble range. Treble frequencies receive a good deal of boost in recording, particularly at the slower speeds, in order to overcome several kinds of losses. Up to a point, the amount of signal recorded on the tape is proportional to the amount of signal presented by the record head. But beyond this point, the tape tends to saturate so that the amount of signal recorded on the tape does not increase; in fact, the recorded signal level may even decrease.

A head of poor construction and/or poor materials may also saturate, although this is more likely at the low frequencies. On occasion, saturation may occur in the electronics owing to poor design. In sum, saturation can occur on the tape, in the heads, or in the electronics; most often it is on the tape.

Which Switch?

Q. I use CR02 tapes and notice that music sounds better when I set the tape selector switch of my deck to the "standard" position. I would like to know why. Also, is it harmful to the deck if I have the selector switch on "standard" when using CR02 tapes? — Scott Eldridge, Craišheim, Germany

A. In the "chrome" position, the deck supplies more bass boost in playback than in the "standard" position. Accordingly, treble frequencies are depressed more (relative to, say, 1 kHz) in the "chrome" position. In the "standard" position, treble is depressed less, and the sound is brighter — which you apparently find pleasing. No harm is done.

A Definite Zero

Q. How do you define O VU recording level? — Jerry Pulice, Staten Island, N.Y.

A. The definition depends on whether you are using a peak reading device, such as a fluorescent bar or peak reading meter, or whether you are using an average reading device such as a true VU meter.

In the case of the VU meter, 0 VU corresponds approximately to the recording level which produces about 1 percent harmonic distortion on the tape at a frequency in the range of 333 to 1,000 Hz. Depending on the tape used, distortion may be slightly above or below the 1-percent figure.

In the case of a peak reading device, 0 VU corresponds to approximately 3 percent harmonic distortion, which is generally considered the maximum compatible with high quality results.

The difference between 1 and 3 percent distortion corresponds to about 5 to 8 dB difference in recording level. An average reading device, such as the VU meter, needs at least this much margin to compensate for the tendency of the meter to lag behind transients.

If you have a problem or question on tape recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AU-DIO, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All letters are answered. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Good music never dies. Unfortunately, a lot of cassette tapes do.

At Maxell, we've designed our cassettes to be as enduring as your music. Unlike ordinary cassettes, they're made with special anti-jamming ribs that help prevent tape from sticking, stretching and tearing.

And our cassette shells are built to standards that are as much as 60% higher than the industry calls for.

So if you'd like to preserve your old favorites for the years to come, keep them in a safe place. On one of our cassettes.

IT'S WORTH IT.
THE NEW CASSETTES: PERFORMANCE UPDATE

Fig. 1 — High-frequency losses with repeated plays vs. tape type and deck used. Top, Maxell UD-XL I-S on Nakamichi 582; second, Maxell UD-XL II-S on 582; third, Maxell UD-XL I-S on Aiwa AD-3600. bottom, Maxell UD-XL II-S on AD-3600.
his annual cassette tape survey covers 29 different formulations, 14 Type I (ferric/normal), nine Type II (chrome-type/high bias), two Type III (ferrichrome type), and four Type IV (metal particle). There are both new entries and up-dated versions of well-established products. Of particular interest were tapes from manufacturers new to the industry, such as Loran (from Loranger Manufacturing) and Osaka. The Audiophile's Choice and Direct-to-Tape Recording have products with the tape material itself made by others. Each of the manufacturers was requested to supply three each of both C-90 and C-60 lengths. Three samples allows checking the consistency of the product, and the second length gives an indication of possible performance shifts with a change in length by the user. Some of the manufacturers did not supply all the samples requested for one reason or another, but tests were conducted on whatever was supplied. Table I lists, to whatever extent supplied, the manufacturer's specifications and prices.

We had pretty well standardized our test scheme from past years' experience, but some recent events caused us to add some checks not run before. For one thing, it had been rather difficult to get consistent flutter data, so tests were run this year on a number of samples with three different-model tape decks. There had been some question raised as to the validity of making cassette tape tests on a particular deck which is not typical, such as the Nakamichi 582 which is the one used for such tests. A number of crosschecks were made on responses and maximum record levels with three other, "more-typical" decks to assess some possible discrepancies. Although the other-deck testing was not at all complete in comparison with the 582 tests, there was confirmation of all results in a relative sense for each of the cases investigated.

As in the past, responses were made with a swept-sinusoid source from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. To ensure that each of the responses shown was a true playback response, they were made by recording the sweep, rewinding the tape, and then plotting the response on playback. With a three-head deck, it is very easy to make such plots simultaneously while recording. Unfortunately, this method can give spurious results since there may be inter-head leakage or effects from bias leakage, or perhaps insufficient allowance for the time-delay effects among the record, playback, and plotter relationships. The UREI 200 plotting system used locks to the frequency of the playback signal; it is not dependent on time synchronization.

The swept responses were made at both Dolby level (200 nWb/m at 400 Hz) and 20 dB below that. In addition, an investigation was made of the possible losses at high frequency with repeated playbacks and other test runs. For some reasons, we had planned to run some tests, primarily comparing CrO₂ and FeCo formulations, based upon comments made by various people feeling that the CrO₂ tapes "kept their sound better." The interest in this particular facet was heightened considerably by letters to Audio from a reader, Edward F. McLain, Jr. Mr. McLain had observed high-frequency losses with repeated playbacks with one of his recorders, and he had conducted a fairly extensive series of tests to pinpoint the cause. It seemed a bit surprising that he was having this problem with a Type I tape, immediately, such a thing seemed more likely with an out-of-date cobalt-doped formulation. Mr. McLain very nicely provided copies of his own plots, and there was no doubt about the losses with repeated replays. A check among three decks on hand showed that there were similar losses with the Nakamichi 582 and the Aiwa AD-M7000 decks, but no such losses.

## TABLE I — MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRAND OR MANUFACTURER</th>
<th>TAPE DESIGNATION</th>
<th>TAPE TYPE</th>
<th>COER</th>
<th>RET</th>
<th>SOU</th>
<th>SENS</th>
<th>BIAS</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ampex</td>
<td>ELN</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+1.0</td>
<td>+1.0</td>
<td>$3.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ampex</td>
<td>EDR</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+2.0</td>
<td>+0.5</td>
<td>4.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AudioMagnetics</td>
<td>Tracs</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AudioMagnetics</td>
<td>High Performance</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>+1.5</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| BASF                  | Performance      | I        | 325  | 1500| 0.87| +1.0 | +1.0 | 3.50  |
| BASF                  | Professional I   | I        | 280  | 1600| 0.85| +2.0 | +0.5 | 3.50  |
| Direct                | Agfa Super       | I        | 370  | 1200| 0.86| 0.0  | 0.0  | 3.95  |
| Fuji                  | FX-I             | I        | 350  | 1500| 0.88| +2.0 | +0.0 | 5.35  |
| Loran                 | Normal           | I        | 350  | 1500| 0.88|      | 7.65  |
| Maxell                | UDXXII-S         | I        | 375  | 1700| 0.89| +1.0 | +0.3 | 6.99  |
| Memorex               | MPX-I            | I        |      |     |     |      | +0.8 |      |
| Realistic             | Supertape Gold   | I        | 335  | 1500| 0.87| +1.5 | 4.65  |
| AudioMagnetics        | High Performance | II       | 370  | 1500| 0.85| +3.0 | +2.5 | 4.50  |
| Direct                | Type II          | II       | 600  | 1500| 0.87| +2.0 | +0.0 | 5.55  |
| Fuji                  | FX-II            | II       | 450  | 1400| 1.00|      | 7.95  |
| Loran                 | High Bias        | II       | 670  | 1700| 0.89| 0.0  | +0.3 | 6.99  |
| Maxell                | UDXXII-S         | II       |      |     |     |      | +1.2 |      |
| Memorex               | HBII             | II       | 530  | 1500| 0.85| +1.5 | +0.8 | 6.99  |
| Osaka                 | CR               | I        | 250  | 1600| 0.89| 0.0  | +1.5 |      |
| Osaka                 | FC               | III      | 350  | 1400| 0.80| 0.0  | +2.3 | 6.99  |
| JVC                   | ME               | IV       | 1080 | 3200| 0.71| +2.0 | +4.5 |      |
| JVC                   | ME-P             | IV       | 1080 | 3500| 0.73| +3.0 | +4.5 |      |
| Memorex               | Metal IV         | IV       |      |     |     |      | +2.0 |      |
| Osaka                 | MX               | IV       | 1050 | 3500| 0.80| +2.0 | +4.4 |      |
it could be set for automatic cycling of one playback after another. The output level of the 15-kHz playback was recorded on a strip chart for easy comparison among tapes and more accurate data reduction. There does appear to be some element here of pressure and/or tape tension, perhaps related to the magnetostriiction and Curie-temperature properties of the formulation. We do not have a definite explanation for the reader on how this effect occurs. What we do report later is the 15-kHz loss for 10 plays on a particular deck. You may never experience this problem, but you will know that it is a possibility, and that it appears to be most likely with a Type I tape. Perhaps the tape and deck manufacturers will solve the problem and educate us all at the same time.

The maximum record levels were those where a 3% DL (distortion limit) was reached with harmonic distortion checks form 100 Hz to 2 kHz and twotone IM tests from 5 to 10 kHz. The signal-to-noise ratio was referenced to the 400-Hz DL, and IEC A weighting was used. Modulation noise checks used a 1-kHz tone at reference level, with the tone notched out and 500/1500 Hz bandpass filtering on playback. Data was taken on the sensitivity and bias of each tape, but the correlation to the manufacturers data sheets (were supplied) was not high. The bias figures obtained are reported as a guide — within a particular tape type — for possible high-frequency response shifts from changing a tape without readjusting bias. Remember that going to a higher bias tape will get boosted high frequencies, and going to a lower-bias tape will result in a loss of high frequencies, unless the original bias is changed to match the new tape. Skew was measured with pink noise and a 1/3-octave RTA and observing the effect on the high-frequency levels with turning the cassette over, after record-head alignment for the first side. A 3-kHz tone was used not only for the flutter checks, but also for tests of output-level stability and dropouts.

Test Results

The great majority of the numerical data from the tests are listed in Table II. Take note of the fact that the tapes are listed alphabetically in type number categories. There are also frequency response plots for each formulation for both C-90 and C-60 lengths, if both were supplied. Also included on each of

### Table II — Test Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRAND</th>
<th>DESIGNATION</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>+3 dB (kHz)</th>
<th>-3 dB (kHz)</th>
<th>MAXIMUM RECOR LEVEL</th>
<th>15-kHz LEVEL</th>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>MOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0 dB</td>
<td>500 Hz</td>
<td>1 kHz</td>
<td>2 kHz</td>
<td>5 kHz</td>
<td>10 kHz</td>
<td>dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Level</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ampex</td>
<td>ELN</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>+4.7</td>
<td>+5.5</td>
<td>+5.8</td>
<td>+5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EDR</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>+3.1</td>
<td>+3.6</td>
<td>+3.7</td>
<td>+2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AudioMagnetics</td>
<td>Tracs</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>+1.5</td>
<td>+2.3</td>
<td>+3.1</td>
<td>+2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AudioMagnetics</td>
<td>High Performance</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>+3.9</td>
<td>+4.8</td>
<td>+5.2</td>
<td>+4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AudioPhil’s Choice</td>
<td>20 to 20</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>+4.2</td>
<td>+5.5</td>
<td>+6.8</td>
<td>+5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASF</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>+0.9</td>
<td>+1.5</td>
<td>+1.8</td>
<td>+1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASF</td>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>+5.0</td>
<td>+6.0</td>
<td>+6.9</td>
<td>+6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Agfa Super</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>+4.0</td>
<td>+5.6</td>
<td>+7.8</td>
<td>+7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuji</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>+0.9</td>
<td>+2.3</td>
<td>+4.2</td>
<td>+3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuji</td>
<td>FX-I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>+4.1</td>
<td>+5.3</td>
<td>+6.4</td>
<td>+4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loran</td>
<td>Normal/Ferric</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>+3.7</td>
<td>+5.1</td>
<td>+6.8</td>
<td>+6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxell</td>
<td>UDXXL-I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>+7.1</td>
<td>+8.7</td>
<td>+10.0</td>
<td>+9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorex</td>
<td>MRT-I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>+6.7</td>
<td>+7.9</td>
<td>+8.2</td>
<td>+6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realistic</td>
<td>Supertape Gold</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>+5.4</td>
<td>+6.5</td>
<td>+7.3</td>
<td>+4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AudioMagnetics</td>
<td>High Performance</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>+1.4</td>
<td>+2.7</td>
<td>+3.4</td>
<td>+2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASF</td>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>+4.5</td>
<td>+5.7</td>
<td>+6.2</td>
<td>+3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Type II</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>+4.3</td>
<td>+5.5</td>
<td>+5.1</td>
<td>+2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuji</td>
<td>FX-II</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>+1.2</td>
<td>+2.5</td>
<td>+3.2</td>
<td>+2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loran</td>
<td>High Bias/Chrome</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>+2.9</td>
<td>+4.9</td>
<td>+2.1</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxell</td>
<td>UDXXLII-S</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>+4.1</td>
<td>+5.4</td>
<td>+6.0</td>
<td>+4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorex</td>
<td>HBII</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>+3.6</td>
<td>+5.4</td>
<td>+6.7</td>
<td>+4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osaka</td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>+1.9</td>
<td>+3.4</td>
<td>+4.8</td>
<td>+1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realistic</td>
<td>Supertape Chrome</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>+4.0</td>
<td>+5.0</td>
<td>+4.8</td>
<td>+1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASF</td>
<td>Professional III</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>+5.3</td>
<td>+7.3</td>
<td>+4.3</td>
<td>+3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osaka</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>+2.0</td>
<td>+3.8</td>
<td>+4.8</td>
<td>+1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC</td>
<td>ME</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>+7.9</td>
<td>+9.3</td>
<td>+9.9</td>
<td>+7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC</td>
<td>ME-P</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>+7.3</td>
<td>+8.8</td>
<td>+9.7</td>
<td>+8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorex</td>
<td>Metal IV</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>+9.4</td>
<td>+11.3</td>
<td>+13.0</td>
<td>+8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osaka</td>
<td>MX</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>+8.3</td>
<td>+10.0</td>
<td>+10.7</td>
<td>+6.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†See text.
Sound so noise-free, it could only be dbx.

When you audition any of our three new cassette decks with built-in dbx, you'll experience something you've never heard before. Noise-free sound. Music so well-defined you won't believe it's on a cassette.

Without dbx, this kind of performance would be impossible. But the dbx system which helped revolutionize professional recording, is now helping us move cassette performance into a new era.

That's because the dbx system is more than just noise elimination. You can set average record levels much lower, so when the music suddenly peaks you get it all—crisp, clean and undistorted.

We were the first manufacturer to incorporate dbx in tape recorders. And everything we've learned about it since is built into our three new models. Along with the kind of quality that makes a TEAC a TEAC.

For instance, we use three motors to drive the V-5RX. One each for the reels, the capstan and our unique Electrolode system. All run by silky smooth, silent transport controls.

The V-3RX gives you that, plus our exclusive new Cobalt Amorphous head. It's frequency response—20 Hz to 20 kHz—covers the full range of human hearing.

In the C-3RX, you get three separate heads: erase, record and play. Plus double dbx circuitry for true off-the-tape monitoring.

Three new cassette decks from TEAC. Each with a distinctive complement of features. All with built-in dbx. For completely noise-free sound and the broadest musical range possible.
Cassettes

these figures is the 3% DL (distortion limit) — harmonic or twin-tone IM from the MRLs for the C-90 (for the C-60 only if no C-90 was supplied). These maximum record levels (in dB in Table II) are referenced to the 400-Hz record level for 200 nW/m in playback. The actual output levels will be different to the extent there are response variations from flat and compression because of the high levels. Below there are additional comments on each general type and on each specific formulation.

**Type I**

The general impression of these tapes was that there had been a general improvement in the quality of what was available. This was particularly noticeable in better output-level stability and lower skew. The losses at 15 kHz with repeated plays (on the test deck) were pretty much restricted to this type, although there was quite a range of losses from one tape to the next. A number of cassettes had excellent performance in all respects.

**Ampex ELN**: The frequency responses of this new formulation were quite smooth and extended, and could have been made more so with a slight decrease in bias. It had average performance for the group (a good one) in other areas. There was slight skewing on some samples, and it varied with time. The output-level stability was good, and the occasional dropouts just approached the audibility threshold. Flutter and the 15-kHz play loss were average, for all of the cassettes tested.

**Ampex EDR**: The performance of this formulation was very close to that of ELN, and slightly less bias would have extended the EDR’s responses as well. The MRLs were a little on the low side for current cassettes. Flutter was slightly less than average, but the 15-kHz play loss was above average. Output level stability was excellent, one of the best measured. There were no dropouts during the test period, and the maximum perturbation was only 0.5 dB.

**AudioMagnetics Tracs**: This tape was not quite average in performance for the group, but its low price could make it appealing for a number of uses. Flutter was average, and the 15-kHz play loss was less than average. There was very little skewing in any of the samples, including the C-60s. The output level stayed fairly constant (within 0.4 dB), and the few dropouts never approached the audibility threshold.

**AudioMagnetics High Performance**: The performance was good in most respects, with nice responses and good MRLs. There was very slight skewing on some of the samples, not enough to be detrimental. Bias needs for the C-60s were slightly less than for the C-90s, generally true for most of the tapes tested, a minor effect at the highest frequencies. Flutter was just slightly above average, and the 15-kHz play loss was above average. There was an occasional 0.3-dB wander in the 3-kHz output level, quite minor. There were few dropouts of very small amplitude.

**Audiophile’s Choice**: This brand is new to the test program, and the results indicate quite a good product for its fairly low mail-order price. The 15-kHz play loss was less than average (for Type I tapes), but flutter was higher than most. The MRLs and S/N ratio were good, and the output-level stability was within 0.3 dB peak-to-peak. Infrequent dropouts were just to the audibility threshold.

**BASF Performance**: The responses were good with this formulation, but the MRLs were among the lowest for the Type Is, and noise was rather high. Skew was very small among all of the samples, including the C-60s. The output level remained steady; there were a fair number of dropouts, but they were of limited depth. Flutter was average. The 15-kHz play loss was less than average.

**BASF Professional I**: This is one of the better Type I cassettes with good responses and high MRLs. The output level stability was fairly smooth, although there were some dropouts approaching the audibility threshold. There was just a
little skew with some of the C-90 samples, even less with the C-60s. Flutter was average. There was no 15-kHz replay loss, a possible advantage to owners of high-tension (?) decks.

Direct Agfa Super: In general, this relatively low-priced mail-order offering delivered above-average performance. Responses and MRLs were really quite good. On the other hand, there was noticeable skew at times, actually affecting the response plots. There was some wandering in the output level, but it usually kept within 0.5 dB overall. Dropouts were infrequent and of low amplitude. The 15-kHz play loss was above average, but flutter was very slightly lower than most.

Fuji FL: The responses were quite good, but the MRLs were lower than the average for Type I. There was some skew with the C-90s, substantially none with the C-60s. Flutter and the 15-kHz play loss were both a bit less than average. The output level was stable within 0.3 dB, and there were few dropouts, none of any significance.

Fuji FX-I: One of the better Type I tapes with excellent responses, good MRLs, and a high S/N ratio. Skew was very low on all samples. C-60 bias was very close to C-90 bias (most showed more difference). The output level was very stable and smooth, and there were no dropouts. Flutter and the 15-kHz play loss were both somewhat lower than average.

Loran Ferric/Normal: The products from Loranger Manufacturing are of interest not just because they are newcomers to the industry. Their cassettes are the most expensive in their respective type categories, which has to raise more than a few eyebrows. Everyone claims a quality product, of course, but Loranger literature is quite emphatic on this point. Their most salient feature for many will be their use of Lexan for the shell, with claims of greatly superior thermal stability. The tape itself showed good responses and MRLs, but the modulation noise was the highest of all tapes tested. There was some skew, more so with the C-60s. There appeared to be a shifting of bias needs with time, but this might have been confused by skew problems. The output level was stable, and all dropouts were less than half way to the audibility threshold. Flutter was about average. The 15-kHz play loss was less than average.

Maxell UDxLI-S: Once again, one of the UD series sets the standard for others to follow. Smooth, wide responses, very high MRLs, the lowest modulation noise of all tapes tested and next to the best.
of the tapes tested, and it appeared that excellent, and there weren't really dropouts. The flutter was less than average. On the other hand, the 15-kHz play loss was the greatest of all of the tapes tested, and it appeared that additional plays would have brought additional loss.

Memorex MRX-1: The tests were conducted on C-60s only, as the manufacturer did not supply C-90s. The responses were wide, the MRLs were very high, and the S/N ratio was the highest for Type I tapes — in other words, one of the best of the tapes tested. There was very little skew in any of the samples. The output level stability was quite good. Although there were observable dropouts quite frequently, none of them reached the audibility threshold. Flutter was slightly less than average. The 15-kHz loss with repeated plays was much higher than most.

Realistic Supertape Gold: The test results of wide responses and high MRLs puta this audio-Shack product into the category of one of the better Type I tapes, with a price that is certain to increase its appeal. There was less than average loss in the 15-kHz replay tests, but there was noticeable skew, which can result in high-frequency losses. Flutter was average. There was some variation in the output level, but it was always less than 0.5 dB overall. There were many small-amplitude dropouts, but none observed of any significance.

Type II

As the Type I tapes have continued to improve, there has become less and less difference between their overall performance and that of the Type II tapes. Of course, there are good and bad in each category, but there are some criteria we can consider in making any comparisons. First of all, an examination of the results table and the Type I and II response plots will reveal that from the standpoint of responses and MRLs, the Type Is are just as good, or even better than the Type IIs with the test deck used. Note specifically that the Type II MRLs are lower than the Type I's until 10 kHz. Some of the Type II S/N ratios are better, but Maxell UD-XL I-S and Memorex MRX-1 are better than many Type IIs, including their own corresponding products. (The 70-µS EQ, however, gets lower noise in the high-frequency region.) It is at least interesting to note that the fall-off in the DL (or MRL) curve is similar in slope and level at 10 kHz for all Type I, II, and III tapes. Type IV tapes have similar DL-curve slopes, but the 10-kHz point is higher. We are not certain of the significance of the many possible contributing factors, such as equalization, properties of the pigments, head design, etc. We can see that if this curve is accepted by the tape user as a practical limit because of distortion, the Type IIs would offer limited advantage over the Type Is, which offer higher distortion limits at lower frequencies. The exception, of course, is the lower tape noise with 70-µS EQ. It should be noted that a number of tests were run using other decks than the test Nakamichi 582, and the Type I and II MRL results were generally the same.

BASF and others have not joined the ferri-cobalt bandwagon and emphasize that they believe that CrO2 is the superior material. In the Type II plots that accompany this section, the tapes using CrO2 except BASF Professional II, can be characterized as having considerable loss in level with increasing frequency, particularly at Dolby level. There may be less total difference between highs and lows at -20 dB, but the final rise at the highest frequencies causes of a saddle-like response. There did appear to be some rise in the low end with the 582 for all tapes, but it was less than a dB at 100 Hz most of the time. Tests were run with four other recorders, and the responses were almost exactly the same. Perhaps there are decks which will deliver flat responses with these tapes, but none of the five decks tried would do so.

Good Dolby system performance requires flat responses, so there may be problems in the use of a tape with a response saddle (or mound).

AudioMagnetics High Performance II: Fairly good responses and moderate MRLs give the tape a fairly good Type II rating. There was very low skew among all of the samples. There was no 15-kHz play loss, but flutter was higher than most. The general output-level stability was good, but there were many dropouts up to the audibility threshold. The sample passed all of the functional tests. BASF Professional II: This true chrome tape had among the highest MRLs, and the S/N ratio was the highest for the Type IIs. The responses were excellent in notable contrast to the other CrO2 tapes. Overall, this is one of the best Type II tapes. There was no skew among all of the samples, except for one short period during test. The output-level stability was excellent, and any of the dropouts were very limited in amplitude. There was no 15-kHz play loss. Flutter was below average. Direct Type II: This mail-order tape compared most favorably with others, showing good responses and MRLs, low modulation noise and a high S/N ratio as well. There was considerable skewing with both lengths, but there was very little 15-kHz play loss. Flutter was slightly above average. The output level was constant on the average, but there were some rapid fluctuations up to about a dB p-p. There were many dropouts, but only occasional ones approached the audibility threshold. There were no Type II sensing holes, which prevents use on some machines.

Fuji FX-II: The responses were good, and the modulation noise was low, but the MRLs and the S/N ratio were moderate. There was very little skew or loss in 15-kHz playback. The output level was very steady, and there were only a few fluctuations of limited amplitude that might have been called dropouts. Flutter was average.

Loran High Bias/Chrome: This is the other Lexan-shell cassette introduced by Loranger, and it also includes the handy built-in, rotatable erase-prevention tabs — easily set for "safe" or "record." The manufacturer states that there is a double layer, ferric oxide for "low-end boost" and CrO2 for "high-end boost." As the plots show, the middle, unfortunately, gets left out, and there is a noticeable loss in highs at Dolby level. The S/N ratio is high, but so is the modulation noise. There was substantially no 15-kHz play loss, but there was a little effect on the highs by occasional skewing. Flutter was average. There were minor wanderings of the output level, probably undetectable. There were many dropouts, occasionally up to the detection threshold, very rarely over.
served in any of the samples of both lengths, and the measured 15-kHz play loss was close to zero, 0.1 dB. There was a little roughness in the output, but the average level was stable. There were quite a few dropouts, although none approached the audibility threshold. The flutter was slightly better than average. The cassette passed all of the functional tests.

Memorex HBII: This new formulation immediately showed itself to be one of the best of the type IIs, smooth and wide responses, high MRLs and S/N ratio, and very low modulation noise. Skewing was slight, and there was no 15-kHz play loss. Flutter was very slightly above average. The output had a 0.4 dB bump every three seconds, and the dropouts were fairly frequent although none were deep enough to be detectable. There were no Type II sensing holes.

Osawa Cr: The manufacturer states that the tape is a dual-layer cobalt-doped ferric. Cobalt-doped tapes in the past have not been that good, but this formulation performed quite well in all respects, including zero loss with 15-kHz playback. There was close to zero skew among all of the samples. The output level was very stable, and there were substantially no dropouts. Flutter was average.

Realistic Supertape Chrome: For the most part, this tape would be classified as one of the better Type IIs. MRLs were quite good, and the S/N ratio was quite impressive. Skew, however, was erratic at times, and rapid variations in level in the 15-kHz play tests required some guessing at levels. Flutter was very slightly below average. The output level was stable on the average, but the fast analyzer scan to check for dropouts showed many rapid variations up to 2 dB. Fortunately, only rare ones got to the 3-dB detection threshold.

Type III

There are very few Type III cassettes being manufactured, and a number of decks do not have provisions to use them. In general, they have shown various performance limitations in the past, poor high-frequency headroom, a saddle-like response at lower levels, and poor amplitude stability. Lately BASF has been promoting their Professional III for car use, and they could work reasonably well for that.

BASF Professional III: Good MRLs at low frequencies, but more limited at high frequencies and high levels, causing a considerable slope in the response at Dolby level. The results shown were checked on other recorders, and they showed as much or more discrepancy between the
200-Hz and 2-kHz levels. The S/N ratio was high, but so was the modulation noise. There was very low skew, and there was relatively little 15-kHz play loss. Flutter was below average (better). The output level was constant over a period of time, but there were many rapid variations revealed in a fast analyzer scan up to a dB, with occasional dropouts up to the detection threshold.

The output level was constant over a period of time, but there were many rapid variations revealed in a fast analyzer scan up to a dB, with occasional dropouts up to the detection threshold.

**TYPE III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FREQUENCY (Hz)</th>
<th>RELATIVE OUTPUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASF Professional III**

Osawa FC: This is another dual-layer formulation from this manufacturer, and it showed less of the response deviations of the typical FeCr. There still was limited high-frequency headroom, however. There was very little skew in any of the samples, and there was no 15-kHz play loss. Flutter was average. The output level showed some cycling, but it was limited to a total of only 0.3 dB. There were quite a few small-amplitude dropouts, none of them even close to the detection threshold.

**Type IV**

Each year other manufacturers join the metal tape suppliers, JVC, Memorex and Osawa this year. Because only one sample each was received for the two JVC and the one Memorex formulation, the results must be considered as tentative. It is impossible, of course, in these cases to make any statements concerning consistency. Along with other types, metal tapes have been getting better in the areas of amplitude stability, skew, and dropouts. Some readers had written about certain problems in consistency, including loss of pigment on guides, rollers, etc. Perhaps there was some sort of tape/deck interaction in one reported case of shedding. My own checks of the same tape with 25

plays per cassette showed absolutely no deposits. Each reader, however, should draw his own conclusions from what happens with his own tape/deck combination.

JVC ME and ME-P: The responses for these two excellent tapes are shown in the same figure, and slight adjustments in bias could have made them look just the same. Small differences appear in the table of results, but with just one sample each, there was no proof of which was the better — they both were excellent in every way with the exception of some output level wandering (within a dB) and dropouts up to the audibility threshold.

Memorex Metal IV: This metal-particle entry from a long-time manufacturer of tapes showed smooth, wide responses, very high MRLs and S/N ratio, and low modulation noise. There was substantial no skew in the one sample, and there was no 15-kHz play loss. Flutter was average. The output level stability was good, and there were no significant dropouts.

Osawa MX: This formulation gave another demonstration of the wide responses, very high MRLs, and high S/N ratio that go with metal tape, along with low modulation noise. There was no skew observed in any of the samples, and there was no 15-kHz play loss. Flutter was average. The output level stability was excellent with variations limited to 0.3 dB. With the analyzer in fast scan — looking for dropouts — the output level was just as smooth most of the time, with just infrequent and sporadic dropouts almost to the detection threshold.

**Summary**

The general quality of cassette tapes is improving, and a number of those tested this year evidence that fact. Improvements in decks, of course, have been part and parcel of the increasing fidelity possible in the cassette format. Type I tapes offer excellent performance, although this year's tests indicate the possibility that some formulations might have high frequency losses with repeated plays on some decks.

For Type II in general, ferricobalt tapes gave better frequency responses than did CrO₂ on all of the decks tried, but BASF Professional II was a definite exception. There may be decks which are better matched to the non-BASF CrO₂ tapes, however. Type III formulations are still appearing, but the responses remain mediocre at high and low levels. Each new Type IV (metal) tape that is introduced provides another example of a noticeable raising of the DL/MRL curve in the high-frequency region, compared to other types.
He created some of the world's most passionate music.

Yet he died whispering the name of a woman he had never met.

She was his patroness...his confessor...his "Beloved Friend" in an intimate 14-year correspondence. She was the inspiration for his most romantic works. And yet he shrank from meeting her even when she invited it.

Finally, she withdrew her support from him. Yet years later, on his deathbed, he whispered her name. In gratitude? In love? In anger? The secret died with Tchaikovsky. But the passion that Nadezhda von Meck inspired lives on in some of the most soaringly romantic melody ever penned, as you will discover in TIME-LIFE RECORDS' magnificent four-stereo-record album, Tchaikovsky—your introduction to the outstanding series GREAT MEN OF MUSIC.

Here is a connoisseur's choice of Tchaikovsky's creations, recorded in finest stereo sound by artists who have no peer. You'll hear Van Cliburn's rendition of the Piano Concerto No. 1 in B Flat Minor...Jascha Heifetz and the Chicago Symphony Orchestra (conducted by Reiner) playing the Violin Concerto in D Major...the Symphony No. 6 in B Minor (Pathétique), performed by the American Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Monteux.

The boxed set on Tchaikovsky is only the beginning of GREAT MEN OF MUSIC—an unparalleled collection of the world's greatest music, performed by leading artists of our time. In future albums, you will thrill to the genius of Bach, Beethoven, Mozart, Brahms, Mahler, over 20 composers. And you'll listen with new understanding because each album is enriched with a color-filled booklet on the composer, plus illuminating notes about the music.

Start by auditioning Tchaikovsky for 10 days free. You'll receive four 12-inch LP stereo records (the kind that usually retail for $8.95 each) in an elegant slipcase, the background booklet complete with Listener's Guide, AND the $19.95 deluxe edition of The Golden Encyclopedia of Music—yours free just for purchasing Tchaikovsky and agreeing to audition future albums.

If after ten days you decide you'd like to own this $55.75 value, it's yours for only $24.95, plus shipping and handling. If, however, you are not completely delighted, return the album and encyclopedia and owe nothing. Send no money. Just mail the attached card. Or write TIME-LIFE RECORDS, Time & Life Bldg., Chicago, IL 60611.

All orders subject to credit approval.

FREE BOOK! (with purchase of Tchaikovsky album)

THE GOLDEN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MUSIC

- $19.95 retail value;
- 720 pages, 8 1/4" x 11"
- More than 800 illustrations,
- 24 pages in full color
- More than 1,000 musical examples including a separate glossary of 1,000 famous names in music
IT DOESN'T COST ANY MORE TO OWN A BANG & OLUFSEN CARTRIDGE.

One of the most prestigious names in audio offers a remarkably affordable way to improve your stereo system. Bang & Olufsen MMC cartridges.

Their audibly superior innovations will now fit virtually all of today's better tonearms.

**MMC, Separation and Imaging.**

What is MMC? It's the patented Moving Micro Cross armature found in all five Bang & Olufsen cartridges.

This MMC keeps each channel on its own axis so you'll hear exceptionally accurate stereo separation, depth and realistic stereo imaging.

The manner in which these cartridges pinpoint the placement of individual instruments is uncanny. One audition will convince you.

**Longer record life.**

It's a result of our extremely low Effective Tip Mass (ETM). How we achieve it is an engineering story in itself. But the low ETM of our stylus assemblies means much longer record life and better tracking even on "hopelessly" warped records.

**A cantilever made of a solid, single crystal of sapphire.**

You'll find it on the remarkable MMC-20CL. Why sapphire?

Because it has very low mass yet is 21% more rigid than beryllium and 500% more rigid than aluminum commonly used in other cartridges.

**Model MMC 20 CL with Universal Adapter.**

This rigidity virtually eliminates any distortion-causing vibration within the cantilever. Every subtle movement of the stylus tip is translated into transparent, uncolored sound and musical detail.

**Audition them for yourself.**

Hear for yourself why the critics respect our MMC cartridges. Bring in your favorite records to a select audio dealer and learn how for the price of a fine cartridge...you can own a Bang & Olufsen.

For more information, write to:

**Bang & Olufsen**

Bang & Olufsen of America, Inc.
515 Busse Road
Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007

*Moving Micro Cross is a registered trademark of Bang & Olufsen.*
FOCUS ON SHELL MECHANICS

At least once a year, Audio tests a number of the latest cassette tape formulations. The effort is concentrated on electrical performance, such things as frequency responses and maximum record levels. It has been a regular practice to check flutter and skew effects, but we have not taken a detailed look at the mechanical inter-relationships that are involved. This article delves into such questions as: Is there such a thing as a low-flutter cassette? Does it make a difference which deck is used? Do all tapes skew? What should I look for in a cassette if I want good mechanical performance? Are some cassettes more reliable than others?

Even with just a cursory examination in the course of buying tapes, you may have noticed that there is a great deal of difference in the way that the various manufacturers package the product. This can be more important than it might at first seem. To minimize the possibility of getting harmful dust on the tape itself, the package should be sealed in some sort of plastic wrap. The little tab seal used by a few manufacturers will assure you perhaps that the tape has not been used by someone else, but the openings in the typical cassette box can allow a lot of dust to enter. After opening the package (a pull tab is a worthwhile convenience), follow good practice in keeping the cassette in the box when not actually being played. Do not store any tapes in dusty environments. If you must do so, try some of your own plastic protection, or stick to cassettes with better quality boxes with tighter closures. The new Memorex boxes provide better sealing from dust than the older standard-design ones do.

If you have purchased a number of different tape formulations, you will have learned that manufacturers do not agree on what makes the best label. We're not going to dig deeply into this question, but there are a few things to keep in mind. First of all, is there enough space to write in the necessary identification? Some labels are so small, you might need to use some sort of code or abbreviations. What can you write on the label with? Best of all are those which will accept almost anything, but some require a ball-point pen, making changes very difficult. Some cassettes have extra press-on labels, which is a definite help. Take a look at the outside card while you're at it: Some are good, and some have failings similar to those discussed for labels. Now that we've talked about the wrappings and labels, it's time to take a closer look at the cassette shell itself.

Figure 1 shows the assembled TDK MA-R cassette, the most sophisticated design currently available. It is also relatively expensive, of course, so it is not surprising that most other assemblies are less impressive. The great majority of the premium cassettes sold have plastic half-shells which are held together with screws. There are just a few that are sonic welded together, and their manufacturers feel that sonic welding can do just as good a job as screws. It is true that screws must be torqued correctly to
hold firmly, but not so tight as to introduce unwanted stresses. It is also true that most of the really cheap cassettes are sonic welded, and that the cassette shells which are most nicely finished are all held together with screws. It is possible, of course, for a manufacturer to use more than one quality of shell and mechanism in its product line. TDK actually uses four, the Reference Standard Mechanism for MA-R tapes, the Laboratory Standard Mechanism for MA and SA-X tapes, the Super Precision Mechanism for SA, OD and AD tapes, and the Precision Mechanism for D tapes. We can't say that this is just the way to do it, but there is a great deal of sense in using a higher quality mechanical assembly to go with higher quality formulations.

To aid in the discussion of design requirements for the assembly, let's examine Fig. 2 which shows a disassembled Reference Standard Mechanism. In the center is the die-cast metal frame which must, and does, provide rigidity and stability, accurate outside dimensions and good finish, good support and accurate location for other components to be mounted in the frame, and parallel sides for mounting the cover plates. The cover plates must be flat with some rigidity and accurately dimensioned. The assembly of these two components has to provide the basic inside space for tape storage and guidance. There are two static-free slip sheets for low-friction restraint of tape wander during play or wind. Now, a cassette shell that is made out of plastic should meet the same basic criteria, accurate dimensions, rigidity, stability, etc. Carefully examine the cassettes you are using for surface smoothness, traces of plastic flash, resistance to bending or twisting, etc. Don't try to find their stress limit, but you may be able to weed out some questionable tapes.

When the tape pack is set into the shell, it is threaded over guide pins at each end and then over guide rollers, passing in front of additional guide pins, the tape pressure pad, and the mu-metal magnetic shield. For good mechanical performance, there are criteria that the tape pack itself must meet. The width must be constant, the slitting must not cause any deformation of the edges, the cutting must be a perfectly straight line, with no skew introduced, and the leader must meet the same criteria. As a fast check of the cassettes you have, look at the surface of the tape at the edge of the cassette. It should be perfectly flat and smooth. Any cupping or rippling might cause a range of tape problems, dropouts, changing levels, high flutter, and its getting wrapped around the capstan. It comes down to this: To get the most out of the tape, it must remain in intimate contact with the heads — easy if its own surface is flat (except as shaped to the head), impossible if its own surface looks like a badly misaligned tire.

The tape must be fastened to the hubs, and yet the hubs must not introduce any bumps as the tape winds on. The hubs must also be accurately round and concentric with the hub-drive opening. All the stationary guide posts must be perpendicular to the shell-frame reference plane. Their surfaces must be long-wearing and must not damage the tape in any fashion. The guide-roller surfaces must be smooth (TDK states "seamless"), concentric with the bearing pin (stainless steel preferred) and with flanges that guide and control tape wander without causing any edge damage. The magnetic shield should be accurately positioned behind the pressure pad. There are different approaches to the design of the pad and its support. Do check to see that the pad surface is flat to the tape and not misplaced crosswise. It is impossible to check out the internal construction of a typical plastic-shell cassette, unless you take it apart. Perhaps if all that is not worthwhile, you would want to check what the manufacturer claims he has done to make his cassette a good one mechanically. If the
1939...FIRST DIRECT-DRIVE TURNTABLE.
1951...FIRST MOVING-COIL CARTRIDGE.
1972...FIRST DIGITAL (PCM) RECORDING.

It has become common practice in the audio industry for a manufacturer to produce a “flagship” for the line. Sadly, however, the everyday products derived from this flagship often are similar in little more than appearance.

The “flagship” marketing approach may make a company grow, but good marketing doesn’t make good sound. Denon wants to grow, too, but we will never abandon our quest for uncompromised product excellence. The two fine new products pictured on this page should serve as audible proof.

For Denon, the only way to get bigger is to keep getting better.

1981...THE DENON ADVANCED ENGINEERING SERIES:
PRA-2000 NON-NFB REAL-TIME EQ PREAMPLIFIER
POA-3000 180W/CH. CLASS-A POWER AMPLIFIER

In the audio industry’s electronics race, manufacturers are constantly equipping their new models with new features and new technologies—as if, by wishful thinking, these would automatically yield superior sound quality.

At Denon, technology serves sound, not sales. The Non-Feedback Real-Time Equalizer and Direct DC Servo circuitry of the PRA-2000 reduces IM distortion to 0.003% and IM distortion to 0.002%. The Real-Bias Class-A operation of the POA-3000 for the first time combines the acoustic benefits of Class-A (elimination of crossover and switching distortion) with high power and high efficiency. The POA-3000 delivers 180 watts per channel (20Hz to 20kHz at less than 0.003% THD) without the bulk and heat generation normally associated with Class-A.

Above all, the sound quality of these new Denon separates has instantly placed them at the top of their classes in the opinions of music lovers and “over-” and “underground” reviewers alike.

The Denon PRA-2000 Preamplifier and POA-3000 Power Amplifier. Two uncompromised new musical instruments from the company where innovation is a tradition.
Now you can add the three-dimensional impact of Sonic Holography to your system three different ways.

The C-4000 Control Console includes Sonic Hologram Generator/full-function stereo preamplifier time-delay system with built-in 40-watt (total) power amplifier, Autocorrelator System that reduces noise up to 8 dB, a peak unlimiter/downward expander that nearly doubles dynamic range.

The C-1 combines the Sonic Hologram Generator with a full-function preamplifier.

The C-9 Sonic Hologram Generator allows you to add Sonic Holography to any system including one with a receiver.

And when you do, you'll hear what these audio experts heard in their systems:

Hal Rodgers, Senior Editor of Popular Electronics: "When the lights were turned out we could almost have sworn that we were in the presence of a real live orchestra."

Julian Hirsch of Hirsch-Houck Labs: "The effect strains credibility—had I not experienced it, I probably would not believe it...the 'miracle' is that it uses only the two normal front speakers."

Larry Klein, Technical Director of Stereo Review: "... it brings the listener substantially closer to that elusive sonic illusion of being in the presence of a live performance."

High Fidelity put it this way: "... seems to open a curtain and reveal a deployment of musical forces extending behind, between and beyond the speakers...terrific.

And now, whatever components you own, you can hear what all the audio experts have heard and acclaimed: Sonic Holography by Carver.

For literature, test reports and nearest Carver dealer, circle number below. For faster response, write directly to Carver.

---

edge of the cassette mates poorly and is not straight and smooth across, you should be suspicious of any claims for internal excellence. The key words are smooth, flat, perpendicular, parallel, round, concentric, rigid, stable and accurate.

With a few artistic liberties, Fig. 3 shows some of the cassette/recorder alignment relationships and how tape skew affects head alignment. In "A" the guide pins and rollers are shown to be exactly perpendicular to a rigid shell. The molded-in guide pins near the center of the cassette must also meet this criterion. The drive capstans and the record and play heads are shown as perfectly perpendicular to the recorder support assembly, which supports and positions the cassette shell exactly. This is our ideal of course, and if the tape ran perfectly straight, maybe it could really happen. First of all, recognize that if the cassette is not positioned accurately relative to the recorder components, some of the accuracy in the cassette itself is defeated. In other words, when you insert a cassette, make certain that it seats firmly into position. If there seems to be a favored position for best performance, use that all of the time.

Now let's take a look at how tape skewing affects head alignment and record/playback performance. In "B" of Fig. 3, the play head is shown to be perpendicular to the support plate with the tape curving across it. The curvature of the tape and the resultant angles are greatly exaggerated to facilitate demonstrating what happens. The lines on the tape are radial lines of the curve and perpendicular to the edges. If we adjust the record head to get it in best alignment with the play head, we get the result shown in "B." Next we flip over this cassette ("C") to see how things would work out, without readjusting the record head. For the play head, the radial lines are just put at the same angle on the other side of vertical. With the record head, however, the angular error is twice what it was before any adjustment.

These simple figures tell us a number of things about what is desirable and what to expect. Most desirable are cassettes which have no skew and which will seat accurately in the recorder. With such tapes, alignment with both heads will remain correct, including when the cassette is turned over. Maybe this

---

CARVER CORPORATION
P.O. Box 664, 14304 N.E. 193rd Place
Woodinville, Washington 98072
Enter No. 8 on Reader Service Card

C A S S E T T E S

Fig. 4 — Record/playback flutter with TDK MA-R cassette; bottom, BASF Studio I cassette. (Scales: Vert., 0.05%/div.; hor., 1 S/div.)

Fig. 5 — Record/playback flutter with Technics RS-9900/US deck. Top, TDK MA-R cassette; bottom, ferric cassette. (Scales: Vert., 0.05%/div.; hor., 1 S/div.)

Fig. 6 — Flutter spectrum with Akai GX-F90 deck and TDK MA-R cassette. Scales: Analyzer bandwidth, 1Hz; 'scope, vert., 10 Hz/div., hor., 10 dB/div.)
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BASF Chrome.
The world's quietest tape is like no tape at all.

Today only one high bias tape is able to combine outstanding sensitivity in the critical high frequency range with the lowest background noise of any oxide tape in the world. That tape is BASF's Professional II. Professional II is like no other tape because it's made like no other tape. While ordinary high bias tapes are made from modified particles of ferric oxide, Professional II is made of pure chromium dioxide. These perfectly shaped and uniformly sized particles provide a magnetic medium that not only delivers an absolute minimum of background noise, but outstanding high frequencies as well.

Like all BASF tapes, Professional II comes encased in the new ultra-precision cassette shell for perfect alignment, smooth, even movement and consistent high fidelity reproduction. With Professional II, you'll hear all of the music and none of the tape. And isn't that what you want in a tape?

The difference in noise level between PRO II and ordinary high bias tape is greatest where the human ear is most sensitive (2 - kHz).

GUARANTEE OF A LIFETIME
All BASF tape cassettes come with a lifetime guarantee. Should any BASF cassette ever fail except for abuse or mishandling — simply return it to BASF for a free replacement.

Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab. BASF Professional II is so superior it was chosen by Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab for their Original Master Recording High Fidelity Cassettes. These state-of-the-art prerecorded cassettes are duplicated in real time (1:1) from the original recording studio master tapes of some of the most prominent recording artists of our time.

For the best recordings you'll ever make.
sounds unlikely, but, in fact, we have been able to report on a number of tapes that consistently do not have detrimental skewing from sample to sample and from side to side, including both C-60s and C-90s. Obviously, the problem of poor responses from skewing is more severe with separated record and playback heads. Note, however, that skewing can cause some loss in response even in combination record/playback heads. This is particularly true if you are going to play a tape on another deck than the one used for recording.

We know that smooth tape motion is essential for low flutter and that rough mechanical motion would result in high flutter, but how much does it have to do with the deck? The first part of the investigation utilized an Akai GX-F90 which had shown low flutter, the Nakamichi 582 which had average flutter, and the older-design Technics RS-9900/US. Figure 4 has plots of the record/playback flutter with the Akai deck using a TDK MA-R (top) and a medium-price ferric (bottom). The straight lines are the reference zeros, the vertical scale is 0.05% wtd. pk./division, and increasing flutter is in the negative direction. The scope traces show a number of peaks not indicated on the meter, but there is no doubt about the much lower flutter with the MA-R (0.03% meter) compared to the ferric (0.08% meter). When we tried the same cassettes in the Technics RS-9900/US (Fig. 5), the flutter with the MA-R was higher, the flutter with the ferric was lower, and they were pretty much the same with this deck.

We went back to the Akai deck and plotted (Fig. 6) the MA-R flutter spectrum for 50 Hz each side of our test tone with a 1-Hz analyzer bandwidth. There are sidebands at ±4 Hz, 23 dB down, and at ±24 Hz, 35 dB down. Figure 7 shows the results with the same deck and another ferric cassette, which had shown twice as much flutter on the meter as the MA-R. Note that the sidebands at ±25 Hz are up to -21 dB, and that there is a lot of energy at a higher level at other points. Similar checks with the Nakamichi 582 showed spectra with reduced discrete sideband levels but with considerable "random" energy close to the test-tone carrier. The meter reading of 0.09% wtd. pk. was indicative of the total level of these many flutter components, even though the energy was not concentrated in a couple discrete frequencies.

Subsequent to taking the above data, two Aiwa decks were obtained which had low flutter with many cassettes. A search was made to find cassettes that had mediocre to poor flutter performance. The results from some of these tests are shown in Fig. 8. Please note that the vertical scale is 0.1% per division, as compared to 0.05% per division in the earlier figures. As before, the straight-line traces are the reference zeros, and increasing flutter is downward. The two topmost sets were run with the Nakamichi 582. The so-called mediocre cassette showed no values greater than 0.08% wtd. pk., and an excellent flutter was typical. The poor cassette was really that with relatively frequent readings to almost 0.2%, and a few close to 0.3%!

The next two sets were made with the recently introduced Aiwa AD-3600. Preliminary tests had shown very low flutter with many cassettes. The first run with the "mediocre" sample showed most readings below 0.06%, with around 0.04% or less very common. These are certainly excellent figures, but on to the challenge of the cassette that had performed so poorly just before in the other deck. These results (next to the bottom of Fig. 8) were quite unexpected, but the plotted figures were really quite typical — few peaks over 0.06%, with most meter indications less than 0.04% wtd. pk. This low-flutter result left space for a run with the same cassette in the Aiwa AD-M700 deck, which had also shown well-controlled flutter. There is a noticeable increase, compared to the AD-3600 deck, but the 0.08% maximums are still quite acceptable and much lower than the Nakamichi 582 results. In case there is any question, let it be stated here that exactly the same section of tape was used for each recorder and rechecks were made of all the results.

In general, if you need very low flutter, you must have a good performing deck as well as a good cassette. A cassette cannot force a deck to have low flutter, but many decks are definitely sensitive to the characteristics of the cassette. The Aiwa decks used in the tests reported above were the best seen to date in giving low flutter, regardless of the cassette used. Under a number of condi-
The two Loran cassettes shown here were exposed to high temperatures in environmental test chambers along with four leading cassette tapes, labels removed. (Photo, courtesy Loranger.)

30 MINUTES AT 198°F

5 MINUTES AT 250°F

Fig. 10 — The two Loran cassettes shown here were exposed to high temperatures in environmental test chambers along with four leading cassette tapes, labels removed. (Photo, courtesy Loranger.)

The last of the tape/recorder interface effects to be discussed is record/playback phase jitter. If the tape motion were perfect across the head, without waving or vibrating, there would be no shifting in time between channel A compared to channel B. Figure 9 shows the output of both channels of a recorder with a 10-kHz test tone, and with the scope locked to "A" (top). The relative phase jitter of "B" causes the trace to move back and forth on the screen, as shown in this timed exposure. The sweep speed was adjusted for 30 degrees per division, and we can see that the total jitter is about 40 degrees, which is fairly good for a cassette deck. A misalignment of about 40 degrees was purposely left in, evidenced by the displacement of the average position of the "B" trace. This angular discrepancy of the 10-kHz tone indicates an 11-μS time difference. Actual jitter and alignment errors can be much greater than that shown. The conclusion drawn after a series of tests with a selection of cassettes and a number of decks was this: Phase jitter is primarily determined by the deck, but the cassette has some influence on the exact results. The deck with the smallest distance between the record and playback gaps is most likely to have the least jitter. Recognize that such jitter will exist in any subsequent playback. It is also a fact that jitter and skewing can cause fairly high level losses at the higher frequencies when a tape is played back on another recorder, especially when there are head alignment errors.

At the time of this writing, Loranger has just introduced a line of cassettes which have shells made out of Lexan. Among other things, the manufacturer claims that these shells are much more stable with elevated temperatures, such as might be found in car tape players. Figure 10 does show very noticeable damage to the non-Lexan shells, so I subjected C-60 spares to oven temperatures of 120° to 160° for one hour, a temperature period that might well be found on a car dash. I found that the cassettes most sensitive to heat distorted very quickly. Only one-third survived to the end, though some shells were a bit distorted. The Loran Lexan shell showed the least effect, and it should be noted that the Maxell shells showed very little warp. This certainly is a valid area for investigation, and I will try to gather more information for possible publication later on.

Winding

In past years, there were a fair percentage of cassettes that would not survive very many fast winds, and occasional ones that would not even play through one time without jamming. These types of failures are now much less frequent, and there are fewer cases of various types of sounds, squeaking, moaning, chattering, etc. There are still tapes, however, that are very noisy on one deck and most quiet on another. In general, it appeared that the cassettes with the smoothest winds (quietest) had the lower flutter and the least likelihood of jamming. These types of failures are now much less frequent, and there are fewer cases of various types of sounds, squeaking, moaning, chattering, etc. There are still tapes, however, that are very noisy on one deck and most quiet on another. In general, it appeared that the cassettes with the smoothest winds (quietest) had the lower flutter and the least likelihood of jamming. There were a number of exceptions, and only very lengthy testing would prove whether there is much of a correlation. Good guidance to the tape pack with slip sheets did reduce over-the-pack failures. Finally — and once again — the total cassette system performance depends upon the mechanical and electrical characteristics of both the tape and the deck.
INTRODUCING THE MOST ADVANCED AND REVOLUTIONARY AUDIO CASSETTE IN THE WORLD.

Loran™ proudly introduces an extraordinary breakthrough in audio cassette technology: a cassette shell that is virtually indestructible, with tape of such superior performance that the combination redefines the limits of cassette sound reproduction.

Loran has the only cassette shell in the world made from LEXAN® resin, the incredibly tough space-age material used for bulletproof vests and bank teller windows. Unlike other cassette shells, Loran stands up to extremes of heat and cold. It will not warp at 250 degrees Fahrenheit or shatter at 60 degrees below zero, and its dimensions won't change significantly even when exposed to these extremes repeatedly. You can leave Loran on an exposed car dashboard all day and still be sure of trouble free performance. Molded parts of LEXAN® resin also display astonishing resistance to impact—it has 16 times the impact strength of typical cassette materials, and 4 times the strength of cast aluminum or zinc. For the many tape enthusiasts who have “lost” prized recordings because of temperature extremes in parked cars, or because of accidental falls, this feature alone makes Loran uniquely valuable.

But there is more to Loran cassette technology. Unique Safety Tabs™ (patent pending) provide the only wholly integrated reversible erasure prevention system available today. A ½ turn of the Safety Tab™ makes it virtually impossible to erase a recording. However, unlike all other cassettes, you can restore its erase and record capability by simply turning the Safety Tab™ back to its original position.

Another unique feature is the hub lock (patent pending). It offers the highest resistance to leader-tape pull-out in the tape field. And tape-path friction is reduced by Loran's conductive polymer slip sheets and natural fur pressure pad.

Loran's unique formulations offer performance that matches the advanced technology of the Loran shell and tape guide systems. Our Chrome equivalent high bias tape is coated with separate layers of two different oxides. It offers extremely low residual noise levels (-56 dB, A weighted, relative 0 VU) and an MOL of +6 dB relative to 0 VU for 3 percent distortion. This tape provides magnificent low-end response, in addition to the high-end response normally found in other Chrome equivalent formulations.

Loran's Metal, Ferric Oxide and Ferrichrome tapes also deliver improved and outstanding performance levels over the entire spectrum of characteristics associated with these formulations.

Listen to Loran™...the most advanced cassette in the world with unique innovations in shell construction, tape guidance mechanisms and state-of-the-art tape formulations. Destined to become a leader. We invite you to share in the excitement. Listen to Loran™.
LORAN
Measuring Speaker Motion With A Laser PART TWO

G. J. ADAMS

Having described the laser interferometry testing system for making accurate high-frequency loudspeaker cone measurements, I will now proceed to the computer's role in analysis of the breakup patterns, measurements of distortion and calculation of the sound-pressure response.

In addition to assisting with the measurement and storage of vibration data and the control of the point of illumination, the computer also serves a vital role in processing and combining the data and displaying it in a form which is easily interpreted. The flexibility of a computer equipped with a graphics facility lends itself very well to this sort of display problem. There are several computer programs that can be

Laser interferometry can, for the first time, make accurate measurements of high-frequency motion of a speaker without the need for any attachment to the speaker cone.
dbx has been silent too long.

Noise from biased Chromium Dioxide cassette tape, comparing Dolby and dbx noise reduction systems. One third octave analysis. Tape noise level referenced to 200 nWb/m = 110 dB SPL.

For years Dolby* has been trying to reduce tape noise. First came Dolby B. Then Dolby HX. Now there's Dolby C.

At dbx, we think it's time to set the record straight. You see, we've never tried to reduce tape noise. We've never had to.

Because from the beginning, dbx has done what Dolby keeps trying to do: eliminate tape noise. Just compare Dolby's latest attempt with dbx.

Where Dolby C reaches a maximum noise reduction of 20 dB, dbx reaches 50 dB. In a CCIR-weighted noise measurement analysis, Dolby C manages only 18 dB, while dbx achieves 55 dB. What do these numbers actually mean?

Simply this. When you push the Dolby C button, tape noise decreases. When you push the dbx button, tape noise disappears. (You can perform this test yourself using any blank cassette tape.)

The dbx system reduces tape noise so effectively, that it's beneath the noise floor of even the quietest living rooms. Unlike Dolby C, dbx is effective in more than just the mid-range. It operates across the entire frequency spectrum. There's no low-frequency noise. No high-frequency noise. No noise, period.

No wonder Technics, Onkyo, Yamaha, TEAC and others have designed their newest generation of tape decks with dbx.

There's more to this story, too. With the dbx tape noise reduction system, you're also equipped to play the widely acclaimed dbx Discs, the world's only Full Dynamic Range Records - and the first discs that eliminate record surface noise.

In addition, when digital playback technology finally arrives, dbx is the only system that will faithfully reproduce that sound on tape. You'll even be able to hear the sound of digital in your car, because we've developed a dbx decoding system for car stereo.

So before you rush out to buy a tape deck with Dolby C, we have a suggestion.

Listen to the new tape decks with dbx. Or hear what a dbx Model 222 or 224 can do for your existing system.

At dbx, we've been silent too long.

The fact is, Dolby just reduces noise. dbx eliminates it.

dbx, Incorporated, 71 Chapel Street, Newton, Mass. 02195 U.S.A.
Tel. (617) 964-3210. Telex 92-2522. Distributed throughout Canada by BSR (Canada) Ltd., Rexdale, Ontario.
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written to display part or all of the data in a number of different aspects or formats. The particular display program which is executed, and hence the display format that is chosen, will depend on the type of vibrational mode of interest.

Conventional loudspeaker cones exhibit two main types of vibrational mode [17]. The first type can be thought of as arising from travelling waves running in both circumferential directions, as shown in Fig. 8 (a). These travelling waves may result in the formation of standing waves with nodal lines in the radial direction as illustrated in Fig. 8 (b). This type of standing-wave or breakup pattern has no rotational symmetry about the cone axis and is therefore described as being asymmetric. Distortion of the cone away from its static circular shape, as shown in Fig. 8 (b), causes very little change in the cone circumference for any given radius. The stiffness opposing the bending waves travelling in the circumferential directions is thus mainly influenced by the force required to bend the material and is only slightly influenced by the force required to compress or stretch it. Asymmetric modes generally occur at low frequencies such that the distance between adjacent segments of the cone which are moving in anti-phase is small compared to the wavelength of sound in air. Thus, in essence, the air in front of the cone is merely displaced from one cone segment to the next and back again etc., resulting in very little contribution by the mode to the total sound output. The main component of the latter arises from an axial motion which is superimposed on that of the alternate segments moving in opposite directions [15].

The second type of vibrational mode proves to have a much greater effect on the sound output than does the asymmetric mode. Travelling waves running in the radial direction from the cone center outwards are partly reflected at the outer suspension back towards the center, as shown in Fig. 9 (a). These travelling waves may result in the formation of standing waves with concentric nodal circles centered on the cone axis, as shown in Fig. 10. Because the coupling between bending and stretching notions on the cone is least at the outer edge of the cone, bending waves travelling in the radial direction first appear at the outer edge only. As the frequency of the driving signal is increased the inner boundary of the bending waves moves towards the cone center until eventually the whole of the cone surface is covered in bending waves.
shown in Fig. 9 (b). This type of standing-wave pattern is symmetric about the cone axis and is thus described as being axi-symmetric. Distortion of the cone away from its static shape, as shown in Fig. 9 (b), results in a change in the circumference of the cone at a given radius. The stiffness opposing bending waves travelling in the radial direction is thus, in addition to being influenced by the force required to bend the material, considerably influenced by the forces required to compress or stretch the material. The latter are generally much greater than the forces required for bending, and, as a result, the total bending stiffness opposing the propagation of bending waves in the radial direction is much greater than that opposing bending waves travelling in the circumferential directions. The coupling between bending and stretching motions in a cone is the reason why the forming of a flat circular piece of paper into a cone shape makes it more rigid. A mathematical analysis of the mechanical behavior of a cone [27] shows that this coupling leads to a phenomenon which is not observed on a flat diaphragm. Bending waves can only propagate in the radial direction above a certain frequency \( f_{bb} \), given by

\[
f_{bb} = \sqrt{\frac{E}{\rho} \cdot \cos \alpha} \cdot \frac{2\pi}{\lambda}
\]

where \( E \) is the Young's modulus of the cone material, \( \alpha \) is its density, \( \rho \) is the semi-apex angle of the cone and \( R_0 \) is its outer radius. The Young's modulus is a measure of the stiffness of the material, e.g., the Young's modulus for paper and aluminium are approximately 2 and 70 GNm\(^{-2}\) respectively. From Equation (1) the values for \( f_{bb} \) for a paper and an aluminium cone of 16 cm diameter having semi-apex angles of 60° are approximately 1.8 kHz and 5 kHz respectively. These figures indicate the frequencies at which axi-symmetric cone breakup commences.

The degree of coupling between bending and stretching motions at any point on the cone can be shown to be inversely proportional to the radius at which the point lies, i.e., the coupling is greatest near the center of the cone and is least at the outer edge. The result of this variation along the cone radius is that as the frequency of the driving signal is increased above \( f_{bb} \), bending waves first appear at the outer edge of the cone only, while the remainder of the cone still vibrates approximately uniformly, as shown in Fig. 10. As the frequency is further increased, the dividing circle between the cone part which is exhibiting bending and the cone part which is moving approximately uniformly, reduces in radius until eventually, at some frequency \( f_{bb} \), the whole of the cone surface is exhibiting bending.

The sound output of the cone above \( f_{bb} \) is largely determined by the motion of the inner region of the cone which is moving approximately uniformly. The outer cone region which is exhibiting bending waves contributes only a little to the sound output because the distance between adjacent (annular) parts moving in antiphase is small compared to the wavelength of sound in air. The outer region thus "short circuits itself." The motion of the inner region is approximately uniform, i.e., the whole of the region moves in phase, but in general its amplitude increases with increasing distance from the voice coil [28]. As the frequency is increased above \( f_{bb} \), the radius of the inner region decreases and therefore the area of the cone which is effective in radiating sound decreases. Thus, one might expect the sound output to decrease with increasing frequency above \( f_{bb} \). However, because the outer cone region is in resonance, the inner region behaves approximately as if it were decoupled from the outer region. The effective cone mass as "seen" by the driving voice coil thus decreases by the same proportion as does the effective radiating area. For a constant driving force from the voice coil, the amplitude of vibration of the inner region increases as a result of the decrease in effective mass such that the sound output remains at approximately the same level.

![Fig. 11—The typical form of the axial sound-pressure amplitude/frequency response of a straight-sided loudspeaker cone mounted in an infinite baffle. The dashed curve shows the response of the same cone which would be obtained if it were perfectly rigid.](image)

![Fig. 12—This "3-dimensional" type of graph generated by the computer shows the variation of the amplitude of the measured cone acceleration along one radius of a loudspeaker cone as a function of frequency.](image)
Fig. 13—A perfectly rigid loudspeaker cone has the same amplitude of acceleration at all points on the surface when driven by a constant-amplitude sinusoidal force for frequencies above the fundamental resonance of the system. The 3-dimensional display thus appears as a flat block for a perfectly rigid diaphragm.

Fig. 14—The axial sound-pressure amplitude/frequency response of the loudspeaker used for the measurements shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 15—The vibration measurements taken under the same conditions as for Fig. 12, but following the application of a ring of damping compound to a selected area of the cone.

Fig. 16—As Fig. 14, but after the application of the damping ring.

As below $f_0$, in practice, the amplitude of vibration of the inner region can often increase with increasing distance from the voice coil resulting in an increase in the sound output above $f_0$. This phenomenon is associated with the "trapping" of energy at the boundary between the inner and outer regions of the cone. See "The Trapping of Acoustical Energy by a Conical Membrane and its Implications for Loudspeaker Cones" by L. J. van der Pauw. Jour. of the Acoustical Society of America, vol. 68, pp. 1163-1168, 1980. The sound output eventually falls with increasing frequency because, in addition to the cone becoming completely covered in "non-radiating" bending waves, the excitation of the cone diminishes as a result of the magnitude of the mechanical impedance of the voice coil becoming greater than that of the cone.

Figure 11 shows a typical form of the axial sound-pressure output/frequency response of a cone loudspeaker mounted on a large baffle. Above the fundamental resonance frequency $f_0$ of the loudspeaker driver, the response remains approximately flat until $f_0$ when the output increases due to axial symmetric cone breakup. Between $f_0$ and $f_{02}$, the response is roughly constant with a "fine structure" [17] of resonances caused by the incomplete cancellation of the sound outputs from the parts moving in antiphase on the outer region of the cone. The irregular roll-off of the response at high frequencies is due to resonances in the plane of the cone similar to those which occur in a flat plate. For the sake of interest, Fig. 11 also shows the frequency response (dashed curve) that would be obtained if the cone were perfectly rigid. This demonstrates that cone breakup has the effect of extending the response at high frequencies. Careful choice of the cone geometry and the material parameters of the cone can result in a smooth and useful extension of the frequency response above that of a perfectly rigid cone. The "loudspeaker problem" is often stated as being the elimination of cone breakup; however, a more relevant and useful objective would be the correct control of cone breakup to achieve a smooth frequency response having a wide bandwidth.

The brief discussion given above of the mechanical behavior and sound-output/frequency response of a loudspea-
Fig. 17—The 3-dimensional display of the variation of the amplitude of acceleration, as a function of frequency, along a diameter of a hard dome tweeter. The increase in the amplitude of vibration of the center of the dome in the region of 6 kHz is quite remarkable, being about 30 dB.

Fig. 18—A vertical cross section of Fig. 17 at 5.7 kHz showing the variation of the vibration amplitude across the dome at resonance.

Fig. 19—The velocity waveforms measured at a point on a loudspeaker cone for sine-wave excitation of various frequencies. The distortion of the waveform observed at these low frequencies is due to non-linearities in the moving-coil drive mechanism and in the cone suspension.

An example of the data obtained from vibration measurements taken along only one radius is shown in Fig. 12. This is a "3-dimensional" type of graphical representation of the cone motion measured at 13 points evenly spaced along a radius of the cone of a 100-mm diameter mid-range loudspeaker. Points on the dust cap and the outer suspension were included in the measurements because of their often significant contributions to the total sound output. The graph shown in Fig. 12 has effectively three axes and shows the variation of the amplitude of the acceleration at a point on the cone as a function of both the frequency of the driving signal and the position of the point along the radius. The acceleration/frequency responses were obtained form the velocity impulse responses measured at each point as described in the previous installment. The choice of acceleration, rather than velocity amplitude, for the vertical axis of the graph was made because a perfectly rigid cone would have a constant acceleration amplitude at all points on the surface for frequencies above the fundamental resonance of the system. The display for a perfectly rigid diaphragm would thus appear as a flat block as shown in Fig. 13.

The displays shown in Figs. 12 and 13 have been made more easy to visualize by drawing lines through points on the acceleration responses which correspond to the same frequency. By using a spline interpolation curve to join these points, the display acquires a smooth "surface" or "landscape" appearance.

The cone is based on an interesting theoretical analysis of a straight-sided cone having an unsupported outer edge [17]. In practice, the outer edge is supported, very often by a suspension made from a different material to that of the cone. In addition, the cone is seldom straight-sided but is usually curved (or flared) to improve "dispersion", and the front end of the voice-coil bobbin is covered by a dust cap. All of these features modify the cone behavior and the sound-output/frequency response. However, the simplified analysis is still very useful because it tells us roughly what sort of mechanical cone behavior we can expect in practice. This information is a helpful guide as to the number and spacing of the points on the cone surface at which the motion should be measured. The theoretical analysis showed that the vibrational modes which have most effect on the sound-pressure/frequency response are symmetrical about the cone axis. Thus, a very useful initial investigation of the cone vibration of some particular loudspeaker driver would be to measure the transfer function between the input voltage to the voice coil and the cone velocity at a number of points spaced along just one radius of the cone. If the cone motion is symmetrical in the frequency range of interest, then these data will be sufficient to enable the cone breakup pattern to be drawn for the whole of the cone at any frequency within this range. Of course, the symmetry or otherwise of the cone motion can only be verified by repeating the measurements along several different radii of the cone (as shown in Fig. 3) This should be the next step after the initial investigation if a more thorough analysis is required.
acceleration along the radius as a function of frequency. The measured axial sound-pressure amplitude/frequency response of the loudspeaker used for the measurements shown in Fig. 12 is shown in Fig. 14. The frequency response is smooth with the exception of the resonance around 6 kHz. Examination of the cone vibration measurements in Fig. 12 shows that around this frequency the area of the cone approximately midway between the center and the edge shows a variation in acceleration amplitude which is similar to that of the sound pressure. If mechanical damping can be introduced into this area of the cone without significantly affecting the other material parameters of the cone (notably the density and the Young’s modulus), then this resonance should be reduced in amplitude and the sound-pressure/frequency response thereby improved. Figure 15 shows the vibration measurements made on the same driver after the application of a ring of damping compound to the area of the cone in question. The variation of the acceleration amplitude in this area can be seen to have been reduced by this action. The beneficial effect of this ‘selective damping’ of the cone is shown in the sound-pressure/frequency response of the modified driver given in Fig. 16.

Another example of the 3-dimensional type of display is given in Fig. 17 which shows the variation of the acceleration amplitude as a function of frequency along one diameter of a 12-mm diameter hard plastic dome tweeter. The dome of this tweeter shows a remarkable resonance at around 5.7 kHz which is of sufficient amplitude to be seen by the naked eye under normal white light! The resonance is shown by Fig. 17 to be due to a considerable increase (about 30 dB) in the amplitude of the center of the dome around 5.7 kHz. The variation of the vibration amplitude along the diameter can be seen more clearly in Fig. 18 which shows, in effect, a vertical cross-section of the 3-dimensional graph corresponding to a frequency of 5.7 kHz. This type of display is easily obtained from the vibration data stored in the computer and is useful for the detailed analysis of the cone or dome vibration once the frequencies of interest have been identified from the 3-dimensional graph.

The loudspeaker can, for example, be excited with a sine-wave voltage, and the velocity waveform at the point of interest observed on an oscilloscope and/or analyzed with a distortion meter or spectrum analyzer. Distortion of the cone motion can arise for a number of reasons. At low frequencies, where the cone motion is greatest, distortion may be introduced by the non-linear stiffnesses of the cone suspensions, by the variation of the force factor Bi of the coil and magnet with cone displacement, and by the variation of the inductance of the voice coil with cone displacement. Figure 19 shows the velocity waveforms measured at a point on the cone of a 16-cm diameter driver. All the waveforms shown were measured at frequencies below that at which cone breakup commences, and thus the distortion is likely to be a result of one, or a combination of, the sources listed above.

The ability of the laser system to measure displacement enables the transfer characteristic between the voice-coil voltage and the cone displacement to be determined. Figure 20 shows the measured characteristic for the same driver as used for the measurements shown in Fig. 19. The departure of the measured characteristic away from the ideal straight-line characteristic is a result of which have the same amplitude. This 'contour map' demonstrates very clearly the asymmetric nature of the dome motion at 2.5 kHz. Fig. 23—The amplitude of the 2nd-harmonic distortion of the vibration...
Fig. 21 - The measured 2nd- and 3rd-harmonic distortion of the axial sound-pressure output of a 26-mm diameter soft dome tweeter. The high level of distortion observed around 2.5 kHz was unusual for this driver and prompted an investigation of the dome's mechanical behavior.

The variation of the suspension stiffnesses and the Bi factor with displacement.

At high frequencies, where the cone exhibits vibrational modes, distortion may be introduced by the non-linear bending or stretching of the cone material. Normally this would occur only at high input voltage levels such that the cone material is strained beyond its elastic limit. However, significant distortion of the cone motion can sometimes be observed at quite low input levels if the cone exhibits a vibrational mode of large amplitude. Figure 21 shows the measured 2nd- and 3rd-harmonic distortions of the axial sound-pressure output of a 26-mm diameter soft dome tweeter. The 2nd-harmonic is particularly high in the region of 2.5 kHz which is not typical for this driver. Using the laser, the velocity waveforms at 40 points spread evenly over the dome surface were measured and stored in the computer for a sine-wave rms input voltage of 1 V at a frequency of 2.5 kHz. The amplitudes of the fundamental and the 2nd and 3rd harmonics of the velocity waveform at each point were found from the Fourier transform of an integral number of cycles of the waveform. Figures 22, 23, and 24 show the amplitudes of the fundamental and the harmonics as a function of position on the dome surface. A ‘contour map’ type of display has been used here; the contour lines are drawn through points on the dome surface which have the same amplitude. Figure 22 shows very clearly that there is an area of the dome which is vibrating at a much greater amplitude than the rest of the dome. As a result of this greater amplitude, the dome motion is more distorted in this area, as is shown in Figs. 23 and 24. Close examination of the dome surface revealed a slight ‘dent,’ about 3 mm wide by 10 mm long, located in the same area as the observed increase in motion. This small imperfection in the dome shape was thus responsible for an asymmetric mode of vibration at 2.5 kHz which was not normally present in this type of driver. Because of the small area of the imperfection, the fundamental sound output at 2.5 kHz was barely affected leaving only the increase in distortion as an indicator of its presence.

Although the last example is not particularly relevant to the general problems of loudspeaker driver design, it illustrates how the laser interferometer can be used to identify those areas of the loudspeaker diaphragm which are the major contributors to the distortion output at any particular frequency. This information can often suggest modifications to the loudspeaker driver which will reduce the distortion.

Fig. 25 - The sound-pressure/frequency response of a direct-radiator loudspeaker driver mounted in a baffle can be calculated from the velocity impulse responses measured at a number of points spread over the vibrating surface of the driver. Curve (1) shows the measured axial sound-pressure amplitude/frequency response of a 26-mm diameter dome tweeter mounted in a baffle, and curve (2) shows the same response calculated from the velocity impulse responses measured at 33 points.

Fig. 26 - The contribution which the motion of the dome suspension makes to the axial sound-pressure can be seen by comparing the calculated response shown in Fig. 25 curve (2) to the response calculated using only those impulse responses measured on the main part of the dome, curve (3).
Calculation of Sound-Pressure Response

Knowledge of the amplitude and phase (relative to the sinusoidal driving signal) of the motion at a number of points spread over the surface of the loudspeaker cone enables the sound power output, the directivity diagram, and the axial sound-pressure of the loudspeaker to be calculated corresponding to the amplitude and frequency of the driving signal. If the velocity impulse response is measured at each point (as described earlier), these factors can be calculated as a function of frequency. The calculation process is essentially one of summation; the cone surface is treated as a number of elemental areas which vibrate as tiny rigid pistons such that the total sound-pressure response can be obtained from a sum of the sound-pressure responses of all the individual elements. Each elemental area is assigned an amplitude and phase of vibration which correspond to those measured at a point somewhere within the area. The summation must take into account the areas of the elements and their distances from the point at which the sound pressure is being calculated. The calculation of the sound-pressure/frequency response from measured cone vibration data is discussed in more detail in [29].

Because of the nature of the calculation process, it is a simple matter to determine the contribution which certain areas make towards the total sound power or sound pressure. Thus, for example, the contribution made by the dust cap to the total sound-pressure response could be calculated and compared to the calculated total response. This information might be of considerable interest if, for instance, the motion at points on the dust cap is found to be distorted at some frequencies.

By way of example of the results that can be obtained, Fig. 25 shows the measured and calculated axial sound-pressure/frequency responses of a 26-mm diameter dome tweeter mounted in a baffle. The calculated response was obtained from the velocity impulse responses measured at 33 points spread over the dome and the outer (roll) suspension.

Looking Ahead

The laser interferometry measurement system discussed in this article is a considerable advance in the instrumentation available for the analysis and study of
loudspeaker cone behavior. In the short time this system has been in use, the B&W research department has learned quite a lot about cone behavior. However, one fact has clearly emerged; there is still a lot more to learn! The behavior of the free-edged, straight-sided cone studied by Frankort [17] is complicated in itself, but real loudspeaker cones exhibit even more complicated behavior due to resonances in the cone suspensions and in the voice-coil bobbin and its dust cap. The theoretical analysis of this more complicated behavior has recently become possible by employing the finite-element technique implemented on high-speed digital computers. Several authors [30, 31, 32] have already used this technique to study the linear behavior of complete loudspeaker diaphragm assemblies. However, there is still much work to be done to explain all the observed phenomena of real loudspeakers. Some workers in the loudspeaker field may argue that the time spent on formulating a theoretical loudspeaker model is wasted because prototypes of the actual loudspeaker can be made so quickly and cheaply that design is best accomplished by experiment. While this is partly true, I believe that the problems of loudspeaker driver design will become better understood by the additional study of an accurate theoretical model, rather than by experimentation only. One approach, which falls between those of pure theory and pure experiment, would be to build up a mathematical model of the loudspeaker driver under investigation by taking measurements of the transfer functions between the voice-coil input voltage and the motion at a number of points on the moving assembly (including the voice-coil bobbin and the cone suspensions, etc.). From this set of transfer functions, it should be possible to compute a model [33, 34] which approximates the real system. Material or geometrical changes to the loudspeaker driver could then be simulated by adjustment of the parameters of the model, and the effect on the loudspeaker performance calculated [35].

While we confidently expect the future to hold advances and improvements in laser and computer technology, the future of the loudspeaker driver is less certain. Might we still be paying tribute to Rice and Kellogg in another 50 years time?
WANTS YOU TO KEEP IT CLEAN

Marantz solid gold cassette decks represent the new standard in audio technology. The Marantz SD 9000 utilizes 24 karat gold plated input and output jacks for the ultimate in oxidation free/low distortion audio connections. Regular maintenance to keep its heads, capstan and pinch roller free of dust, pollutants and tape oxides will guarantee state of the art performance.

The Allsop 3 audio cassette deck cleaner is just about the fastest and easiest way to keep your Marantz or other cassette deck operating at its peak. Simply moisten the Allsop 3 with Allsop’s specially formulated solution and insert into the deck like a regular cassette.

In seconds, the Allsop’s two virgin wool pads gently clean the capstan, pinch roller and head leaving your deck ready to produce sounds that will make your ears tingle. The Allsop 3 cleans quickly and safely which is why it is recommended by Marantz and other leading makers of quality audio products.
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THE MURA RED SET III.
TRUE SPECS.

At Mura, we believe the unadorned truth is our strongest ally. That's because we produce superior and innovative products of uncompromising quality. Products that don't require puffery and half-truths to sell them.

Take our top of the line mini headphones, the Red Set III™ The graph below represents the Red Set III's frequency response. Note the use of 1dB increments so that maximum performance detail is revealed (rather than using larger increments as others do to make their curve look flatter). Also note that our measurements are taken at realistic sound pressure levels and that there is no peak or valley of more than 2dB from 1000 Hz reference level over the range of 150 Hz to 19,000 Hz.

Of course one graph is no: a complete presentation of the specs on the Red Set III. For instance, THD is less than 0.3% at 100 dB output from 100 to 20,000 Hz.

But the most impressive spec of all is :hat sound of this quality can be produced by a headset that weighs only 1.6 oz.

Try it for yourself. We think you'll be truly amazed.

TRUE SOUND.

MURA
You'll be Hearing From Us
In Parts I and II the theory and operation of all of the THD analyzer circuits were covered. We will now proceed with construction, adjustment, and troubleshooting. It goes without saying that a thorough understanding of Parts I and II will help immensely in troubleshooting.

Circuit Board Assembly

Assembly of the three printed wiring boards should be quite straightforward if the component placement diagrams are followed carefully. Load all of the IC sockets first (socketing is strongly recommended); this will make it easier to identify locations of other components. Note that pin #1 of all ICs faces in the same direction except for IC38. Next load the off-board connection terminals ("E" connections denoted by large donut lands on p.c. cards), including those for the power-supply leads. Any suitable terminals may be used here, but Vector Type T-18 terminals are a good choice. The boards come drilled with 0.042-inch holes at these locations for maximum flexibility, but will have to be redrilled to 1/16-inch for the T-18 terminals.

Now load all resistors, diodes, bare jumpers, capacitors, transistors, and insulated jumpers — in that order. Take special care to watch polarity on diodes and polarized capacitors. An elongated pad on the p.c. card denotes the negative terminal of most capacitors and the cathode of all diodes. Also take special care in reading the color code on carbon resistors and the resistance code on precision resistors; many different codes exist for the latter. If you have any doubt, use an ohmmeter. Note that the two diode strings on CP2 (D6-8, 9-11) are each prewired and treated as a single component. Prior to installing FETs Q1, Q5, and Q6, it is a good idea to measure and record their pinch-off voltage (Vp) with the simple circuit of Fig. 24. Knowledge of the pinch-off voltage will permit the best adjustments to be made. Use of 22-gauge, insulated, solid wire is OK for the long insulated jumpers. Note that each of these jumpers connects two points on the board labelled with the same letter of the alphabet.

Complete circuit board assembly by installing all ICs in their sockets, taking care to avoid bent pins, which can sometimes be hard to detect. Again, note that pin #1 of all ICs faces in the same direction except for IC38.

Circuit Board Bench Test

Because this is a fairly complex construction project which also involves considerable chassis wiring, it is strongly recommended that most of the electrical testing, troubleshooting and adjustment of the three circuit boards be done one at a time on the bench. This will virtually guarantee success upon final assembly.

Before proceeding further, give each of the boards a thorough visual inspection, checking for incorrect polarities or values, cold solder joints, solder bridges.
or other shorts, improper IC insertion or placement, missing components or jumpers, etc. This step should not be bypassed. A ±15V regulated power supply will be required for bench testing. If you don't have one, you may wish to assemble the analyzer's power supply module now and use it.

Signal Source

Prepare CP1 for bench testing by soldering 0.022-µF, ±10% polyester capacitors from terminal E2 to E3 and from E4 to E5. Connect 3.9-kilohm resistors from E1 to E2 and from E3 to E4. Connect a 2.7-kilohm resistor from E5 to E6. Strap E5 to E9. Connect a 0.1-µF polyester capacitor from E7 to E5 to E6. Ground the trimmer pot. Connect R15, R16, R17, C6 and the capacitor at C(KM) and other components to E7 points to the 105, Q3 or IC1. Adjust R24 for proper (101, 2, 4). If the signal at E5 is large and clipped, the gate voltage of IC1 is strongly negative, the fault is probably associated with the multiplier circuit (IC3). If the gate voltage is about +0.5V, the problem lies with the a.g.c. control circuit (IC6, 7) or the a.g.c. detector (Q2-Q4). In this case a large positive level (greater than +2.5V) at E7 points to the IC6,7 circuitry. A low level (less than 1V) points to the gate voltage of IC1. Read the a.g.c. and IC6,7 circuitry.

If the signal at E5 is zero and the gate voltage of IC1 is strongly negative, the problem lies with the 106,7 circuitry. If the gate voltage is about +0.5V, the problem lies with the 105, Q3 or IC1. Adjust R24 for proper (101, 2, 4). An unstable or varying level indicates a problem with the IC6,7 circuitry involving a.g.c. loop stability. Check R21, R15, R16, R17, C6 and the capacitor connected to E7.

Now check the main output at E11. It should be three times as great as that at E5 if the output amplifier is operating properly. Replace the resistors from E1 to E2 and E3 to E4 with 39-kilohm resistors. The frequency should drop to about 200 Hz. Observe the full-wave rectifier sawtooth waveform at pin 6 of IC6. Make sure the signal is full-wave and not half-wave; the latter indicates trouble involving IC5, Q3 or Q4. Adjust R24 for perfect symmetry, i.e., so that adjacent peaks are of equal level. Incorrect and correct adjustments of R24 are illustrated by the 'scope photos in Figs. 25 and 26.

Replace the capacitors at C(KM) and point to trouble further back in the chain. The second is a bad (or unpowered) op-amp. This is generally the case if the polarity of the input differential is not consistent with the output polarity. If this occurs, the output of the op-amp is usually saturated near one power supply rail. If the output is zero, a short from output to ground may be present. The third possibility is a fault in the associated input or feedback circuitry. In this case, the polarity of the input differential will be consistent with the output polarity. In any case, troubleshooting complex circuits involving many possible interactions requires care, thought, and patience. The key lies in separating cause and effect. Often a particular portion of the circuit can be made to look faulty by a problem elsewhere.

If the signal at E5 is large and clipped, and the gate voltage of IC1 is strongly negative, the fault is probably associated with the multiplexer circuit (IC3). If the gate voltage is about +0.5V, the problem lies with the a.g.c. control circuit (IC6,7) or the a.g.c. detector (Q2-Q4). In this case a large positive level (greater than +2.5V) at E7 points to the IC6,7 circuitry. A low level (less than 1V) points to the detector circuitry.

If the signal at E5 is zero and the gate voltage of IC1 is strongly negative, the problem lies with the 106,7 circuitry. If the gate voltage is about +0.5V, something is wrong with the oscillator proper (IC1, 2, 4).

An unstable or varying level indicates a problem with the IC6,7 circuitry involving a.g.c. loop stability. Check R21, R15, R16, R17, C6 and the capacitor connected to E7.

Now check the main output at E11. It should be three times as great as that at E5 if the output amplifier is operating properly.

Replace the resistors from E1 to E2 and E3 to E4 with 39-kilohm resistors. The frequency should drop to about 200 Hz. Observe the full-wave rectifier sawtooth waveform at pin 6 of IC6. Make sure the signal is full-wave and not half-wave; the latter indicates trouble involving IC5, Q3 or Q4. Adjust R24 for perfect symmetry, i.e., so that adjacent peaks are of equal level. Incorrect and correct adjustments of R24 are illustrated by the 'scope photos in Figs. 25 and 26.

Replace the capacitors at C(KM) and
Table 1 — Key d.c. voltages as measured in completed prototype analyzer operating at 1 kHz with 1V rms input on the 3V input range, reading 0.0005% distortion on the 0.003% sensitivity range. All voltages are in millivolts unless otherwise noted. The asterisk (*) denotes voltages which depend strongly on operating conditions, FET pinch-off voltages, etc. Keep in mind that many voltages may depend significantly on op-amp input offset voltage or bias current, and may even have the opposite sign in some cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CP1</th>
<th>CP2-A</th>
<th>CP2-B</th>
<th>CP3-A</th>
<th>CP3-B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OIC1 +2.9</td>
<td>+IC9 -34</td>
<td>E15 -53</td>
<td>OIC25 +2.5</td>
<td>E29 -10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIC2 +0.8</td>
<td>OIC9 -101</td>
<td>OIC17 -521</td>
<td>IC26-1 -7.6V</td>
<td>OIC31 -14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+IC3 +0.1</td>
<td>+IC10 -12</td>
<td>+IC18 -15.3</td>
<td>IC26-2 -8.2V</td>
<td>E35 -14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIC3 -4.3</td>
<td>OIC10 +1.2</td>
<td>OIC18 -153</td>
<td>IC26-3 -8.2V</td>
<td>E36 -0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIC4 +1.0</td>
<td>OIC11 +1.2</td>
<td>OIC19 +5.0</td>
<td>IC26-4 -7.6V</td>
<td>E38 +0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIC5 -4.6</td>
<td>+IC12 0.0</td>
<td>IC20-1 -7.52V</td>
<td>IC26-5 -14.0V</td>
<td>E40 +13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BQ3 +602</td>
<td>OIC12 +4.3</td>
<td>IC20-2 -8.19V</td>
<td>IC26-6 +5.6V</td>
<td>OIC35 +11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQ3 +2.2V</td>
<td>OIC13 +0.9</td>
<td>IC20-3 -8.19V</td>
<td>IC26-10 -2.2</td>
<td>OIC36 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E7 +2.2V</td>
<td>OIC14 -5.6</td>
<td>IC20-5 -13.9V</td>
<td>IC26-12 +5.6V</td>
<td>OIC37 +1.7V*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC6-6 +13</td>
<td>OIC15-27.5</td>
<td>IC20-12 +8.59V</td>
<td>IC27-5 +1.3V</td>
<td>IC38-3 +3.3V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E8 -2.5V*</td>
<td>E22 -2.1V*</td>
<td>OIC21 +92</td>
<td>IC27-7 0.0*</td>
<td>IC38-6 -3.5V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GQ1 -2.5V*</td>
<td>E23 -1.5V*</td>
<td>IC22-12 +9.3V</td>
<td>OIC28 +7.2</td>
<td>IC38-9 -2.1V*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E32 +102</td>
<td>IC29-10 -10.4</td>
<td>IC38-13 -12.1V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AD5 +450</td>
<td>IC29-12 +5.6</td>
<td>IC38-14 +13.3V*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E31 +48*</td>
<td>IC30-5 +1.4</td>
<td>E47 +12.8V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Voltage measurements at the pins of IC20 and IC22 should be made through a 10-kilohm isolating resistor at the end of the meter probe to prevent oscillations.

When the 1V rms, 2-kHz signal still applied to E15, sweep the frequency and observe the output at E26. A notch should be observed at the center frequency of the bandpass filter. Try to adjust the generator frequency and the setting of R62 for a deep notch (less than 10mV rms). If R62 doesn't have enough range, connect E23 to -15V instead of ground and try again. Now offset the generator frequency to obtain a 100mV rms output at E26. Ground E25 and observe a level of 1.0V rms at E26. Move the ground at E25. Check pin 6 of IC19 for a level of 100mV rms.

Now check the auto-set level circuitry. A level of about 1.1V rms should appear at the output of the reference VCA (E32), independent of input level over a ±10-dB range. At the nominal 1V rms input level, E31 should be at about 0V d.c., while plus and minus 10-dB input levels should result in approximately minus and plus 3V respectively at E31. Recovery to nominal output from a 20-dB drop in input level should take about 10 seconds. If the level is too large and E31 is strong-
ly negative, the circuitry associated with IC22 and IC23 is probably faulty. If E31 is strongly positive, the circuitry associated with D5 and IC24 should be suspected. If the level is too low, the opposite polarities at E31 will point to the problem areas above.

Check the distortion product output at E29. A level of 100mV rms should be observed, independent of input level variations over a ±10-dB range about 1V rms. This assumes that there is still 100mV rms at pin 6 of IC19 when the input level is 1V rms.

Auto-Tune Circuits (CP3)

Prepare this portion of CP3 (including IC31, Fig. 18) for bench testing by connecting a 10-kilohm resistor from E29 to ground. Center trimmers R135 and R157. Connect ±15V to the supply terminals of CP3 (observing polarity) and check the relevant d.c. voltages in Table 1. Voltage measurements to the pins of IC26 and IC29 should be made through a 10-kilohm isolating resistor. By offsetting R135 or R157, it should be possible to get the respective integrator outputs at E23 and E22 to drift slowly in a positive or negative direction between approximately -12V and +0.3V.

Apply 100mV rms at 2 kHz to E29 and observe the same signal at pin 6 of IC31. Observe a somewhat softly clipped 1.5V p-p version of the signal at pin 6 of IC25. Briefly short E33 to ground and observe a 1V rms level at pin 6 of IC31 and a 2.5V p-p rounded square wave at pin 6 of IC25. Apply 100mV rms at 2 kHz to E21 and observe a softly clipped 0.6V p-p level at pin 6 of IC26. Increase the input level to 1V rms and observe a hard clipped 1.0V p-p signal at pin 6 of IC26.

Further bench testing of CP3 requires the use of CP2. If any problems remain on CP2, correct them now before proceeding. Prepare CP3 by making interconnections E21, E29 and E32 from CP2 to CP3. Remove the existing connections at E22 and E23 on CP2 and make interconnections E22 and E23 from CP3 to CP2. Center R135 and R157. It is assumed that E25 is open and that the attenuator between E26 and E28 is still in place.

With the 1V rms, approximately 2-kHz signal applied at E15 as previously, check pin 6 of IC25 for a 3V p-p rounded square wave. If the level is very small, the analyzer may have tuned itself. In this case, changing the frequency by about 1% so that it is well out of the tuning range should yield the square wave. Also check for a 1V p-p square wave at pin 6 of IC28.

Adjust the input frequency for a minimal output at E29 and measure the d.c. voltage at E22. Set the input frequency to yield a voltage equal to one-half the pinch-off voltage measured for Q5 (3.5V if you didn't measure it). Now adjust R62 for a d.c. voltage equal to one-half the pinch-off voltage of Q6 at E23. A complete null of the fundamental should now be present at E29, with only distortion and noise visible.

Now place a 100-to-1 attenuator between E29 on CP2 and E29 on CP3. a 100-kilohm series resistor and a 1-kilohm shunt resistor to ground will do. Alternately adjust R135 and R157 for the best possible fundamental null as observed at E29 on CP2. These adjustments should be made slowly, as the time constants in the auto-tune control circuits are long.

Filter, Meter
And Status Circuits

Strap E35 to E36 and E40 to E41. Connect a 10-kilohm resistor from E34 to ground. Connect a 1-kilohm shunt resistor from E42 to ground. Center R180 and R192. Apply power and check the relevant voltages in Table 1.

Apply a 300mV rms, 2-kHz signal to E34. Check for 300mV rms levels at pin 6 of IC32 and 33. Adjust R180 for about 100mV rms at pin 6 of IC34 and 1V rms at pin 6 of IC35. Drop the input level at E34 to 30mV rms and short E39 to ground. Observe about 100mV rms at pin 6 of IC34 and 1V rms at pin 6 of IC36. Check for 1.4V p-p half-wave rectified signals at the anode of D32 (negative-going) and the cathode of D23 (positive-going). Check for a positive d.c. level of about 1.1V at E42.

Remove the strap from E40 to E41 and place a strap from E24 on CP2 to E41. Apply a 3V rms, 2-kHz signal to E15 on CP2 and check for 1V rms at pin 6 of IC35. Adjust R192 for a +1.1V d.c. level at E42.

Check the status circuits by connecting four LEDs from terminals E43 through E46 to ±15V. Remove the strap from E24 to E41 and replace the strap from E40 to E41. Reconnect E29 on CP2 directly to E29 on CP3. Connect a 1V rms 2-kHz signal to E15 on CP2. D26 and D27 should be extinguished, while D24 or D25 should light if the input frequency is tuned above or below the tuning range respectively. They should both be extinguished if a good notch is being observed at E29. Drop the input level to 0.25V rms; D27 should light. Raise the input level to 4V rms; D26 should light.

Bench testing of the circuit boards is...
now complete. If any problems surface after final assembly, they are probably not on the circuit boards.

**Chassis Assembly**

The first step in chassis assembly is to build the power supply module. It is built inside a 2 1/4 by 3 by 5 1/4 inch aluminum utility box. This affords some shielding against 60-Hz hum. Conventional point-to-point wiring is used, employing a perforated board for component mounting. The voltage regulator ICs should be bolted to one wall of the enclosure and insulated with mica washers. Make sure that metal burrs don’t cause shorts between the enclosure and the ICs. The power supply module is bolted to the rear of the analyzer enclosure, with the line cord passing through both the power supply and the notched-out analyzer cover.

Power leads and shield wire pass to the interior of the analyzer through a grommet in the power-supply enclosure. A polarized line cord is recommended to guarantee that the power switch is always on the neutral side of the a.c. line so as to minimize hum. The power transformer should be mounted in the module so that it is at the extreme right-rear of the analyzer, far away from CP1 and CP2. A photograph of the power supply is shown in Fig. 27.

Although the choice of the power transformer is not critical, use of a toroidal design (as shown) will assure low induced hum. The Avel-Lindberg 40/3004 used here is available from Sager Electrical Supply Co., 60 Research Rd., Hingham, Mass., 02043 at a cost of about $24.00. In any case, the input voltage to the regulator under the full analyzer load should not be less than 18V (including ripple dips) nor greater than 35V. If necessary, adjust R211 and R212. The 40/3004 transformer does not have much extra current capacity, so be particularly observant of regulator headroom in this case.

The three circuit boards should be mounted on ¼-inch threaded 6-32 standoffs and placed as shown in Fig. 4 (Part I, July issue). CP1 is placed so that IC1 is closest to the front panel. CP2 is placed so that IC9 is closest to the front panel. CP3 is placed so that IC38 is closest to the front panel. Make all of the power-supply connections and then the connections between CP2 and CP3. Circuit board power and ground should be distributed on a single-point basis from a terminal strip mounted near the input jack (J3).

Two types of shielded cables were used in this project, low-capacitance microphone cable (34pF/ft.) and high-capacitance miniature cable (124pF/ft.). Unless specified, the miniature cable can be used. Use a shielded cable for the E29 interconnection (shield grounded only at E30).

Now mount and interconnect all of the remaining front panel items except the range and frequency switches (S1 and S3). The resistors residing on the output level, input level, and sensitivity switches (S2, S4 and S5) should be wired onto the switches prior to mounting of the switches.

Level control R30 should be connected to E9 through a shielded cable. The shield should connect to E10 and the CGW end of R30. The output attenuator (S2) should receive its ground directly from the single-point ground. R205 will ultimately be suspended between S2C and S1.

As mentioned earlier, the input attenuator should be mounted in a small, shielded enclosure as shown in Fig. 28. Use shielded cable from the input jack and single-point ground to the attenuator. Four ferrite beads are placed on the lead from C21 to S4 for improved r.f.i. immunity. Connect the output of the attenuator to E15 on CP2 with low-capacitance shielded cable. Note that the shield supplies ground to the secondary single-point ground (E14) on CP2.

Selection of the attenuator frequency-compensation capacitors (shown dotted in Fig. 12) will require experimentation, as the required values and even topography (series vs. shunt connection) will depend on particular parasitics. The best approach is to do the compensation before installing the module, using the actual required length of low-capacitance cable at the output looking into a 100-kilohm low-capacitance load (or a 100-kilohm, 100-To-1 resistive attenuator). Use an audio generator and an audio a.c. voltmeter or oscilloscope to achieve a flat frequency response on all ranges with the module's cover in place.

High-capacitance shielded cable is recommended for connection of the sensitivity switch (S5A) to E28. Note that the attenuator receives its ground from E27 via the shield. The "hot" ends of R90 and R94 on S5A can be connected to a nearby unused switch position.

If you have chosen to implement the simple fixed-product filters of Fig. 19 instead of the tracking filters, wire them now. Use shielded cable for the connections to E29 (on CP2), E34, E35, E36 and E38. The filter ground connection should come via the shield of the cable going to E34, which shield can be connected at E37. The shield of the cable going to E29 should be connected only at E30 on CP2. The 510-pF capacitor in Fig. 19 should be made smaller by the amount of the cable capacitance in parallel with it.
Intermediate Check-Out

At this point, prior to the wiring of the range and frequency switches, a moderately thorough check-out of the analyzer is recommended. This can be done if the temporary tuning capacitors and resistors installed for bench testing have been left on the boards. We assume here that the capacitors in place are 0.022 µF and that the resistors are 3.9 kilohm. The 0.1-µF capacitor from E7 to ground and the 2.7-kilohm resistor from E5 to E6 on CP1 should also be in place. If you have chosen to implement the tracking product filters, strap E29 to E34 and E35 to E36. Connect the source output (J2) to the analyzer input (J3).

The analyzer can now be put through a full set of paces at 2 kHz. Note that you may have to adjust R59 and perhaps R62 to get a null and have reasonable FET control voltages at E22 and E23 (say, -1 to -4V). Also check the oscillator a.g.c. FET gate voltage at E8. Check all functions of the analyzer under a variety of level and sensitivity conditions to determine that everything is working properly. Look for evidence of oscillations. "Distortion" from a separate signal generator can be injected through a 62-kilohm resistor into the connection between the source and the analyzer. If the source is producing 1V rms and the separate signal generator is delivering 100mV rms to the resistor, a 0.1% "distortion" level will result. Check the calibration of R180 and R192. Check for satisfactory tuning time and instrument residual. If any problems are uncovered, correct them now.

Final Assembly

Assembly of the range and frequency switches may require some ingenuity. S1 consists of nine five-position, two-pole wafers if the tracking product filters are implemented. The resulting length will usually require that S1 be assembled with parts from two or more rotary switches. The shaft can be extended by sawing off the shaft from a second switch and affixing it to the shaft of the switch under construction with a standard shaft coupler. The pair of 4-40 screws which hold the switch together can be extended by joining additional lengths of 4-40 screw to them (obtained from the second switch) with tapped 4-40 standoffs. A close-up of the switches assembled in this way is shown in Fig. 29. Alternately, the CentraLab switch components specified in the parts list can be assembled into the required switch.

The capacitors are mounted between adjacent wafers as shown in Table 2. For example, C(KM)-1 mounts between poles K and M at position 1. Poles S1A and S1B are on the wafer closest to the front panel. The capacitor and resistor designations for switch-mounted components assume that the tracking product filters are being implemented and that their components are mounted on the switch sections closest to the front panel. Note that the tuning capacitors for the highest frequency range have a small resistor in series with them. This resistor compensates for a high-frequency phenomenon in active filters known as "Q-enhancement" which results from op-amp high-frequency roll-offs. These resistors can be mounted on the unused position-5 switch terminals. Note that the tuning capacitors are wired so that there is always some capacitance connected even when the switch is between positions, preventing undesirable transients. This is accomplished by wiring the position-4 terminals in parallel with their respective wipers. The use of shorting-type switches would also have accomplished the transient suppression.

The high-pass product filter capacitors [C(BD) and C(DF)] for the 20-kHz range are also used for the 200-kHz range by connecting positions 3 and 4 of the associated switch poles together. This was done because stability of higher frequency active high-pass filters would have been a problem, and the additional filtering is not really necessary on the highest range.

As shown in Fig. 29, the four frequency trimmers (R1 to R4) were mounted on a small piece of perforated board and mounted to poles J and H of S1 with 18-gauge solid bare wire. R206 is mounted on the switch between the two wipers. After S1 is assembled and loaded with components, mount it and make all possible interconnections to the circuit boards. Each of the four tuning capacitors [C(KM), C(LN), C(OQ) and C(PR)] is connected to the circuit boards by seven inches of low-capacitance shielded cable. The capacitance of the shielded cable is directly in parallel with that of the associated tuning capacitor. Instead of being grounded, the shield connects one side of the tuning capacitor to the output of the associated integrator. Thus, for example, the shield connects one side of C(KM) to E3. The capacitance of this length of cable has been taken into account in the values of the tuning capacitors for the 200-kHz range, and appropriate alterations should be made to these capacitors if other values of shielded cable capacitance are used. The shields are connected to switch poles K, L, Q, and R.

Frequency switch S3 consists of eight 11-position, single-pole wafers, and
58

200 Hz
2 kHz
20 kHz
200 kHz

Table 2 — Capacitor connections on range switch S1. The asterisk (*) indicates polypropylene, polycarbonate or polyester of at least 100 V working voltage. The dagger (†) indicates polystyrene or silvered mica, again of at least 100 V working voltage. The others are not critical.

Table 3 — Resistor connections on the frequency switch S3. The asterisk indicates a tie-point, position 12 if available; otherwise use an insulated terminal. R (E, F, G, H) should be 1%, ¼-watt carbon-film types where each group of four like values should be matched to within 1%. Others are standard 5%, ¼-watt carbon film. All values are shown in ohms.

Although precision 1% resistors are preferred for R(E) through R(H), the only requirement is that the four resistors of each position be matched to each other within 1%. Thus, you may save some money or hassle by measuring and matching 5% carbon-film resistors. If you buy 10 of a given value at the same time, there is a very good chance you’ll find four with the required match. Try not to get all of the resistors which err on the high side placed on one wafer, and vice versa.

As with the tuning capacitors, S3 is wired so that resistance is present even when the switch is between positions. This is done by wiring the position-1 terminal to the switch wiper. The free end of the lowest valued resistor connected to position 11 can be tied to position 12 if you have a 12-position switch or to a small, insulated terminal on or near the switch if you have an 11-position switch.

With S3 assembled and loaded with components, mount it and make all of the remaining interconnections. Where possible, make the interconnections with positions on S1 that already have a wire running back to the appropriate circuit board terminal.

Connection of the tracking-filter components on S1 and S3 to E29, E34, E35, E36, E37 and E38 can be done with shielded cables as discussed earlier for the fixed filtering option. In this case, however, the connections to E34 and E36 must be made with low-capacitance shielded cable. The value shown for C(EG) for the 200-kHz range assumes about eight inches of this cable. The product filter interconnections between S1 and S3 need not be shielded, but should be dressed as far away as possible (i.e., against the front panel) from the signal leads and components of the oscillator and analyzer sections. There is a very substantial amount of gain between the oscillator/BPF circuits and the product filters. Failure to get adequate isolation here could result in oscillations, particularly on the 200-kHz range. Leads associated with the analyzer section should also be dressed away from those of the oscillator section. Assembly of the analyzer is now complete.

Test and Calibration

The signal source should be checked first. Center trimmers R1 to R4. Apply power, and monitor the main output on a scope and a.c. voltmeter. Also monitor the d.c. voltage at E8, the gate bias for Q1. Check operation at all frequencies. Check frequency response flatness and level stabilization time. Check to see that the gate voltage of Q1 does not get within 0.5V of either zero or the measured pinchoff voltage at any frequency. Check the action of the output attenuator and level control. If you have a frequen-
cy counter, check all the frequencies; at this point they should be within ±20% of the selected value, and should increase monotonically as the frequency switch is advanced. Check for oscillations as well.

Set the analyzer to 650Hz, and adjust frequency trimmer R2 for a source frequency of exactly 650Hz if you have a frequency counter. Otherwise use a Lissajous pattern with a 650-Hz oscillator as a reference. Connect the signal source to the analyzer input, and apply 1V rms on the 3V input range. Monitor the d.c. levels at E22 (frequency control) and E23 (amplitude control). Adjust R59 and R62 as necessary to get the analyzer to tune and to set these voltages to half the measured pinch-off voltages of the associated FETs.

The remaining frequency trimmers in the oscillator will now be adjusted to bring the oscillator into alignment with the center frequency of the analyzer for the remaining frequency ranges. At 65Hz, adjust R1 so that the d.c. voltage at E22 equals half the recorded pinch-off voltage for Q5. Adjust R3 at 6.5 kHz and R4 at 65 kHz in the same manner. Now check the voltages at E22 and E23 at all frequencies to make sure that neither one gets within 0.5V of either zero or the associated pinch-off voltage. Make compromise adjustments among R1, R3, R4, R59, and R62 as appropriate. A problem with the E22 voltage (frequency control) may mean an incorrect frequency-setting resistor somewhere on S3. Now that the oscillator trimmers are set, it would be useful to recheck the oscillator frequency calibration. Typically it should be within ±10%.

If the amplitude control voltage (E23) changes substantially toward the high end of the frequency range (between 50 kHz and 200 kHz), this could be an indication that the Q-enhancement compensator resistors in series with C(QQ) and C(PR) on the highest range need some adjustment. The value shown in the schematics is a good compromise value, but it does depend somewhat on the individual rolloff characteristics of the op-amps (ICs 10, 11, 12, 13, and 15). If E23 goes too positive (toward zero), these resistors may be too large. If E23 goes too negative, these resistors may be too small.

Another phenomenon to watch for toward the high end of the 200-kHz range is "slewring oscillations." Too much phase lag around an active-filter loop can cause Q-enhancement and, ultimately, oscillation. If the signal being handled by an active filter causes one or more of the op-amps to slew-rate limit, the effect is equivalent to a substantially increased phase lag. This can result in oscillations which drive the amplifiers even deeper into slew-rate limiting. The only way to stop such an oscillation is to tune to a lower frequency or remove power. The normal signal levels in this analyzer cannot touch off such an oscillation, but a sufficiently large transient can. That is why the range and frequency switches are wired so as not to generate transients when they are operated. However, occasionally a power-on transient can trigger such an oscillation in this analyzer if it is powered up when tuned to greater than about 100kHz.

The frequency response of the tracking product filters should be checked at this point by injecting a signal at their input in place of E29. If the level at three times the front-panel setting is taken as 0 dB, then the lower and upper 3-dB-down frequencies should be at 1.4 and 8 times the set frequency, respectively (0.14 and about 8 times on the 200-kHz range).

To calibrate the distortion reading, two signal sources should be used. Apply 1V rms at 1 kHz to the analyzer from the internal signal source. Put S6 in the "Level" position and adjust R192 for a full-scale reading with the input attenuator on the 1V range. Apply 1V rms at 3 kHz from a second audio generator through a 62-kilohm resistor. The analyzer will now see 0.99V at 1 kHz and 10.1 mV at 3 kHz, or a "distortion" level of 1.02%. Set the sensitivity switch (S5) to the 1% range and adjust R180 for a meter reading just a hair over full-scale.
To complete testing, measure the analyzer's residual at all frequencies and at various levels by connecting the signal source directly to the analyzer input. It is useful to observe the "Dist. Out" signal on a 'scope at this point.

If the residual seems particularly noisy or jumpy on only one range, don't hesitate to suspect the trimmer pots and the tuning capacitors. This is a sensitive application and even minor deficiencies in these components may cause trouble. I've experienced trouble with both. I strongly recommend the use of high-quality tuning capacitors.

Hum can be particularly insidious in an instrument such as this where full-scale sensitivities on the order of 30 microvolts are encountered. Although the construction details are intended to minimize hum, you may still have to fight it. It will be most noticeable on the 200-Hz range. Remember, hum can be picked up capacitively by a high-impedance circuit (shielding helps here) or it can be magnetically induced into any circuit, including grounds. Hum will probably be reduced when the instrument is fully housed in its enclosure.

Performance
Performance of the prototype is illustrated in Figs. 30 to 35. Scope photos of the analyzer's residual at the nominal 1V internal operating level for 20 Hz, 1 kHz, 20 kHz, and 200 kHz are shown in Figs. 30 to 33. The total residual (noise and distortion components) is plotted as a function of level for the four frequencies above in Fig. 34. The residual as a function of frequency for 0.3, 1.0, and 3.0V RMS internal operating levels is plotted in Fig. 35. Best performance is generally achieved near the high end of its allowable range of operating levels. At operating levels above about 1.5V RMS, the residual is below 0.001% across the full audio band.

Parts Availability
A serious attempt was made to design the THD analyzer with readily available parts, and many constructors will have no trouble finding most of the parts at normal outlets. As an aid, however, several dealers of various parts are listed below. Because of the substantial number of parts involved in this project, I recommend obtaining and searching through the catalogs that many of these and other companies make available. Although most of these companies provide broad lines, a few are worth special mention because they have some of the less commonly available parts. The NE5534AN op-amps and the Centra1ab rotary switches are available from Newark Electronics ($25.00 minimum order). The 2N4091 J-FETs and a suitable power transformer are available from CFR Associates. Precision one-percent resistors are available from International Electronics Unlimited.

Digi-Key Corp.
P.O. Box 677
Thief River Falls, Minn. 56701
800/346-5144

Active Electronic Sales Corp.
P.O. Box 1035
Framingham, Mass. 01701
617/879-0077

CFR Associates, Inc.
Newton, N.H. 03858

Jameco Electronics
1355 Shoreway Rd.
Belmont, Calif. 94002
415/592-8097

Newark Electronics
146 Route 1
Edison, N.J. 08817
201/572-2103
(or contact nearest branch)

International Electronics Unlimited
435 First St., Suite 19
SOLvang, Calif. 93460
805/688-2747
R94-6.2 kilohm
R93-316 ohm, 1 percent
R90-7.5 kilohm, 1 percent
R89-10 kilohm, 1 percent
R54, R65-82 kilohm
R51, R176-1 kilohm,
R49-3.16 kilohm, 1 percent
R46-90.9 kilohm, 1 percent
R45-42.2 kilohm, 1 percent
R44-68.1 kilohm, 1 percent
R39, R40, R213, R214-220 ohm
R37-820 ohm
R36-1.8 kilohm
R34-2.0 kilohm
R32, R84-2.2 kilohm
R21, R41, R42, R43, R33, R103, R117-1
R20, R141, R196-1 kilohm
R199, R198, R197-10 kilohm
R160, R161, R206-?2 kilohm
R157, R168, R169-1.3 kilohm
R156, R158, R197, R196, R195, R194-1.4 kilohm
R193-8.2 kilohm
R192-120 ohm, 2 -watt; see text
R191-270 kilohm
R189-20 kilohm
R187-1 kilohm
R186, R187-1 kilohm
R185, R186, R187-1 kilohm
R20, R35-1.3 kilohm
R21, R41, R42, R43, R33, R103, R117-1 megohm
R24, R135, R157-1 kilohm trimpot (Panasonic KA43)
R28, R57, R126, R133, R138, R139, R195, R160, R161, R206-22 kilohm
R29-5.6 kilohm
R30-2.5 kilohm potentiometer
R32, R84-2.2 kilohm
R34-2.0 kilohm
R36-1.8 kilohm
R37-820 ohm
R38-620 ohm
R39, R40, R213, R214-220 ohm
R44-68.1 kilohm, 1 percent
R45-42.2 kilohm, 1 percent
R46-90.9 kilohm, 1 percent
R47-11 kilohm, 1 percent
R48-100 kilohm, 1 percent
R49-3.16 kilohm, 1 percent
R51, R176-1 kilohm, 1 percent
R52-2.05 kilohm, 1 percent
R54, R65-42 ohm
R55, R85-1.8 kilohm
R81, R196, R198-33 kilohm
R83, R90, R101, R112, R113, R115, R129, R130, R131, R132, R148, R153,
R154, R167, R172, R173, R175, R181, R182, R207-100 ohm
R86-11.1 kilohm, 1 percent
R89-10 kilohm, 1 percent
R90-7.5 kilohm, 1 percent
R91-2.15 kilohm, 1 percent
R92-750 ohm, 1 percent
R93-316 ohm, 1 percent
R94-6.2 kilohm

D1 through D23 — Switching diode (1N914, 1N4148 or equiv.)
D24 through D28 — Red LED (Opto Electronics X2020FR)
D29 through D32 — 1N4002, 1N4003, 1N4004 or equiv.
O1, O5, O6, O7, O8, O9 — 2N4091 JFET (National)
Q2, Q3, Q4 — 2N3904 or equiv. gen. pur. purpose silicon, PN
IC1, IC2, IC3, IC4, IC5, IC9, IC10, IC11, IC12, IC13, IC14, IC15, IC16, IC17 —
NE5554AN (Signetics, Ti)
IC5, IC6, IC7, IC8, IC9, IC23
IC25, IC28, IC31, IC32, IC33, IC34, IC35, IC36 — LM318N (National, Tl, etc.)
IC20, IC22, IC26, IC29 — LM1496N (National, Mot., etc.)
IC24 — LF356N (National, Fairchild, etc.)
IC27, IC30 — LM1458N (National, Mot.)
IC37 — UA741CN (Fairchild, National, etc.)
IC38 — LM324N (National, etc.)
IC39 — LM340T-15 or UA7815CT (National, Fairchild)
IC40 — LM320T-15 or UA7915CU (National, Fairchild)
T1 — 32 V.c.i., 1-amp power transformer (e.g., CFR Associates Tranny 1 or Avell-{
berg 40/3004)
F1 — 1 A 3AG slow-blow fuse
S1 — 5-position, 9-section, 18-pole rotary switch (Centralab PA302 6-inch index assy. ,
Newark #22F652 plus 9 PA-32 sections. Newark #22F642 or see text). (If using fixed{
 filters, 5-position, 6-section, 12-pole, PA-1033, Newark #22F833)
S2 — 5-position, 2-section, 4-pole rotary switch (Centralab PA1013, Newark #22F813)
S3 — 1-position, 8-section, 8-pole rotary switch (Centralab PA302 6-inch index assy.
Newark #22F652 plus 8 PA-30 sections. Newark #22F840 or see text). (If using fixed{
 filters, 11-position, 4-section, 4-pole, PA-1015, Newark #22F815)
S4 — 5-position, 1-section, 2-pole rotary switch (Centralab PA1003, Newark #22F803{
S5 — 11-position, 4-section, 4-pole rotary switch (Centralab PA1015, Newark #22F815)
S6 — Miniature SPDT switch
S7 — Miniature SPST switch
M1 — 1-x meter movement, preferably with 0-1 and 0-3 scales (MURA PM-702)
Misc. — case; power supply and input attenuator enclosures, line cord; BNC jacks;
knobs; shielded cable; PWB terminals; DIP sockets; mounting hardware, etc. A set of{
three etched, drilled and solder-plated circuit boards (CP1, CP2 and CP3) is available for{
$35.20 post-paid (in continental U.S.A.) from Circuit-Works, 1118 7th Ave., Nep-{
tune, N.J. 07753. New Jersey residents must add 5-percent sales tax. Please allow{
3 to 4 weeks for delivery.
The Technics RS-M95 cassette deck has excellent performance and a number of useful convenience features. The unit incorporates quite an array of front-panel controls and switches, but they are laid out and identified well, so there is little likelihood of confusion. The gold printing on the dark-brown background, however, is difficult to read when the room light is dim. When observing the unit in use, my attention was caught by the three-digit fluorescent tape counter, the flashing Strobo indicator to its right, and the two-channel, fluorescent-bargraph level meters. The tape counter is different from most other units not only in its display but in its mechanism, which uses a magnet and Hall-effect integrated circuitry to detect motion without actual contact. In addition to the three digits, there is a series of one to four bars, which appears to the right of the numeric display, and the change to the next digit occurs when all of the four are blank. These improve counter resolution and are particularly helpful toward the end of the cassette. (The Strobo indicator flashes on/off continuously at about a one-second rate, whatever mode the deck is in, helpful for timing pauses or short sections of music.

The fluorescent level meters cover a wide range, from below "-40" to "+8" dB, white up to zero and orange-brown above,
with the Dolby-level reference at "+3." There are a total of 30 segments in each channel with individual thresholds, so the resolution is excellent, with 1-dB steps from "-5" to "+4." Next to the top level on the display (on the right), there are annunciators for Record mode, Peak meter response, and Dolby NR, which last also lights up little double-D symbols at "+3" — very nice. Metering can also be set to have VU ballistics, and there is a peak hold function which works with both meter responses. The Technics deck has two memory functions: Memory 1 has a reset/clear button which resets the counter to "000" and puts on the "M1" annunciator. The deck will now stop at this point in play or either wind mode. A second push clears the stop function and its indicator. The Stop/Play button allows adding a Play command to the stop-at-zero instruction, and there is an "MP" added below "M" when it's selected. Memory 2 allows setting the stop point, storing the counter number for reference. The set button can also be used to recall that number to the display at any time. The Clear button does just that, and there's an "M2" to show if that might be necessary. It is a flexible memory scheme, and it is helpful that stops will be made with either direction of wind.

The transport control is with light-touch bar switches, with useful status lights for Rec, Play, Pause and Rec Mute. The deck has more flexibility than most units as it is really possible to make any normal mode changes. For example, for Rec and Pause, use either one first or both together. You can even make flying start recording from a fast wind mode: Just push Rec and Play, and there it is. Rec Mute is the desirable momentary contact type, and the indicator light emphasizes that muting is taking place. The four tape-select switches are interlocked, and the indicators are a must to show which bias and EQ has been chosen. The indicator of the monitor switch shows red for source and green for tape. The friction between sections of the input level pot seemed slightly high; some knurling on the knobs would facilitate making inter-channel adjustments.

Below the items discussed above are four bias adjust pots with handy center detents and knobs, and pots for meter brightness and output level. The adjustment for meter brightness is an unusual one, and it did allow setting the fluorescent display anywhere from medium to high brightness. Rotary switches select the functions of Timer (Play/Off/Rec), Dolby NR (Out/In/In with Filter), and input (Mike/Line/400 Hz/400 Hz & 8 kHz). In the 400-Hz position, an internal tone is fed to both record channels internally. Then, with monitor in Source, the input level control sets a zero level on the meters. Next, in Tape, the screwdriver-adjust Rec Cal pots are trimmed to get the same zero indication. In the 400-Hz/8-kHz position, the lower frequency goes to the left channel, the higher frequency to the right channel. The bias adjust pot is trimmed, if necessary, for a matching zero indication. The actual tone levels are 20 dB lower on the tape, and a calibration amplifier provides the gain needed for a zero-dB display. It is a good scheme, and in my opinion such capabilities should be part of any top-end deck. The two mike phone jacks are mounted on the same sub-panel, and the manufacturer provides a clear cover panel which can at least slow down unwanted dicking with the adjustments.

The clear-door cassette carrier moves out and tilts with a push of the color-coded eject button. The power push-button switch and the headphones jack are below. On the top cover are two block schematics, one on the audio portion of the deck and

---

**Fig. 1 — Block diagram of counter and capstan-drive sections.**

**Fig. 2 — Frequency response with and without (dashed line) Dolby NR using Maxell UD-XL I-S tape.**

**Fig. 3 — Frequency response with and without (dashed line) Dolby NR using Technics XA II tape.**
Technics RS-M95 cassette deck offers excellent performance and many very useful convenience controls and features.

![Graph 1](image1.png)

**Fig. 4 — Frequency response with and without (dashed line) Dolby NR using Sony Duad tape.**

![Graph 2](image2.png)

**Fig. 5 — Frequency response with and without (dashed line) Dolby NR using Technics MX tape.**

and the drive system. Figure 1 is a block diagram of the functions of interest, and it can be seen that the output of the quartz crystal and its divider goes three ways. For one thing, it controls the Strobo indicator so that it flashes at a very exact rate. Another output from the divider goes to the micro-computer of the counter. The computer also takes inputs from the keyboard for Memory 1 and 2 in setting stop and start points and from the rotation sensor which establishes how much the tape has moved from any reference point. The fluorescent display, of course, shows what the status is of these inter-related things. The output from the micro-computer also controls stop, wind, and play memory functions and the associated actions called for by the reel motor.

The direct-drive, quartz-controlled capstan system is, in many respects, the offspring of the drive system introduced in the Technics RS-1500/US open-reel recorder. As the direct-drive capstan motor rotates, its frequency generator output is fed to both frequency and phase comparing circuits. Both compare the input against a reference voltage, but the phase comparison is done in conjunction with the output from the crystal divider. In a considerable simplification, we can say that the frequency-dependent closed-loop gets the drive on speed, and the phase-dependent closed-loop provides much tighter control of instantaneous speed, substantially eliminating all perturbations. (Results from speed and flutter tests are given later).

**Performance**

The playback responses with standard alignment tapes were excellent at low and mid frequencies, but there was a roll-off at the high end of about 4 dB at the highest frequency for both equalizations. There were also variations in level in this region, cycling about 2 dB with a one-second period. It seemed to match the rotation of the pressure roller, but this was not proven. Play level indications were very close to standard, and tape play speed measured exactly correct (within 0.05%). The majority of the record/playback tests were conducted with the four tapes supplied with the deck, Technics XA II, Sony Duad, Technics MX, and Maxell UD-XL I, with the exception that level variations with the XL I prompted its replacement with a sample of XL I-S received directly from Maxell. Pink noise/RTA tests showed that the adjustable bias allowed matching most tapes in the four type categories, with the exception of low-bias tapes, mostly non-high-fidelity formulations. The record/playback responses were made at Dolby level and 20 dB below that, both with and without Dolby NR. The RS-M95 is a three-head deck, but all plots were made by recording, rewinding, and then plotting on the playback. Experience has shown that many three-head units show a better, but inaccurate, frequency response if plotting is done simultaneously with recording — a matter of inter-head leakage.

The results with the preferred procedure are shown in Figs. 1 to 4, and the response limits are listed in Table I. All of the results are quite good with the exception of Sony Duad at Dolby level. Dolby tracking was very good, no doubt aided by the adjustment of bias and record sensitivity using the built-in calibration scheme. Occasionally, there were level changes of about a dB in the higher frequency portion of the sweeps, similar to those noted with the alignment tapes. The record-sensitivity pot had a broad range from −12 to +5 dB with Technics XA II tape. The bias control went from very low bias (with low output) another on the counter and direct-drive capstan schemes (more below). On the back panel are the dual in/out phono jacks and a socket for a remote control. The unit is supplied with rugged rack adapters, an important feature to some users. The deck is quite a good size, but the interior was found to be fairly well filled with about a dozen circuit cards. A lot of the interconnections were made with multi-pin cables, but there was some direct wiring. Soldering on the p.c.b.s was excellent. Components were all identified, as were adjustments with some labels on both sides of the cards. The tape drive appeared to be quite rugged and sophisticated, in particular the reel and the large-diameter direct-drive capstan motors and the two solenoids. There were two fuses in clips, and the large power transformer was mounted at an angle, undoubtedly to minimize hum pickup.

**Circuit Description**

As noted above, the RS-M95 has a lot of circuitry in it, and there are some interesting elements associated with the counter and the drive system. Figure 1 is a block diagram of the functions of interest, and it can be seen that the output of the quartz crystal and its divider goes three ways. For one thing, it controls the Strobo indicator so that it flashes at a very exact rate. Another output from the divider goes to the micro-computer of the counter. The computer also takes inputs from the keyboard for Memory 1 and 2 in setting stop and start points and from the rotation sensor which establishes how much the tape has moved from any reference point. The fluorescent display, of course, shows what the status is of these inter-related things. The output from the micro-computer also controls stop, wind, and play memory functions and the associated actions called for by the reel motor.

The direct-drive, quartz-controlled capstan system is, in many respects, the offspring of the drive system introduced in the Technics RS-1500/US open-reel recorder. As the direct-drive capstan motor rotates, its frequency generator output is fed to both frequency and phase comparing circuits. Both compare the input against a reference voltage, but the phase comparison is done in conjunction with the output from the crystal divider. In a considerable simplification, we can say that the frequency-dependent closed-loop gets the drive on speed, and the phase-dependent closed-loop provides much tighter control of instantaneous speed, substantially eliminating all perturbations. (Results from speed and flutter tests are given later).

**Performance**

The playback responses with standard alignment tapes were excellent at low and mid frequencies, but there was a roll-off at the high end of about 4 dB at the highest frequency for both equalizations. There were also variations in level in this region, cycling about 2 dB with a one-second period. It seemed to match the rotation of the pressure roller, but this was not proven. Play level indications were very close to standard, and tape play speed measured exactly correct (within 0.05%). The majority of the record/playback tests were conducted with the four tapes supplied with the deck, Technics XA II, Sony Duad, Technics MX, and Maxell UD-XL I, with the exception that level variations with the XL I prompted its replacement with a sample of XL I-S received directly from Maxell. Pink noise/RTA tests showed that the adjustable bias allowed matching most tapes in the four type categories, with the exception of low-bias tapes, mostly non-high-fidelity formulations. The record/playback responses were made at Dolby level and 20 dB below that, both with and without Dolby NR. The RS-M95 is a three-head deck, but all plots were made by recording, rewinding, and then plotting on the playback. Experience has shown that many three-head units show a better, but inaccurate, frequency response if plotting is done simultaneously with recording — a matter of inter-head leakage.

The results with the preferred procedure are shown in Figs. 1 to 4, and the response limits are listed in Table I. All of the results are quite good with the exception of Sony Duad at Dolby level. Dolby tracking was very good, no doubt aided by the adjustment of bias and record sensitivity using the built-in calibration scheme. Occasionally, there were level changes of about a dB in the higher frequency portion of the sweeps, similar to those noted with the alignment tapes. The record-sensitivity pot had a broad range from −12 to +5 dB with Technics XA II tape. The bias control went from very low bias (with low output)
through a peak (+2 dB) to a point where the 8-kHz tone was brought back down to -4.5 dB with XA II, a range which would facilitate a match with many tapes. With a 10-kHz test tone, the playback showed just 20-degrees phase difference between channels, much better than most decks, and phase jitter was just 25 degrees, also better than typical decks.

The output polarity of the deck matched the input polarity, whether in source or tape monitor. The response of the multiplex filter was 1 dB down at 15.8 kHz, 3 dB at 16.5 kHz, and 32.0 dB at 19.0 kHz. Bias in the output during recording was very low. The 400-Hz tone (404 Hz actual) had about 3.8% distortion, and the 8-kHz tone (8.66 kHz actual) had about 10% distortion — both adequate for the calibration scheme used. The separation between channels with a 1-kHz test tone was 45 dB. Crosstalk was down 74 dB, and erasure was at least 80 dB. The erasure at 100 Hz with the MX metal tape was 69 dB. All of these figures are excellent.

A 1-kHz tone was recorded from 10 dB below Dolby level with increasing level up to the point where the third harmonic distortion reached 3%. Figure 5 is a plotting of the results obtained with three of the tapes. Other distortion products were quite low in level, particularly with the XA II and MX tapes. Figure 6 shows the level of HDL3 vs. frequency from 30 Hz to 7 kHz in Dolby mode with MX tape, recorded at 10 dB below Dolby level. The distortion figures are quite good, but lower distortion with XA II and MX would have been desirable. The signal-to-noise ratios, with both IEC and CCIR/ARM weightings, were measured for all four tapes. As Table II shows, all of the figures are excellent. The highest values were obtained with Sony Duad, but that tape could only be recommended with this deck where there was relatively little high-frequency energy to be recorded.

The input sensitivities were 0.26 mV for mike and 63 mV for line, very close to spec. Input overloads were at high levels, 48.5 mV for mike and 30.6 V for line. Output clipping appeared at +16.6 dB re: meter zero. The two sections of the input-level pot tracked within a dB from maximum down at least 60 dB, and output level pot tracking was within a dB for 55 dB — excellent results. Output levels were 83 mV to an 8-ohm load for headphones and 635 mV for line, dropping to about 470 mV with a 10-kilohm load. The source impedance of about 4 kilohms is rather high if load impedances will be relatively low. Volume level was good with most phones tried, but slightly weak with one set. The frequency response of the level meters was within 3 dB from 17 Hz to 28.1 kHz. In VU mode, the response was the desired 300 mS. In peak-responding mode, the display ballistics met IEC Standard 268-10 with 3- and 10-mS bursts, including decay time. The meters correctly showed increased

---

**Table 1—Record/playback responses (-3 dB limits).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tape Type</th>
<th>With Dolby NR</th>
<th>Without Dolby NR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dolby Lvl -20 dB</td>
<td>Dolby Lvl -20 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hz</td>
<td>kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxell XL I</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technics XA II</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony Duad</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technics MX</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table II—Signal/noise ratios with IEC A and CCIR/ARM weightings.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tape Type</th>
<th>IEC A W1L (dBA)</th>
<th>CCIR/ARM (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W/Dolby NR</td>
<td>Without NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>@ DL</td>
<td>@ DL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxell XL I</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>64.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technics XA II</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>66.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony Duad</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>66.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technics MX</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>67.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 6 — Third harmonic distortion vs. level in Dolby mode at 1 kHz using Maxell UD-XL I-S and Technics XA II and MX tapes.

Fig. 7 — Third harmonic distortion vs. frequency in Dolby mode at 10 dB below Dolby level with Technics MX tape.
peak levels for both positive and negative d.c. shifts of the tone burst. The level indications were high at the low end of the scale, within 2 dB at "-30," and within 0.5 dB for most points above that.

Tape play speed had been shown to be very accurate in earlier tests, and playback of a recorded 3000-Hz tone while changing the line voltage demonstrated that the deck was immune to such effects. The record/play-back flutter was 0.037% wtd. rms and 0.078% on a wtd. peak basis. These figures are excellent, and lower numbers might have been possible if any time had been spent looking for a low-flutter cassette. The winding times were to the specified 80 seconds for a C-60. The time required to make changes in transport mode was always 1 second or less. The tape-time strobe flashed about 56 times per minute.

In-Use and Listening Tests
Good guiding of the cassette aided loading and unloading. Access for maintenance was very good, even better with the clear door plate removed. All switches and controls were completely reliable, and there were no problems with the tapes whatever was done in changing tape motion. I found it worthwhile to remind myself that the tape select switches were mechanically interlocked, going back to Normal if another switch wasn’t pushed hard enough to latch. All calibrations were most easy to do, and the meters aided in this task. The annunciators for " Dol-
It takes more than a ruby cantilever to make a moving coil cartridge capable of excellent sound reproduction. It takes imagination, engineering knowledge and dedication to perfection.

The Dynavector DV/Karat series is the culmination of these efforts.

\[ C_B = \alpha E I \left[ 1 - \frac{1}{4} \alpha^2 \right] \frac{1}{\beta} + \frac{1}{4} \theta^2 \beta^2 + \cdots \]

\[ \alpha' = \frac{E I}{m} \quad \beta = \rho a^4 \left( 1 + \frac{k}{k} \right) \quad \delta = \frac{\alpha' + \alpha}{E O} \]

Dr. Noboru Tominari, the creative genius and founder of Dynavector, developed a radical new technology taking into account wave dispersion and cantilever vibration theories.

Dr. Tominari reasons that the "soft" sound of most cartridges was due to the various delays of frequencies along the length of the cantilever.

The role of the cantilever as a sound dispersing medium has been mitigated by making it as short and as hard as possible. As a result, a solid laser cut synthetic ruby cantilever only 2.5mm in length with a diamond contact tip is utilized. Another benefit of the short/hard ruby cantilever is the high resonance frequency above 50 kHz. Therefore, the elimination of rubber damping. Without the "creeping time effects of rubber" (temperature changes and age deterioration), the DV/Karat's ability to produce sound with stunning realism, brilliant tonal balance and exquisite detail is maintained over the life of the cartridge.

The truth is in the listening. Call or write for the name of a Dynavector audio specialist near you.

The Wharfedale E-90 is a three-way floor-standing loudspeaker system. Two 250-mm (10-in.) moving-coil bass drivers are combined in a 110-liter vented enclosure to produce a maximally flat Butterworth fourth-order bass loading. The bass drivers are crossed over at 200 Hz to two 100-mm (4-in.) moving-coil midrange drivers, which carry the response to 2 kHz. A 25-mm (1-in.) compression-driver, horn-loaded treble speaker continues the response to past 18 kHz.

The enclosure stands 1125 mm (44 in.) high and is 380 mm (15 in.) wide by 380 mm deep and weighs 42 kg (93 lbs.). Wharfedale has provided a securely mounted handle at the top rear of the enclosure for ease of movement about a room.

Electrical connection is made to a recessed socket on the rear of the enclosure. A special six-meter connecting cable with mating connector and DIN plug for amplifier connection is supplied with each speaker.

The E-90 system is supplied as a left speaker and a right speaker pair. Each is clearly marked by a label mounted adjacent to the electrical connection.

A modest degree of midrange and treble equalization is provided by two 5-position rotary switches mounted on the front of the enclosure. These are accessible without removing the protective grille and are marked Low and High with index positions labelled 0, -1, -2, -3, and -4. The operation of these controls, together with pertinent technical information, is clearly presented on a descriptive label placed on the rear of the enclosure. This, together with the descriptive brochure accompanying each speaker, allows error-free hookup of this system.

Rated at 8 ohms, the E-90 is stated as having a sensitivity of 95 dB SPL at one meter for 1-watt drive. Power handling (per DIN 45-573) is 140 watts, and Wharfedale states that the E-90 is suitable with amplifiers rated from 15 to 200 watts. Frequency response is stated to be ±3 dB from 43 Hz to 18 kHz.

**Measurements**

The impedance load which the Wharfedale E-90 presents to a power amplifier is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The magnitude of this impedance, Fig. 1, reaches a minimum value of 5.1 ohms at 42 Hz. The measurement was made through the interconnect wire which Wharfedale supplies with the E-90. The nature of this impedance is such that the E-90 can be safely considered an 8-ohm system from the standpoint of amplifier drive requirements.

The complex impedance plot, showing reactance as well as resistance, is shown in Fig. 2. The impedance is rather benign, as far as the reactance load which it presents to an amplifier, however, there is a 25-degree lagging angle, with a magnitude of 10 ohms, at 2.6 kHz. Since this lies in the important music overtone range, some consideration should be given to choosing a high-quality power amplifier to drive the E-90 if one listens at robust sound levels.

The free-field frequency response of the E-90, amplitude and phase, is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. These are measured under anechoic conditions at a one-meter axial position, and use a constant drive voltage corresponding to one average watt across
The amplitude response, Fig. 3, is taken for two equalizer settings, midrange at -4 and tweeter at -4. As this measurement shows, the tweeter response does drop 4 dB for this setting, but the midrange is only reduced 2 dB. Actual acoustic crossover occurs at 2 kHz.

Sound pressure level at the equivalent of one-watt drive is very high for the E-90, averaging nearly 93 dB SPL in the midrange and rising to 97 dB at 12 kHz. This is an extremely efficient system and can give brisk sound levels with moderately sized power amplifiers.

Low-frequency response extends smoothly down to about 45 Hz. The midrange is quite smooth, but the highest frequency performance is relatively disappointing for a system of this general high quality. An acoustic interference dip at 6 kHz is followed by a peak at 12 kHz, and this combination cannot be corrected with the equalizer controls supplied with the E-90.

The phase response, Fig. 4, is corrected for the air-path delay in the 1 to 5 kHz frequency range when the microphone is one meter in front of the enclosure; this delay is 3.2422 milliseconds. Acoustic transitions occur at 1 and 5 kHz. The corrected phase response shows an angle of positive 90 degrees, which identifies the midrange response as being of non-minimum phase type. The lower frequencies and higher frequencies are of minimum phase type.

The three-meter room response is plotted in Fig. 5. The microphone is placed one meter above a carpeted floor and 3 meters from the front of the enclosure. This simulates an average listening position. The frequency spectrum of the first 13 milliseconds of sound which reaches the listening position is shown in this measurement. Two configurations are measured, directly in front of the system, and 30 degrees to the side which simulates a conventional left-channel stereo listening configuration. The measurements are separated 10 dB on this plot for clarity of presentation.

Response at the listener's ear is quite uniform throughout the major part of the audio spectrum. The shallow depression near 5 kHz is due to time-delay interference between the two highest frequency drivers and progressively deteriorates off axis, as shown in this plot. This is also evident in the phase plot of Fig. 4.

A more uniform listening response is obtained when listening on-axis to the E-90. This infers that the speakers should be rotated toward the preferred stereo listening position in a room.

Horizontal and vertical polar energy response, which shows the corresponding sound dispersion patterns, is plotted in Figs. 6 and 7. These measurements indicate that the preferred horizontal listening position lies within 20 degrees of the front axis. The vertical position for best listening is slightly above the geometric center of the speaker, which is approximately where the listener's ear would be for this floor-standing system. Both vertical and horizontal patterns are smooth, with no strong hot spots or interference lobes. Since a substantial part of the sound is launched upward, the E-90s should not be placed directly be-
Stereo imaging is quite good, though the illusion of depth is slightly lacking because of some vertical beaming.

Fig. 4—Axial one-meter phase response correct for upper register air-path delay.

Fig. 5—Three-meter room response.

Fig. 6—Horizontal polar energy response.

Fig. 7—Vertical polar energy response.

Harmonic distortion for the tones of E₁, A₂, and A₄ (41.2, 110, and 440 Hz) are plotted as a function of drive power in Fig. 8. The tones of A₂ and A₄ are handled with very little distortion, and the E-90 ranks among the cleanest units we have tested for this property. Low E₁, however, is the Achilles heel. Harmonic distortion rises quickly with increasing drive at 41 Hz, reaching several percent at one average watt. This system should not be driven at high levels with extreme low bass.

Intermodulation distortion for tones of A₄ and E₁, mixed in equal portion, is plotted in Fig. 9 as a function of average power. Two regimes are evident, separated at about the one-watt level. Below one watt, the modulation of A₄ by E₁ (the low frequency modulating the higher frequency) is principally amplitude modulation. Phase modulation begins to dominate above one watt, even though the total IM remains quite low at all drive levels.

Acoustic transfer gain, which is the ratio of SPL to drive voltage, is essentially constant up to 100 average watts. This was measured for tones of 80 Hz, 262 Hz (middle C), and 440 Hz (A₄). This means that substantial intensity swings will not cause timbral change.

The E-90 fares only slightly poorer in the crescendo test. Tones of 262 Hz and 440 Hz are slightly suppressed when broad band noise is superimposed at an average level 20 dB
The Wharfedale E-90s did extremely well on our energy-time test, which indicates an excellent ability to handle transients.

Fig. 8—Harmonic distortion for three tones, E₁ or 41.2 Hz, A₂ or 110 Hz, and A₄ or 440 Hz.

Fig. 9—IM distortion on A₄ (440 Hz) by E₁ (41.2 Hz) when mixed at a one-to-one ratio.

Fig. 10—Energy-time curve.

Listening Test

The listening test was made with the speakers flush mounted against a draped wall. This position was reached after considerable experimentation in room placement, and was found to give the most accurate sound to my ears.

The Wharfedale's have good low-low bass, but the sound is slightly dominant in the low- to mid-bass region. This tends to give a slight boominess and hangover to percussive bass.

To my ears, the E-90s are mildly strident in the upper registers, particularly on strings. For this reason, I preferred the E-90 midrange equalizer set at 0 and the tweeter equalizer set at -3. While this does reduce the extreme top end, the sonic accuracy was improved, in my opinion. Piano sounds somewhat brittle, but is spectrally balanced with this control setting.

Lateral dispersion and left-right stereo imaging is quite good. There is, however, some vertical beaming. For this reason, the illusion of depth was somewhat lacking, giving a stereo stage with adequate width but reduced depth. Because of this effect, solo instruments are accurately reproduced, but massed vocals are somewhat indistinct.

The E-90 is highly efficient and produces room-filling sound with modest amplifier power. This efficiency is coupled with an ability to produce high sound level without breakup or audible distress. The E-90 handled the famous Telarc/Holst drum excellently at high sound level, although there was some audible bass hangover.

Sonic accuracy, while not perfect, is quite good and the Wharfedale is a highly listenable system. While it would not be the first choice for a recording studio monitor system, where continuous high sound pressure levels are required, this system can be listened to, and enjoyed, for extended periods of time without fatigue.

Richard C. Heyser
as the most diverse and possibly the most important composer in jazz after Duke Ellington.

Not the least of Mingus' contributions to jazz was the way in which he made Ellington's methods of compositional organization available to groups smaller and of a more modern orientation than Ellington's Orchestra. A good example is the title piece of this posthumous release. At just over 32 minutes, and stretching across one side of the disc to the other, it is superficially no more than a long string of solos introduced by, and interspersed with, a pragmatic blues riff similar to one Charlie Parker might have played. But Mingus has broken the 27-piece orchestra into matching pairs and sets and has also sequenced the solos judiciously. First the tenor saxophonists (Michael Brecker, Ricky Ford and George Coleman) blow one or two choruses apiece before trading 16-, 8-, 4-, and 2-measure barbs. The procedure is repeated in turn by the trumpets (Jack Walrath and Randy Brecker), the baritones (Ronnie Cuber and Pepper Adams), the basses (Eddie Gomez and George Mraz), the pianos (Bob Neloms and Ken Werner), the trombones (Jimmy Knepper and Slide Hampton), and finally the altos (Charles McPherson, Lee Konitz, Akira Ohmori, and Coleman pressed into double service). The result is something like a rough-and-tumble jazz equivalent of Britten's "Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra," except that Mingus bases his lessons, as Ellington did, on the realities of individual voices rather than on the ideal nature of instruments. The soloists vary in approach and in their commitment to the thematic material Mingus has placed before them, but each is inspired to abandon by the presence of his own kind. Mingus' achievement here is that he has legislated the most primal and anarchic jazz behavior — the after-hours cutting contest — into composition with no loss of excitement or spontaneity.

Completing the album is "Farewell, Farwell," a shorter, gentler piece titled after Farwell Taylor, a painter whose death preceded Mingus' by about a year. (Taylor was also the protagonist of the earlier, more ambitious "Far Wells, Mill Valley.") There are lustrous solos here by Konitz, Gomez and guitarist Larry Coryell, and an especially vibrant one by tenorist Ford. Behind them, the orchestra sobbs and sighs with the power and dignity of the human voice.

"Farewell" is Mingus' valedictory statement — and his intimation of immortality. Confined to his wheelchair by the time of these January 1978 sessions (which also yielded the earlier, more uneven collection Me, Myself An Eye), he delegated arranging and conducting duties to Jack Walrath and Paul Jeffrey and entrusted the bass chores to Gomez and Mraz. Yet it is the hand of Mingus which seems to move these musicians. The music burns, and Mingus' legacy rises from its ashes like a phoenix.

Something Like a Bird: Charles Mingus Atlantic SD-8805, stereo, $7.98.

Sound: C Performance: A

Distressing as it was to hear the news of Charles Mingus' death two years ago, there is solace to be taken in the amount of attention belatedly paid Mingus by the media. The volatile and sensitive man has at last been publicly acknowledged by the media. The volatile and sensitive man has at last been publicly acknowledged as the most diverse and possibly the most important composer in jazz after Duke Ellington.

Deep within each new Audio-Technica Dual Magnet™ cartridge are TWO separate, completely independent magnetic systems. Separate magnets, pole pieces, and coils for each stereo channel. Now, to insure the ultimate in stereo separation, we've installed a magnetic barrier between the two systems. It's the thoughtful, innovative extra step typical of every Audio-Technica design.

Hear the Audio-Technica difference today.
When you’re ready to “face” the music we have a tip for reduced distortion

Whether you are seeking to reproduce the full dynamic range in the grooves of today’s new superdiscs, or simply to obtain maximum listening pleasure from treasured “oldies” in your record collection, you need a phono cartridge that will deliver optimum trackability with minimum distortion.

Because the phono cartridge is the only point of direct contact between the record and your entire stereo system, its role is critical to faithful sound re-creation. That’s why upgrading your phono cartridge is the single most significant (and generally least costly) improvement you can make to your stereo system.

To that end Shure now offers the Hyperelliptical Stylus Tip configuration—first introduced on the critically acclaimed V15 Type IV—in a full line of cartridges with a broad range of prices.

The Hyperelliptical Stylus Tip has been called the most significant advance in decades in tip geometry. It has a narrower and more uniform elongated contact area that results in significantly reduced intermodulation and harmonic distortion.

Look over the list at left to see which Shure HE cartridge best matches your tracking force requirements.

Shure has been the top-selling cartridge manufacturer for the past 23 years. For full details on this remarkable line of cartridges write for AL667.

Go with the leader—Shure.

Shure Brothers Inc. 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204
Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.

Enter No. 50 on Reader Service Card
Any loudspeaker system this flat deserves a fair hearing.

If you like the flatness of our L112 frequency response curve (below), you'll be even more impressed by the smooth, natural, uncolored sound that goes with it.

The L112 is a perfect example of JBL's advanced engineering design philosophy at work. Lasers, holography, computers and the human ear interfacing toward one end: The flattest, most accurate sound reproduction in JBL bookshelf history. The kind of pure, uncompromised sound quality that's made JBL the longstanding choice of audio professionals worldwide.

The overall performance quality of the L112 bookshelf system is the result of many precision-engineered components working together to achieve sound so natural there's no sense of a speaker at all—only the music.

Cleaner, more powerful bass. The L112's Symmetrical Field Geometry (SFG) 12" woofer, with its larger 3" edge-wound voice coil and specially coated cone, delivers the bass notes of music with extremely low distortion. Lower than any other bookshelf system we've ever tested. You'll hear crisp, clean, powerful bass all the way down to the lowest notes.

Our SFG innovations—the symmetrical magnetic field at the voice coil gap, and the aluminum Flux Stabilizing Ring—dramatically reduce the second harmonic distortion found in conventional drivers.

More high frequency detail. Specifically designed for the L112 system, our new 1" 044 high frequency dome radiator is formed of a lightweight phenolic material, coated with aluminum by means of a vapor deposition process. The 044 tweeter was developed using the capabilities of our fully equipped laser-optics laboratory. Laser holography helps our engineers examine tweeter cone movement like an X-ray allows physicians to examine the human body. Diaphragm excursions have been refined for exceptionally smooth response, maximum stereo imaging and high power handling. You'll hear harmonics you've never heard before.

JBL First with the pros.

Frequency response of the L112, measured on-axis at 1 meter with a 1-watt input in a free field (4π) environment. Response in a room will vary depending upon room acoustics and system placement. Actual graph available upon request.
Superior transient response. Our new High Resolution Dividing Network enables the L112 to deliver transients with startling immediacy. The network controls each of the L112's drivers throughout its full operating range. You'll hear sound so coherent it will seem that only one extremely wide-range transducer is responsible.

Traditional JBL craftsmanship. The L112 represents more than engineering excellence. It is also an example of JBL's longtime commitment to fine craftsmanship and unrelenting quality control. Each speaker is crafted in the U.S.A. at our Northridge, California facility, and undergoes more than 50 inspections and tests during manufacture.

Each L112 is veneered in American black walnut, oiled and hand-rubbed to a lustrous fine furniture finish. In the end, we know that you—and you alone—are the final judge of the products we work so long and so hard to produce. So, listen to the L112 bookshelf system for yourself.

Audition it with the kind of music you like best, with the help of the audio specialists at your nearest authorized JBL dealer.

For the name and address of the JBL dealer nearest you, write: James B. Lansing Sound, Inc., 8500 Balboa Blvd., P.O. Box 2200, Northridge, CA 91329.

Comparison Analysis now available. Recently, we conducted a very enlightening series of performance tests comparing the L112 against several competitive speakers. For a copy of the documented results, as well as reprints of recently published L112 reviews, please write to us at the above address, attention: L112 Comparison Analysis.

Enter No. 19 on Reader Service Card
IMF ELECTRONICS

The experience of live music can only be realized in your home with transducers that are unsurpassed in transient and phase accuracy with the ability to re-create the wide dynamics of the original recording, whether classical or contemporary. In this objective we are unrivaled. Models with suggested prices from $495 to $4357 per pair. Visit your local dealer or contact IMF ELECTRONICS.

Please send me details of your speakers and Ambisonic UHJ Records and Decoder.

NAME
ADDRESS

IMF ELECTRONICS
5226 State Street
Saginaw, Michigan 48603
Tel (517) 790-2121
TLX - 227461

IMF ELECTRONICS
Westbourne Street High Wycombe
Buckinghamshire
Tel (0) 494-35576
TLX - 83545

Enter No. 18 on Reader Service Card

Gravity: Fred Frith
Ralph Records FF 8057-L, stereo, $8.98

Sound: B  Performance: A-

Fred Frith is a musically enigmatic character whose every endeavor has been a challenge and confrontation for his listeners. For most of the last decade he was the consistent force behind the group Henry Cow and its offspring, The Art Bears. They forged a combination of political and social polemics with a fusion of jazz, rock and avant-garde music, multiple fusion music if you will. While Frith’s guitar playing was barely traditional with these groups, it was totally anarchic in a solo context. There Frith created his own technique, the most traditional being his prepared guitar, a concept similar to John Cage’s prepared piano. The instrument is prepared by sticking paper clips, erasers, screws, etc., into the strings and then playing the instrument. Frith takes this a bit further by altering two guitars, laying them side-by-side on a table, and, with loud amplification, whipping, beating, bending, and drilling them (literally). The music that results is a metal-on-metal fabric of splintered sheets, fractured lines, and a mesmerizing fascination.

This is Frith’s second solo outing not including his Guitar Solos Two and Three which were actually samplers, and his work with Henry Kaiser. Gravity is the Fred Frith dance album, dance being the defeat of gravity and the elevation of the spirit. Previously Frith had been imposing, ominous, brilliant, and virtuosic. On Gravity he is all of these and clever besides.

Any talk of dance music these days still conjures up images of sleek disco. But Frith’s dances are those of world music, from the Middle East to the thudding beat of mid-’60s soul. He blends them all together in an almost seamless cultural brew that opens incongruously with irreverent laughter and solemn Tibetan bells. Wind sounds and wooden chimes rise up to be met by ritualistic drums and Frith’s ethereal violin. As the intensity increases, Frith’s fuzzed guitar raises the music to a high tension level then suddenly segues to a light-hearted horse and buggy romp. The album is full of these sudden shifts. The music of a quaint bar mitzvah metamorphoses into a Middle Eastern waltz. On side two, where he’s backed by a Washington, D.C.-based fusion group called The Muffins, piercing feedback guitar against a clanging “Twilight Zone” background gradually turns into Martha and the Vandellas’ stomping "Dancing in the Streets." With a heated R&B beat, Frith plays the melody on a cool Hawaiian steel (or a reasonable facsimile) while a backwards tape collage roars and squeals through the background as if on a dance floor in a drunken stupor.
Noise is a thief. It robs you of the quality of music you are entitled to hear from a fine cassette deck. On the right is a picture of a type of dynamic distortion known as modulation noise. It makes music sound gritty, whether the sound is loud or soft. What these spectrum analyzer traces show, and your own ears will confirm, is that Sansui's new D-550M cassette deck, with its exclusive (pat. pending) Dyna-Scrape Filter, reduces modulation noise by as much as 10dB! That represents a startling audible difference and a profound reduction in this most pervasive of tape noises. Until now, scrape filters were found only in professional reel to reel tape decks. Now Sansui has ingeniously engineered this valuable technology into a truly affordable cassette deck.

The D-550M is a 3-head machine with full IC logic control. It has a frequency response from 25-21,000Hz (±3dB, metal tape); user adjustable bias control; 2-motor drive that reduces wow and flutter to a miniscule 0.035% (WRMS); plus state-of-the-art heads and electronics that improves signal to noise ratio to 70dB (with Dolby-B™).

And if it is logical for our top-of-the-line D-550M to have full IC logic, then it is logical for our more modestly priced D-300M to have it as well. In fact, much of Sansui's advanced technology that's in our most costly models is also found across the entire Sansui line. Indeed, our lowest priced cassette deck, the D-95M, like the D-550M, D-350M and D-300M, has metal tape capability.

More music, less noise. More machine. Better value. That's what Sansui cassette decks are all about. Come see the full line now at your local Sansui dealer.
Gravity is a whirlwind flight across a cultural landscape where features run into each other with a rush. Only Frith, your tour guide, is a constant landmark, with his palette of guitar styles that still have the distinctive Frith imprimatur.

Jillian: Warren Vache
Concord CJ-87, stereo, $7.98.
Polished Brass: Warren Vache
Concord CJ-98, stereo, $7.98.

Sound: A Performance: A
It must be the California sunshine, the high musical standards, and the dedication of Concord Records President Carl Jefferson that produces the full-bodied, free-swinging, unabashedly lyrical jazz heard on these two Warren Vache releases.

Vache, a neo-swing flugelhornist and cornetist whose work displays touches of Bunny Berigan, Bobby Hackett, Roy Eldridge, Clark Terry and Ruby Braff, has developed into a vigorous and exciting musician whose playing bubbles with vitality and confidence. Listen to his jumping, biting work on "It's All Right With Me" on the Jillian album or the romping "Ida, Sweet as Apple Cider" on Polished Brass.

Highlighting both releases is the beautifully deployed acoustic guitar of Cal Collins — his impeccably conceived solos, lovely choral support, and delicate duets with Vache are among the delights of the two collections. Drummer Jake Hanna, also heard on both albums, provides a fine propulsive drive and lays down forceful rhythmic patterns which never interfere with the soloists. On Polished Brass, Hanna's drums are teamed with Michel Moore's fine walking bass. Pianist Nat Pierce, featured on several Jillian tracks, helps to keep things moving at a sprightly pace.

Count Basie's fine altoist Marshall Royal, another mainstream stalwart, contributes energetic, eloquent solos on several Jillian cuts. Both Vache's Concord releases offer skillful, virile, melodic music that remains true to the classic jazz tradition.

John Diiberto

Family: Hubert Laws
Columbia JC 36396, stereo, $8.98.
Sound: B+ Performance: C

For better or worse, Hubert Laws has been the definitive name in jazz flute in the last 10 years. This reputation has often followed him for reasons other than his pure tone and creative improvisations. Hubert Laws has always been one to take his music outside the normal parameters of jazz, sometimes legitimizing it by updating classical themes as heard on his many CTI records (Rites of Spring) or infusing it with electric funk and disco rhythms with immense commercial success (The Chicago Theme). While both of these formulas figure into Laws' output, he plays just enough improvisational flute to maintain his reputation as a jazz player.

Family isn't much different from his earlier albums except there is more meat amongst the fattening strings. It opens inauspiciously with the musical cliche of the '80s, Ravel's "Bolero," made obnoxious by the movie "10." Laws takes his best solo on "Wildfire," doing several turn-arounds over the perky rhythm of Leon "Ndugu" Chancellor on drums and Nathan East on bass.

Even on this straightforward record, Laws insists on cluttering his work with unnecessary strings, and the concept of sweetening dies hard.

John Diiberto

Graphic equalization, an integral part of the contemporary home music system, gives you the kind of focused music power that will bring your neighbors over for a late night get together.

The new MXR Stereo Octave Equalizer lets you remix your music so that you can bring up that earth shattering bass line, screaming guitar solo or any part of the performance loud enough for everybody to hear without boosting noise.

Annoying problems like hiss, turntable rumble and other kinds of distortion are easily overcome with the Stereo Octave Eq. It can accommodate the extended dynamic range of the new high performance discs and be an invaluable tool when recording car stereo cassettes.

Featuring professional specs and the highest quality components hand-assembled in Rochester, N.Y., USA, the MXR Stereo Octave Eq adds clean, noise-free power to specific parts of your music while maximizing your system's response. Check one out at your local MXR dealer and get to know your neighbors better.

MXR Innovations, Inc.
740 Driving Park Avenue, Rochester, New York 14613 (716) 254-2910

MXR Consumer Products Group
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ELECTRO RESEARCH CORPORATION
9259 ETON AVE., CHATSWORTH, CA91311, 213/709-1107
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Denon’s Digital Technology

Japan’s Denon Company was the first, back in 1972, to produce commercial digital recordings. For the most part, their efforts went unnoticed in this country, due to their lack of cross-licensing ties with any major American record company. In recent years, at least in the U.S., digital recording technology has become almost exclusively associated with blockbuster showpieces, the technique being exploited purely for its sonic values. (On too many occasions, it has been the excuse for charging more for a poorly produced recording.)

Denon has over the years continued to use their digital resources for the bulk of their product — most if it definitely not of the blockbuster variety. They have refined their technology during this time, but curiously they have stayed with a 14-bit system while much of the professional industry has gone to 16. This difference means only that the Denon system basically has a dynamic range of 84 dB, while the 16-bit machines have 96 dB. For some years, the Discwasher Company has been importing Denon discs into the States, and during the last year I have been provided with enough review albums from them to allow for an overall assessment of the system.

Meanwhile, the digital versus analog controversy rages on. Digital recordings have been publicly blamed for provoking stress and causing headaches. Lord only knows what accusations may have been made in private. From the point of view of production variables, digital recordings are subject to exactly the same excesses that have plagued the mainstream of classical recording in recent years: Too many microphones, too much gain manipulation, and other aspects of what we may call “over-production.” In many cases the released discs themselves are cut at excessive levels, resulting in some edginess to the sound. If anything, the digital medium bares these faults all the more! It is small wonder that some critics have, without a knowledge of cause and effect in recording processes, zeroed in on “digital” as the culprit when they hear a digital recording they don’t like. One thing is certain: No one can condemn a digital recording system unless he has actually had the machine in his own hands and had the experience of making blind comparisons of its input versus output on a wide variety of program material. One positively cannot make such a judgment on the basis of isolated digital discs because the wide range of production variables and the mechanics of disc transfer and playback will easily swamp the characteristics of the digital recording process itself.

The reason for this rather long-winded preamble is to suggest to the reader that if you find even one superb recording made with a digital process, then that record becomes the vindication of that particular recording process. In a larger sense, it becomes the vindication of the charges which have been leveled against digital technology in general.

Fastest, safest way to a really clean stylus!

Signet SK305
Electronic Stylus Cleaner $29.95

In the miniature world of record grooves, even a speck of dust or dirt is a major obstacle to good reproduction. Which is why just about everyone tells you to clean your stylus regularly. But if you are like many people, dabbing away at a delicate stylus and cantilever is hardly your idea of fun.

Now Signet has made stylus cleaning easy, safe, and remarkably thorough. All it takes is our SK305 Electronic Stylus Cleaner and a few seconds of your time. Just moisten the super-dense nylon cleaning pad, switch on the solid-state pad vibrator, and lower the stylus gently on the cleaner. Seconds later your stylus is cleaner than you can achieve by hand, with no danger to your expensive stylus.

With valuable records, styli, and your listening pleasure all at stake, the SK305 Signet Stylus Cleaner may be the most valuable investment you can make this year. See a demonstration at your nearest Signet dealer. It’s where music sounds better every day.
There's More to Noise Reduction Than Silence.

How noise reduction systems work
In all companding noise reduction systems, noise reduction occurs at the time of playback by means of an expander circuit which constantly adjusts the playback volume. The idea is to turn down the volume on quiet musical passages, thus turning down the noise as well, and to turn the volume back up on loud passages which hopefully mask the noise. The expanding process is preceded when the recording is made by a complementary compression action, whereby the record level is turned up on quiet passages and down on loud ones. The net result on playback should therefore be a restoration of the dynamics of the original program material along with noise reduction (Figure 1).

The problem of noise modulation
Designing a noise reduction system would be easy if any loud musical signal masked all noise. Unfortunately, that does not happen. A bass drum note, for example, cannot hide tape hiss, no matter how loud the drum is. The sound from the drum is so much lower in frequency than tape hiss that the ear can easily detect both the drum and the hiss simultaneously.

The result with a conventional, wide-band companding noise reduction system is what is called noise modulation. On playback, the expander circuitry turns up the volume on a loud bass drum note. But it also turns up the volume of the tape hiss at the same time. If at that moment there is no music at higher frequencies, the sound of the drum will be accompanied by an audible burst of hiss.

In other words, the bass drum modulates, that is, changes, the perceived hiss level. Thus with conventional noise reduction systems, the noise level continually changes with the music—audibly so at least part of the time.

Dolby noise reduction reduces noise modulation
Dolby noise reduction is free of audible noise modulation on virtually any type of program material. Instead of compressing and expanding the entire musical range all at once, Dolby noise reduction operates over a constantly changing, or sliding, band of frequencies (Figure 2).

The band extends low enough to provide effective noise reduction on silence. On a bass drum note, the band slides up out of the way of the drum, so that on playback it comes through at full volume, while noise above the drum is almost as effectively suppressed as though the drum weren't there. If the drum is accompanied by higher-frequency instruments, the band slides up further still, to let all the music through at full volume, while noise at frequencies above the music is still effectively suppressed. In other words, the presence of musical signals does not prevent noise reduction from occurring where it is still needed (Figures 3 and 4).

Dolby B-type and Dolby C-type noise reduction are both sliding-band systems. With the standard B-type system, noise reduction begins at 500 Hz and rises to 10 dB at 4 kHz and above, while with the new C-type system, noise reduction begins at 100 Hz, rising to 20 dB at 1 kHz and above. Neither system introduces noise modulation or other audible side effects on virtually any kind of music.
NOW A STARVING ARTIST DOESN'T HAVE TO RECORD LIKE ONE.

Sony has developed a mid-side recording mic that will bring the quality of your recordings one step closer to the studio. The ECM-939T Available, remarkably, for about what it would cost you for one hour of studio time. This mic utilizes the latest Sony innovation: the first bi-directional back electret capsule. Which, in tandem with its cardioid capsule, provides incredible definition and stereo imaging. In simple English, you'll reproduce your sound more faithfully and more affordably than ever before.

Many critics made this positive judgment of the merits of digital recording long ago. For those who haven’t yet done this, I suggest that you get your hands on the following two-record set:

**Schubert: Symphony No. 9 in C Major** (Heinz Rogner conducting the Berlin Radio Symphony Orchestra) De- non OB-7351-51-ND, digital, stereo, $15.00

This two-record set is a collaboration between Denon’s Nippon Columbia label (no relation to CBS) and the East German VEB Deutsche Schallplatten Company. The sound is gorgeous in every respect. The ensemble is precisely imagined in both left-right and fore-aft dimensions. Above all, there is a naturalness to the spectral balance, and the strings have a lovely sheen which bespeaks the proper choice of microphones and their placement. The recording venue is a semi-draped church in East Berlin, and the producers have found that happiest of combinations, the correct reverberation time and the correct balance between direct and reverberant sound. The result is warmth coupled with analytical detail. All too often, one attribute has to be sacrificed for the other.

The sprawling work is spread over four sides, with an average of about 14 minutes each. This ensures that the ending diameters are suitably large to avoid inner-groove problems. As we have come to expect of just about all Japanese discs, the pressings are faultless. The double-fold jacket is in French, English and German, as well as Japanese. Photos of the recording session reveal an overall spaced-apart pair of microphones along with an ensemble of six accent microphones, highlighting the first chair strings and providing a secondary stereo pick-up of the woodwinds and brass. Altogether, this is a handsome production, one which will set the record straight on digital for many audiophiles.

Here follow some capsule reviews of other Denon digitals:

**Mozart: Symphonies Nos. 36 and 38**, Otmar Suitner conducting the NHK Symphony Orchestra, OX-7156-ND. The Japanese state radio orchestra is given much the same luminous treatment noted in the Schubert, this time in a more intimate acoustical setting.

**Vivaldi: The Seasons**, Rudolph Baumgartner conducting the Lucerne Festival Strings, OX-7174-ND. Spirited performances along with finely etched sonics.

**Janos Starker: Virtuoso Music for Violincello**, OX-7171-ND. One of the world’s great cellists sumptuously recorded. The Chopin G-minor sonata is the chief work here.

John M. Eargle
The Delos Series of DMS Digitals

In early 1979, Delos Records, a Los Angeles-based classical label, embarked on an ambitious program. Amelia Haygood, the label's founder, noted that digital recording technology had for the most part been relegated to showcase orchestral recordings with heavy emphasis on sound for its own sake. She reasoned that there would be an audience for high-technology recordings of music-making of a more modest sort, such as chamber groups and solo performers. Haygood also felt that such music could benefit just as positively from advanced recording processes as the heavier orchestral textures that were the mainstay of so many other labels involved in digital recording.

At the present time there are 10 items in the series, with four more due for release in the fall of 1981. Following are capsule reviews of several of the DMS recordings:

Vivaldi: The Seasons. Gerard Schwarz conducting the Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra, Elmar Oliveira, violin. DMS 3007, $17.95.

Gerard Schwarz has worked wonders with the Chamber Orchestra, continuing in the traditions of its founder, Neville Marriner. The playing is precise and has all of the rhythmic drive which this music characteristically needs. At the same time the playing is fluid and yielding when it needs to be. The recording was made in Bridges Hall at Claremont College east of Los Angeles. This recital hall is one of the finest recording venues for modest musical resources anywhere; its wood and plaster interior provides plenty of reverberation, but the reverberation time is short enough that articulation does not suffer.

The lavish production includes a double-fold album complete with thematic analysis of the score, along with facsimiles of Vivaldi's sonnets which accompanied the original scores for the four concertos comprising the music. Only one minor flaw needs to be mentioned. There is some groove echo to be heard in quiet passages or in passages where the solo violin is playing. Some of this is endemic in disc transfer processes themselves, and the nature of the music, as well as the exceedingly quiet surfaces, makes it more apparent than might normally be the case. It is, however, a minor problem which most listeners will not be aware of.

Water Music of the Impressionists. Carol Rosenberger, piano. DMS 3006, $17.95.

Ms. Rosenberger plays a Bosendorfer Imperial Grand in the program of music by Ravel, Debussy, Liszt and Griffler. The recording venue again is Bridges Hall. At the time this recording was made, the instrument was fairly new, and its relatively soft hammers did not provide the attack, or ictus, which is characteristic of an instrument thoroughly broken in. In addition, microphone placement was a bit on the distant side, and the net result is a mellowness and fullness which is perfectly appropriate to the music at hand. The gorgeous sonorities of the Bosendorfer are at times seemingly transformed into a new instrument, almost a cross between a harp and a piano. Rosenberger's playing is stunning, and her performance of Ravel's "Ondevle" is the equal of any.

The Bosendorfer Imperial Grand has 97 keys, nine more than usual, for added low-frequency resonance. The extended bottom octave is very tempting to a pianist. There are a number of doublings in the bottom octave which would be musically compatible with the impressionistic repertoire, but Rosenberger uses this facet of the instrument only in one passage, the tolling of giant bells in Debussy's "Engulfed Cathedral." The low C-string with its nominal fundamental of about 16 Hz yields a sound rarely heard either on disc or in the concert hall. The JVC pressings are as quiet as one could wish for.

The Sound of Trumpets. Gerard Schwarz playing music of Altenburg, Biber, Vivaldi, Torelli and Telemann. DMS 3002, $17.95.

To fully appreciate the design advantages of our headphones simply put on a pair and listen. The AKG K340 is truly unique. Each earpiece contains an electrostatic high frequency transducer, shown here, a moving-coil, dynamic low frequency transducer, and AKG patented passive diaphragms. This combination of components allows the full spectrum of sound to be reproduced with unequaled detail, clarity and realism.

Every AKG headphone has been designed for comfort as well as performance... and there are more than 5 models to choose from.

Your AKG dealer is ready to give you a demonstration of all the design advantages inherent in what many professionals consider to be the best sounding headphones in the world... and the most comfortable.

AKG ACOUSTICS INC.
A NORTH-AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY
77 Selleck Street, Stamford, CT 06902
(203) 349-2121

© AKG 1983

AKG ACOUSTICS INC.
A NORTH-AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY
77 Selleck Street, Stamford, CT 06902
(203) 349-2121

© AKG Acoustics Inc., Austria
Although the disc was transferred at normal levels, beware the problems of inner-groove mistracking. If you hear any breakup whatever on loud passages, I suggest checking out your phono cartridge. With a really first-rate cartridge, the sound will be absolutely flawless.

The recording venue was the auditorium at Immaculate Heart College in Los Angeles. The lushness of the recorded sound, along with the broad stereo spread, works wonders for the Ravel. The Bartok "Third Quartet," on the other hand, is not as well served. This music ideally calls for a thinner overall texture and precise highlighting of instruments. Again, we are treated to flawless surfaces. — John Eagle

The full sound is really beginning to show itself. The "Third Quartet" in particular is a work of genius. The performance here is inspired. The overall sound is so clear and focused that one can hear every detail. The recording venue was the auditorium at Immaculate Heart College in Los Angeles. The lushness of the recorded sound, along with the broad stereo spread, works wonders for the Ravel. The Bartok "Third Quartet," on the other hand, is not as well served. This music ideally calls for a thinner overall texture and precise highlighting of instruments. Again, we are treated to flawless surfaces. — John Eagle
How to answer box number ads.

When replying to an audio box number ad, please use this address: Box No. - c/o Audio, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036.

**For Sale**

AAAHHH. AT LAST...POLYPROPYLENE DRIVERS.

Ridiculous Tweeters, Xovers, Harris, Plans, Replacements, FerroFluid Domes, Catalog $1.00. SOUNDSOX, P.O. Box 411 South Carlisle Street, Philadelphia, PA 19146.

AAA QUALITY 1.25 GRAM (ACT. WT.) S.L.T. TONE ARM

"WORLD'S ONLY" PURELY MECHANICAL LINEAR ARM

Selected by Design News Magazine. One of the leading technical ideas in sound technology. The Souther Linear Arm provides vastly superior performance with "Equal-Mass" system and "Absolute-Zero" tracking error. Fits most turntables and cartridges. Now available custom made at $500.00. Full details, specs and color photos, $3.00 refundable.

Southern Engineering Products

2594 York Street

Canonsburg, PA 20201.

AAA mint condition WIN TURNTABLE $1695. (315) 437-1239.

ABOLISH LIST PRICES ON MID & HIGH-END AUDIO COMPONENTS!

Get low prices, great selection and service, plus seasoned advice on a wide range of products. Warranties, of course! Join the thousands of audio diophiles who believe that our incredibly wide selection, typically non-discounted, yet low prices and helpful advice could make us your one-stop audio bargain place. Some of the lines that we offer include ADVENT, AR, ADCOM, BOSE, dbx, DENON, ESS, HAFER, HARMAN/HARDON, INFINITY, MITSUBISHI, NAD, NIKKO, ONYKO, PHILIPS, SANSUI, TANDBERG, THORENS and many many more. As an added service to our customers, we also offer video equipment (incl. many of the Large-screen TVs, VCRs, etc.) and even a new "wireless" extension telephone for less than $300.00 (suggested retail $560.00). Just call us at (212) 254-3125 for additional prices or information or send $2.00 for our current brochure to: DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD., P.O. Box 841, Cooper Station, NY 10276. Shop with us by phone with your VISA or M/C. No sales tax charged to out-of-state customers.

The original 3020 modificaton is the best! Now also available for the 1020 NAD preamp. The Kindel Audio modification rivals any preamp for sheer listenability. Watch for forthcoming review in Absolute Sound. Kindel Audio, 1710 New York Newport, Suite 2, Santa Ana, CA 92705.

HARMAN-KARDON HIGH TECHNOLOGY SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS, BEST PRICES; IN STOCK - IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.


AAA SELECTION OF HIGH-END AND QUALITY COMPONENTS. Speakers, turntables, cartridges, turntable accessories, or whatever. Write or call, you'll be glad. Ask for specials list. Many surprises. Audio Unlimited, 1798 Technology Drive, San Jose, CA 95110. (408) 279-0122, 6 p.m.

FOR SALE

A BARGAIN FR201 (pair FR 2) unused $212. Stephen Sun, 212-784-2939.

A BARGAIN: TECHNICS EPA-100 $299, Lustre GST-801 $250, Super SRX-100 $250. Dynavector Ruby $180. All Unused (212)784-2939.


ABATE THE HIGH COST OF YOUR NEXT AUDIO PURCHASE! DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD. offers many of the finestest of audio gear from budget equipment to typically non-discounted components, cartridges, speakers, etc. Whether you're a novice or seasoned audiophile, we believe that our incredibly wide selection, low prices and helpful advice could make us your one-stop audio bargain place. Some of the lines that we offer include ADVENT, AR, ADCOM, BOSE, dbx, DENON, ESS, HAFER, HARMAN/HARDON, INFINITY, MITSUBISHI, NAD, NIKKO, ONYKO, PHILIPS, SANSUI, TANDBERG, THORENS and many many more. As an added service to our customers, we also offer video equipment (incl. many of the Large-screen TVs, VCRs, etc.) and even a new "wireless" extension telephone for less than $300.00 (suggested retail $560.00). Just call us at (212) 254-3125 for additional prices or information or send $2.00 for our current brochure to: DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD., P.O. Box 841, Cooper Station, NY 10276. Shop with us by phone with your VISA or M/C. No sales tax charged to out-of-state customers.

For further information and a free brochure write.

**Sonex**

Sonex is a specialized acoustical treatment material manufactured from a high density open-cell urethane which is then combined to our own proprietary shape for optimum absorption and deflection.

Sonex is an excellent product for in-home audio system applications and will contribute a marked improvement to any existing HIFI system. When properly applied Sonex will: Reduce slap echo. Lower noise levels. Eliminate problem standing waves. Control room flexure.

For more information contact:

Sonex Sales Inc.

7778 Mitchell Rd.

Minneapolis, MN 55344

(612) 934-5790.
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ARE SPEAKER CONES CLONES?

Loudspeaker excellence—the ability to reproduce the whole audio spectrum with definition and coherence—is the single most important key to satisfying sound reproduction. Your system will be as good as your speakers—and no better. The great news is that you can now build your own speaker system that comes closer to your goal of superb sound by doing it yourself. The clue is in the cone. **No two cones off any manufacturer’s production line are identical.**

The variations can be as much as 35% from the manufacturer’s norm. What is the answer? You can measure the important behavior parameters in any driver, build a system with them to get a great sound. Build a system whose performance is superior to what you can buy. Like fine tuning a stock car, you can alter a stock design and enclosures.

All it takes is know-how. Fortunately a new publication, **SPEAKER BUILDER** gives special attention to this vital key to satisfying sound reproduction. It can give you what we now know about how drivers behave in boxes, build a system whose performance is superior to what you can buy. It integrates the paragraphs into superb sounding systems of every sort. The range includes ported boxes, closed boxes, infinite enclosures. The variations can be much as 35% from the manufacturer’s production line are identical. The answer is: Measure the critical parameters in any loudspeaker and use them to build your own system.

For two years of information packed issues. Sale price is $18.00. To subscribe enter your data below and telephone your charge card order today.

**SPEAKER BUILDER Magazine**

P.O. Box 494A, Peterborough NH 03458 USA

Name ___________ 
Street & No. _____________________

**FOR SALE**

**ADIRONDACK AUDIOPHILES**

Northern New York State House of Hi-Fi is now open with Manhah Polk Audio, PMC, Acoustic Energy, Martin Logan, Sonus Faber, Meridian, Focal, Sony, Sennheiser, Yamaha, Harman Kardon, and much more. Sound Stage Audio, A Musical Experience 184-10 Horace Harding Expwy Fresh Meadows, NY 11355 (212) 762-3220 EXIT 25 L.I.E. Service Road

**FOR SALE**

**ACCUSTAT ELECTROSTATICS, P.S. AUDIO, PRECISION FIDELITY, SPICA SPEAKERS at generous discounts? Yes! Also Signature Speaker kits, Monster Cable, Accurate, Affordable.**

**ACOUSTIC SYSTEMS**

Measuring the sound by doing it yourself. The clue is in the cone. **No two cones off any manufacturer’s production line are identical.**

The variations can be much as 35% from the manufacturer’s norm. What is the answer? You can measure the important behavior parameters in any driver, build a system with them to get a great sound. Build a system whose performance is superior to what you can buy. Like fine tuning a stock car, you can alter a stock design and enclosures.

All it takes is know-how. Fortunately a new publication, **SPEAKER BUILDER** gives special attention to this vital key to satisfying sound reproduction. It can give you what we now know about how drivers behave in boxes, build a system whose performance is superior to what you can buy. It integrates the paragraphs into superb sounding systems of every sort. The range includes ported boxes, closed boxes, infinite enclosures. The variations can be much as 35% from the manufacturer’s production line are identical. The answer is: Measure the critical parameters in any loudspeaker and use them to build your own system.

For two years of information packed issues. Sale price is $18.00. To subscribe enter your data below and telephone your charge card order today.
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Name ___________ 
Street & No. _____________________
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The variations can be much as 35% from the manufacturer’s norm. What is the answer? You can measure the important behavior parameters in any driver, build a system with them to get a great sound. Build a system whose performance is superior to what you can buy. Like fine tuning a stock car, you can alter a stock design and enclosures.

All it takes is know-how. Fortunately a new publication, **SPEAKER BUILDER** gives special attention to this vital key to satisfying sound reproduction. It can give you what we now know about how drivers behave in boxes, build a system whose performance is superior to what you can buy. It integrates the paragraphs into superb sounding systems of every sort. The range includes ported boxes, closed boxes, infinite enclosures. The variations can be much as 35% from the manufacturer’s production line are identical. The answer is: Measure the critical parameters in any loudspeaker and use them to build your own system.

For two years of information packed issues. Sale price is $18.00. To subscribe enter your data below and telephone your charge card order today.

**SPEAKER BUILDER Magazine**

P.O. Box 494A, Peterborough NH 03458 USA
FOR SALE

AN INVITATION FROM
PENINSULA AUDIO
NORTHERN MICHIGAN'S ONLY HIGH ACCURACY DEALER

As you make your summer plans, we cordially invite you to include a visit with us at our beachfront listening rooms. As many of you know, it is particularly beautiful here during the summer months. As always, you will find a totally relaxing atmosphere, genuinely friendly and helpful people, and a selection of components offering musical accuracy, classic simplicity, and both initial and enduring value.

We look forward to visiting with you and wish you an enjoyable summer—Gerry and Ted. By appt. VISA and MC. Pre-paid shipping. PENINSULA AUDIO, 867 SOUTH LAKESHORE DRIVE, LUDINGTON, MI 49431. (616) 845-6535.

ARC D76AN excellent condition. Original owner $850. Braun PS600 changer $150. (305) 395-7616 days. (305) 671-8671 evenings.

FOR SALE

ANOTHER AUDIOPHILE PUBLICATION?

AUDIO UPDATE is published ON TIME. This bi-monthly includes modifications construction projects, improvement methods, data available nowhere else. It’s provocative, informative, and a MUST if you enjoy audio. Annual: $12.00 USA/Canada. $14.00 elsewhere. Master-Charge/VISA welcome. AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8888 Clairmont Mesa Blvd., San Diego, CA 92123. (714) 276-3310.

ANTI-SKATING for AR TURNTABLES!! Proven counter-weight design of nickels steel & aluminum construction. Install yourself in minutes. $7.95 postpaid. (Dealer inquiries invited.) AUDIO INNOVATIONAL PRODUCTS, P.O. Box 1607, Portsmouth, N.H. 03801.

ARE YOU SEARCHING FOR QUALITY, USED AUDIO GEAR? CALL OR WRITE PLAY IT AGAIN SAM, 12611 MADISON AVENUE, LAKEWOOD, OHIO 44107 (216) 228-0040 M-F 10-8, Sat 10-6, Sunday 12-6. Used equipment is our business.

Announcing...

High Performance Review

The New Magazine for the Perceptive Listener. Your guide to the dynamic developments in high quality audio.

The first audiophile magazine with:

- Technical Advisory Board: Robert Ashley, University of Colorado at Denver; Elliot Mazer, independent record producer and engineer; James A. Moorer, Lucasfilm, Ltd.; Vincent Salmon, acoustical consultant.
- Comprehensive tests of equipment using state-of-the-art precision instrumentation from Bruel & Kjaer, Hewlett-Packard and Tektronix.
- Careful subjective listening evaluations. Results can be verified by your own listening tests.
- Authoritative reviews of over 60 recording per issue. Classical, popular and jazz releases from major and specialist labels—expert opinion on both performance and sound quality.
- Reviews of recent technical presentations at audio engineering conferences. What do the leading audio engineers and scientists say? Discussion of current controversial topics in audio.

High Performance Review will help you find the best in high quality audio equipment, regardless of your budget. Most experts agree that tests-measurements must be combined with complete listening evaluations to identify truly excellent products. Our comprehensive resources will be used to provide you this important information. Recordings are the other half of an outstanding audio system. Our complete sound-performance reviews will help you find outstanding recordings for your collection.

Order your new subscription today at a special charter subscription rate of $24.00 for one year four issues. Don’t miss out! The first issue, with over 120 pages of editorial material, is ready now. It has 18 equipment reviews from manufacturers such as Fidelity Research, Tandberg, Apt and Grace. The issue is printed on fine, library grade paper, with durable perfect binding. High Performance Review will be an important part of your interest in high quality audio. Please join us by sending your subscription today.

Order Today! Money-Back Guarantee

High/Performance Review
Box 2989. Stanford, California 94305 U.S.A.

[ ] Yes, enter my charter subscription today $24.00 by check
[ ] Enclose $24.00 by [ ] Check money order

Name ____________________________
Street No. _______________________
City State _________ Zip __________
Telephone (408) 446-3131 M-F 10-4 (Pacific time)
for a brochure and demo record below. We can prove it works over the phone. Write or call 1-319-236-1526 after 4 PM. Keep trying.

A&S SPEAKERS offers raw speakers and kits. Specializing in plastic cone drivers and high-end auto systems. Our brands include Audax, Becker, Philips, Foster, JVC, Jordan-Watts, SEAS, Dynaudio, Falcon Acoustics, and Peavey. Free price list. A&S SPEAKERS P.O. Box 7022, Denver, CO 80207 (303) 399-8609.

A SINGER'S DREAM! CLAMP DOWN ON BAD VIBES! The DS250 Disc Stabilizer by MONSTER CABLE tightens bass response, sharpens the image and improves the overall clarity of your recorded performances. Get all the sound you paid for at your MONSTER CABLE dealer.

FOR SALE
ARC/VAN ALSTINE SP-3A-1 $450, Maywire Formu-
la 4 Mk. II $70, Grado Signature II $150, Pioneer RT 1505 15 ips/track with pair Neumann KM-63 omni condensers and acc. $1,000 Visonik-David 520MA for auto $130 pr. All subject to dickering. Todd at 1-319- 236-1526 after 4 PM. Keep trying.

FOR SALE
ARC EQUIP FOR SALE
D-76-G exc cord w/carton $625; D-100 (a) mint, origi-
nal carton $625; D-100(b) new in box, $355, D-52 exc
cond $555; D-52(b) new in box, manual $795, D-51(n)
exc cond, carton $355; D-76W(b) mint cond, carton
manual $875; EC-21 crossover X-tra freq. kis, new in
 box rack mt $475; EC 2(a) crossover good condition
with schematic $225; MOP-1 head amp w/outboard p.s. $125; RPR-1 remote power receptacle factory sealed box $295.

OTHER EQUIP FOR SALE
MAC MA6100 Integrated amp just back from factory
check out, mint condition, carton $425; MR-71 Turner
time delay/ambience very good condition recently aligned $365; MAC-C-26 preamp exc cond w/carton $295 MAC
performance tested; MAC-C-28 preamp late serial number mint w/t
case $395; MC 2505 power amp. exc cond $385; MC 2105
power amp exc cond w/wooden case MAC performance
tested. (2) MAC C-8 mono tube preamps (brass faced) $135.
Audionics GG-2 power amp new with warranty $365. Mark
Levinson ML-1 serial number 2940 w/plts 150 p.s. mint, carton $975; precision fidelity C-4 preamp gold exc cond, carton $600; Conrad
Johnson TR-1 step-up transformer, sounds great $125; Pair 25'
all 12 wire stranded with professional banana
term $32; Grace 714 leak arm exc cond $135; Grace
704 tonearm exc cond $110; Rogers LS 3/SA's walt-
nut, mint, carton $375; MAC A-102(b) power amps
good cond $350; Bryston 2b(b) power amp exc cond w/
carton $325. Call 317-233-1361, 8-4 M-F. Ask for Dave.

Audio and TV tubes factory boxed, speakers, semi-
 conductors—low prices, free price list. Transilet-
eronic, 1365-39th St, Brooklyn, NY 11218 212-633-
2800.

THIEL Loudspeakers: models 03a, the new 04a, and the 02
AUDIO CONNECTION, Verona, NJ (201)399-1799

ATTENTION LONG ISLAND AND METRO NEW YORK AUDIOPHILES: Audition Frank Van Alstine mod-
ed Dynaco equipment in a home environment. Find out why audio reviews have been astounded by his latest modifications. Auditions by appointment only. Nassau (516) 541-0312. Suffolk (516) 277-5336.

ATTENTION DCM TIME WINDOW OWNERS: We now offer a convenient and attractive way to improve the sound of your speakers. Our DCM Time Window, when raised 9 inches off the ground, has an airier and tighter sound the image is raised and improves the sound of your speakers. The DCM Time Window perfectly made of heavy duty wrought iron and suit the shape of the Time Window when raised 9 inches off the ground, has sold out of stock. Write for catalog. AudioWorld Box 6202 G.R. Mt.
24508. 613-451-3868 M 11 to 7. Visa and Master-
card welcome.

ATTENTION ALL DYNACO AND DYNATech OWNERS: Frank Van Alstine can rebuild and/or repair your Dyna amplifiers, preamplifiers, and tuners. We have at present over 10,000 original parts and all new highest quality internal circuits for most Dyna units. New POWER MOS-FET circuits for Dyna ST-150, ST-300, and ST-120 amplifiers. New J- FET circuits for Dyna PAT-5 and Bi-Fet preamplifiers. All new circuits for FM-5 tuners with phase-lock loop Mpk, new front stage differential IF, new buffered outputs, no drift, super musical, super sensitive. We rebuild all new Internal circuits for Dyna PST-5 tube amplifiers. New Noble precision step-down controls for all Dyna preamps. New MosFet circuits for Dyna PAT-4 preamps. Improved audio circuits for ST-7 tube amplifiers. Rebuilt Nagatron, Sonos, and Grado phonographs. Read AUDIOGRAM. MR. AUDIO'S BI-
MONTHLY, AND SAME SOUND for reviews on our equipment. No charge for repair labor when we rebuild your Dyna unit. We ship worldwide and have brand new 120 volt and 240 volt modified Dyna units available. For details and our recommendations on how to make a hi-fi system sound like music, write or call.

ATTENTION DCI SPEAKER SHOP 2204 Silver Hills Drive
BURNSVILLE, MINNESOTA 55337 (612) 890-3517

ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES: SPECIAL OFFERING OF VERONIC PROJECTS General Resistance, Inc., the ONLY manufacturer of Veronik MK1 Stereo Pickup Transformers, Triaxial Audio Cables, and GS1 Ground Shags has been authorized by Stipulation to sell the remaining inven-
tory of those products. MK1 Stereo Pickup Transformers (specify pickup impedance) $350 each. Triaxial Audio Cable pairs: $30 per one meter, plus $5 for each meter and add $3. All Triaxial cables have FCA-type connectors, at one end, and either bar leads, FCA-type connectors, or male female DIN connectors at the other. Be sure to specify length and choice of connector. GS1 silver-stated 12" solid copper Ground Shags with hardware and grounding pig-tail $20 each. All above carry 5-year manufacturer's warranty. Quantities are limited since there will be no further production. Send official bank check or postal money order im-
mEDIATELY to avoid disappointed. Orders over $100 prepaid UPS in the USA. Others add shipping. No telephone orders accepted.

ATTENTION DMF TUNE WINDOW OWNERS: We now offer a convenient and attractive way to improve the sound of your speakers. Our DCM Time Window, when raised 9 inches off the ground, has an airier and tighter sound: the image is raised and standing waves reduced.

The DCM Time Window Pedestals are made of heavy duty wrought iron and suit the shape and appearance of the Time Window perfectly. They sell for $65. per pair. If there is no dealer nearby, order prepsad (Master Charge & Visa ac-
ccepted) from:

R.S. PARK AUDIO ASSOCIATES
5 SUNRISE PLAZA, VALLEY STREAM, N.Y. 11581
(516) 561-7558

AUDIO RESEARCH SP-68 latest model new $1200.00 tel. (919) 2990553

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Audio Research SP-68 new $1200.00
Are you hearing your moving coil?

If you do, then you are. If you don't, then you probably aren't.

In less than a year, the SOTA Head Amplifier has become the pre-eminent moving coil cartridge step-up. Musical finesse and elegance of design set it apart from the crowded field.

For 1981 we present a refined, second generation SOTA—plus a deluxe step-up with rechargeable batteries. Updates available.

And there is more from SOTA Industries. If you want to see your dealer's face light up, simply ask him about the SOTA Sapphire—

the American turntable for the '80s. The time has come.

Do you have a SOTA Head Amp?

P.O. Box 7075, Berkeley, CA 94707
CARVER IN THE SOUTH!
In stock! Fast, free shipping. READ BROS. STEREO, 593 King St. Charleston, S.C. 29403 (803) 723-7276. Also FRED KITS.

CHICAGO SPEAKERWORKS designs and builds true audiophile speaker systems. Large selection of factory direct speaker systems, finest European & American drivers, kits, crossovers & accessories at lowest prices. Factory showroom open 7 days/week. Also: Hailer, First, Orion & more. Send $1. for catalog to CSSW dept A. 5125 N. Damen, Chicago, Ill. 60625 (312) 769 5640.

CLARKE SYSTEMS IN THE NORTHWEST!
Are you searching for a speaker system that delivers true STATE-OF-THE-ART performance? Then you owe it to yourself an audition of the sensational Clarke Reference Monitor. At $1600 pr you won’t be disappointed. We stock the entire Clarke line including the new LM satellite subwoofer system for $650. For further information or appointment: RJ’s Stereo 127 McMillan Dr. Long Beach, CA 90804 (213) 577-1196.

CLOSE-OUT SALE Blank Ampex Recording Tape - 1800’, 7” reels. Fits all reel-to-reel recorders. Satisfaction guaranteed. $4.50 per reel; $5 for $17.50 10 for $30.00, 20 for $50.00. All Postage Paid Paragon Sales Inc. PO Box 301 Romeoville, IL 60441 (815) 725-9212.


CSA AUDIO DESIGN
Since 1972 bringing the “Audio Alternative” to the NY-NJ area. Audio enthusiasts everywhere know about our superior service and customer satisfaction. Discover our new expanded UPPER MONTCLAIR headquarters. Specializing in the finest array of stereo names available: REVERE; GRACE; KEF; LINN-SNODG; LUSTRE; NAD; PRECISION FIDELITY; KENNEDY; AUDIO PURIST; OMNI; REGA; SNELL; PLEXUS; AUDIO RESEARCH; plus 50 more great names.

We ship anywhere in the USA freight prepaid. Call us at (201) 744-0600. Discover courtesy in audio. CSA AUDIO DESIGN 115 BELLEVUE AVENUE. UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043

Sound System Design Consultants to HOME MUSIC LOVERS, PROFESSIONAL THEATRICAL ARTS, and the AUDIO INDUSTRY.

DBX—DBX EXPANDER $300 OR BEST OFFER. (504) 834-7266 after 5 p.m.

DISTRIBUTORS, MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS AND DEALERS. We are once again open to buy Closeouts, discontinued and surplus inventories from you. No quantities too large or too small. Any audio products considered. Call now and YOU GET IMMEDIATE CASH. Wack Electronic Inc., 5722 West North Avenue, Milwaukee Wisc. 53208. (414)442-3441.

DOBLY FM CORRECTLY DECODED — $100. Also encode/decode Kits for recordists. Detailed information reviews. AD INTEGRITY. Box 747. Havertown, PA 19083.

EROTIC ACCESSORIES at truly affordable prices, including head amps, interconnects, turntable mats, speakers cable, arms, cartridges, and much more. A huge selection at low prices. Call or write for information and our free catalogue. Audio World, Box 8202A, Grand Rapids, MI 49506. 616-451-3868. Visa/Master Card accepted.

ELEMENTS CROSSOVERS—ALL TYPES. Updated definitive booklet describes applications, how to improve speaker systems. $5.00 prepaid, credited to first purchase. Huntington Electronics, Box 2009-A Huntington, Conn. 06484.

HOW TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER ADS
When replying to an Audio Box Number Ad, please use this address Box No. — c/o Audio, 1515 Broadway. New York, N.Y. 10036.

LEGENDS MAKE MUSIC LIVE!

CHESTNUT HILL AUDIO LTD.

A Legend Before Its Time

For years, audio enthusiasts asked us to design a detachable headshell version of the definitive Grace 70711 tone arm. It was a challenge to maintain the integrity of design while allowing end users to enjoy the benefits of the original Grace 747 without compromising its rigidness, low mass and signal integrity. The Grace 747 delivers that level of performance while allowing convenient mounting and interchange of cartridges.

Unlike the ordinary headshell/coupler system, Grace’s "wide surface" coupling system minimizes resonances; headshell to arm signal connections are made via self-cleaning gold pins and receptacles for superior surface contact. You've made an investment in a fine phono cartridge: let the Grace G-747 show you what it really sounds like. For additional information and reviews, write: P. O. Box 5046 Berkeley, California 94705.
BETTER LOUDSPEAKER PERFORMANCE

FOR SALE

ABSOLUTELY THE BEST VALUES IN AUDIO
NEW 3D ACoustics CRESHENDO

DESIGNERS OF THE FAMOUS 3D PIECE SYSTEM
CREATE THEIR ULTIMATE SPEAKER—ONLY $750 PAIR

NEW! AMBER CONTROL CENTER
A SOLID STATE PRE-AMP TO RIVAL THE FINEST
NEW! NAD 3140/2140 COMBINATION
ALL THE VIRTUES OF THE 3020, MORE FLEXIBILITY
AND A FANTASTIC AMOUNT OF POWER

THE STD TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE
EXCELLENT SUSPENSION RENDERING
SUPERFICIAL ISOLATION
SUPER SOLID CONSTRUCTION, LINN PERFORMANCE AT HALF THE PRICE

THE CIZEK MODEL ONE
ALTHOUGH NOT A NEW SPEAKER, IT REMAINS ONE OF THE FEWEST SPEAKERS AT ITS PRICE RANGE TO ACCURATELY REPRODUCE MUSIC WITHOUT THE SONIC IMPURITIES SO OFTEN ADDED AT LESS PRICE RANGE. A TWO WAY SYSTEM WITH A UNIQUE CROSS-OVER DESIGN FOR STA-BILIZING IMPEDANCE. IT HAS THE OPENNESS AND DETAIL THAT SATISFY MANY AUDIOPHILES AND A TIGHT EXCELLENT BASS THAT CAN ASTONISH YOU. YET DOESN'T ADD THE BOOM BOOM BASS THAT MUDS UP THE ENJOYMENT OF THE NATURALISM OF MUSIC. IF YOU OR A FRIEND ARE IN THE MARKET FOR A PAIR OF SPEAKERS UNDER $500.00. THIS IS DEFINITELY ONE THAT REQUIRES AUDITIONING IN NEW YORK

SOUND STAGE AUDIO
184-10 HORACE HARDING EXPRESSWAY
JERSEY CITY, N. J. 07306
(212)622-3220
EX. 25, LIE SERVICE ROAD IN TEXAS

THE AUDIO FILE
1202 SOUTH CONGRESS AVENUE
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78704
(512)443-9295
ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF RIVERSIDE

AMBER—70 MINT $369 (212)246-0944

AMBIENCE DECODER FOR REAR CHANNELS
$149 95 Literature 50c Huntington Electronics, Box 2170-A, Huntington, N.Y. 11743

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE
WHERE THE DIFFERENCE IS MUSICAL ACCURACY AND THE GOAL IS TO SATISFY

HOME OF

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE

Audiocraft Standards
Audiotechnics
Audioworks
B & W
Cizek
Dcm
Deka
Demar
Dual-9
dynavector
Goldline
Grace
Hapi
Impulse

HOME OF

AVIE
JANIS
IMAS
KINGEL AUDIO
Leach
Lustre
Marcof
Marian
Mordaunt-Short
Nad
Nexus
ps audio
Platter Matter
Precision Fidelity
Sed

HOME OF

RG DYNAMICS
RGR
SHURE
SIGNET
SME
Spectro Acoustics
Spica
STAX
Super
Tandelberg
Thera
3D Acoustics
Vandersteen
Vinyl
Win Laboratories

FOR SALE

AFFORDABLE ESOTERICA

AMG-2 AMPEG 10%/7" OPEN REEL TAPES
THE BEST-THE FINEST CASSETTES: Di-RECT TYPE II (C68 & C96) and ASF (C66 & C96)
DIRECT TO TAPE RECORDINGS for the finest re-
corded sound available, called "Truly superb" by Charles Reppa in AUDIO (Oct. 1980). Only available on reel to reel, full metal reels & Cassettes, op-
tional dotpy or dbx. Ampex video cassettes: WHITE for FREE newsletter subscription & current specials
Direct-To-Tape Recording Co., 14 Station Ave.
Haddon Heights, N.J. 08035.

ALAN AUDIO TAPE DECK REBUILDING.
Complete, painstaking mechanical work, bias and equalization makes possible new-or-better performance, often for less than half the cost of a new machine. Lab equipped with Tek, HP, Leader, etc. Proof-of-performance on completion. Alan Audio, 310 South Washington, Bloom-
ing, Indiana 47401. (812) 330-2192 100 M. Th-
10-5 F, EST

AMAZING? ISN'T IT
The amount of nonsense that gets thrown around in the audio-world, if you are being treated like a 5-year-

old child by shoe salesmen masquerading as audio ex-

perts, you owe it to yourself to give us a call. Our opin-

ions are based on a solid foundation of experience with all the competitors. Most importantly we don't simply sell the finest audio equipment available, we arrange it in com-
promimentary systems designed to extract the greatest benefit from your audio dollars chosen from among the following. American Audiophile, Avalon, B & W, Audio-Technica, Cizek, Dynavector, Entier, Fulton, Grace Jr., Infini Sonder, Lustre, Marcof, Me-
ridian, Michaels, Fosion, Monster Cable, Mordaunt-Short, Musical Fidelity, Naim Audio, Nad, Oracle, Power Light, Point Source, Precision Fidelity, Quad, Rega, Rogers, Snell
Acoustics, Soundlab, Spatial Coherence, stereo EXPEDITE SYSTEMS, STD, STAX. SUPEx. TAN-
berg, Theta, Technics, R & K.

FOR SALE

DIRECT-TO-TAPE RECORDING.
Complete, painstaking mechanical work, bias and equalization makes possible new-or-better performance, often for less than half the cost of a new machine. Lab equipped
with Tek, HP, Leader, etc. Proof-of-performance on completion. Alan Audio, 310 South Washington, Bloom-
ing, Indiana 47401. (812) 330-2192 100 M. Th-
10-5 F, EST
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FOR SALE

INTERFACE SPEAKER SYSTEMS BY E.V. BEST PRICES - IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT: (305) 462-1976.

IS IT THE BEST?

"Very good preamp has become an excellent one now receives our best buy rating." AUDIOGRAM, on the MKH 101 mod

...outperforms units such as the Beveldes, Ap Hofman, SP-8B, Spatial, Tellon capped Spatial Spectral, Theta etc...

AUDIOGRAM on the MKH 101 SuperMod

The Musical Concepts modifications to the Hailer preamp and power amp bring you affordable musicality. Write for reviews. Dealer inquiries welcome.

MKH 101 mod kit $100 Installed $150
MKH 101 SuperMod kit $200 Installed $250
MKH 200 amp kit mod $45 Installed $95


IVIE ELECTRONICS REAL TIME ANALYZERS, etc

Some very slightly used demonstrators at discount. Full factory warranty. Money-back guarantee. JML, Company, 39,000 Highway 128, Cloverdale, CA 95425.

JANS WOOFERS

are the best universal subwoofers available. Hear them together with the Interphase crossover amp at OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056; 513-233-3353, IIT TELEX 427791; Cable: OXAUD.

JBL: HARTSFIELD-PARAGON-LEO's D131's 408-379-7865, Box 1211 Campbell CA 95009

JBL OLYMPUS AND STUDIO MONITORS Each pair of speakers contain S 8 System. BOZAK Speakers B-379-7965: Box 1211 Campbell CA 95009.


KEITH MONKS CROSS RECORD CLEANING MACHINE Mint $700 call Andy (505) 662 9111.

KINETIC AUDIO SPEAKERS, in stock at excellent prices. Send $1.00 for the lowest prices and superior service on all Fine Audio Components. Sound Source, 114-150 Overseas Highway. Marathon, Fl 33050.

KIT BUILDERS! The Audible Illusions Mini Mile I represents a new generation of preamp kits, a return to the beloved tube sound — but without the common tube drawbacks. The Mini Mile is the best buy in preamp kits on the market. The sound is extremely smooth, quiet.


METAL FILM RESISTORS, RN55. 0.36 w. 24K gold plated shielded RCA type phono plugs, $1.80. 50 per value/$7.50. Send stamped self addressed envelope for list of values and order form. New gold plated shielded RCA type phono plugs. $1.75 each Minimum order $10.00. Quantity discounts available. Old Colony Paris, Box 243; Dept. A, Peterborough, NH 03458.

MIDLAND, MICHIGAN - SOUND DECISIONS (517) 378-3751. OUR 4 FINEST SYSTEMS ON THE SAME SOUND TRACK. FLS is a dedicated studio where only the finest systems & components are presented and enjoyed in our 4 sound salons. METAL FILM RESISTORS, RN55 0.35 watt. 107 values from 10 ohms to 1 Meso. 25 each $10 per value/$1.80 50 per value/$7.50. Send stamped self addressed envelope for list of values and order form. New gold plated shielded RCA type phono plugs. $1.75 each Minimum order $10.00. Quantity discounts available. Old Colony Paris. Box 243. Dept. A. Peterborough. NH 03458.

MINERVA LCR5 ( replicate $3995. LNC-2 100Hz/ cards 100. (315) 437-1209.

LEARN TO PLAY BETTER

through understanding Chords. Learn how Chords are used in creation of "musical ideas." Use proven method of Chord use in music. For Free Information write today - MUSIC LEARNING SYSTEMS PUBLISHING Dept. 11AM. RD3 Box 142, Olean, N.Y. 14760.

LEVINSON ML7 (L3) mint $3995. LNC-2 100Hz/ cards 100. (315) 437-1209. Linn-Sondek Turntable /VPI. Koetsu (212)746-2794

FOR SALE

LINN DISC SYSTEM ALWAYS IN STOCK! GENE RU- BIN AUDIO. Pre-paid shipping. (213)751-1299.

LINN PRODUCTS, MODIFICATIONS & NAIM We are pleased to offer the complete line of Linn Products: LP12. Asak, ittok. PMS. CMS, SARA & KAN; the NIRVANA MODIFICATION for the LP12; and. Naim Electronics: head amp, preamps & amps & by appt. Free shipping. Visa & M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056; 513-233-3353.

LINN SONDKE LP12, Mission 774. Tonarm, Cotter 1, Transformer, Slewing Beauty, Cartidge. $1,100 for all. (513) 35616188.

LOWEST PRICES: BOSE, SAE, HAFLER ACDOM, ADVENT, DBX, GRADO AND MORE DYNAMIC SOUND. Box 168. STARKVILLE. MS 39759. (601) 323-0750. 1pm-9 pm.

LUXMAN MB3045 Power Amps $500.00. Kenwood L0/7/Power Amps $500.00. Minn 730-360-9214.

MARCOF PPA-1H (LATEST) $70 (201)246-0944.

McIntosh BOUGHT, SOLD AND TRADED. 1-313-229-5191 or 511 5 Red


MINT WIN TURNTABLE $1695. Like new (315) 437-1209.

NAME OF FAME AT...

MAYWATER PYRAMID LUX DBX DENON POLK APT/HOLMAN MICRO/SEIKI DECCA LONDON REVOX MARCOF KEF SYMMETRY M.A. COTTER JANIS SOUND CONCEPTS & AVVID D.B. SYSTEMS & GRADO DYNAVECTOR & CROWN GRACE/SUPERX EUIM G.E.D. & SIGNET ARISTON STAX AMBER F.S. AUDIO N.A.D. AKG DAVID HAFLER MAR & SATIN ULTRACRAFT CHARTWELL LS35A/SATTERBURG & more...

QUALITY = VALUE PRICE

BLACKSMITH

Affordable Esoterica for the Distinguished Listener.

FRANKLIN LAKES STEREO CENTER

1760 Monrovia, A-22 Costa Mesa, CA 92627

(714) 645-8877

FIDELITY RESEARCH FR64xa arm w/860, mint $695, (315) 437-1209.

FREE SPEAKER CATALOG! Woofers, mids, tweeters, hardware, crossovers, grille cloth, plans, kits, information, much more. Prices! UNIVERSAL SOUND, Dept. AO, 2253 Ringling Blvd., Sarasota, Fl. 33577 (813)953-3533.

FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS State-of-the-art sound. Try our priced Fast, free shipping! For information, go to STEREO VILLAGE, 500 King St. Charlotte, S.C. 29403. (803)723-7276. Also Hailer, PS Audio, NAD, Carver, more.

GEBN RIBUNO AUDIO — LOS ANGELES
PS AUDIO LINNER SONDEK TIEL
SNOYDEK LAN TITOK SPENDOR
HAFLER LINK BM ACOUSTAT
ADCOM DYNAVACOR LIGHT 5/3A
DENNIGESE SONY 36 ACOUSTICS
KM LABS GRADE CZEK

CONSORCIE REGUA PLATTER WATTER
LIVE WIRE STAT BRUSH V.P.I.
Pre-paid Shipping (213) 571-1200 (Pacific Times)

HAFER IN STOCK...
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

...HAFER IN STOCK...

WE have a good supply of HAFER products in stock for immediate delivery.

HAFER DH-101 PREAMP

We expect to have in stock several exciting new preamps by Dec. 12th. Kit price is $199.95. Custom wired and tested, $299.95. Immediate prepaid prepaid shipment via UPS. THE AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE, 435 Tasso, Palo Alto, California 94301 (415) 328-1081

IN NEW ENGLAND!

No hyphocele — just the kind of knowledge, creativity, and dependability you expect from a dealer who represents these manufacturers.

M.A. Cotter
Dahliquist
Dennon
DOCM
Dynavector

M. C. Tomlinson Audio Pro
Mr. Tomlinson

ADS Audio Pro Fidelity Research
ADS Pro Bryston Grace
Apt-Holman Carver Halper
Audioconics Jonathan-Kef

5listening rooms New England's largest
Audiofile record dealer Keith Marks
record cleaning in-store service
All shipments pre-paid.

105 Whitney Ave., New Haven, CT (203) 777-1750 Master Charge, Visa, AMEX

HFALER DH — 2000 AMPLIFIER

Mint Condition. Used under 30 hours $325 (212)398-2465, days, (203)673-8857 evenings.

HFALER IN THE SOUTH!

In stock, the superb Hailer DH-101 preamp and DH-200 amplifier of factory assembled models. Immediate free shipping. Also Fried (Speakers, Kits), Carver, Vandersteen, NAD, Mirage, Audiconics, PS, Klipsch, more. READ BROS STEREO, 593 King St., Charleston, S.C. 29403 (803)723-7276.

HFALER NEWS:

HFALER NEWS:

We are stocking the following: DH101 $199.95, DH101A $299.95, DH103 $399.95, DH105 $199.95, DH120 $249.95, DH100 $299.95, DH110A $399.95, DH110AP $499.95, DH112 $749.95, DH200K $329.95, DH200KE $499.95, DH200A $439.95, DH201 $249.95, DH202 $249.5, DH204A $449.95. DH204AE $459.95, DH100 $399.95, DH100KE $619.95, DH200AE $749.95, DH100A $979.95. Free shipping in U.S. We ship worldwide. Visa & M. C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS: Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513-523-3533. ITT TELEX: 427791 Cable: OXAUDCON.

HFALER!

HFALER!

We stock the complete line of HAFER electronics & accessories for immediate shipment. Visa & M.C. welcome. HOM AUDIO, Box 2029-G, Chico, CA 95927 (916) 343-0558

HARMARK-HARDON HIGH TECHNOLOGY

HARMARK-HARDON HIGH TECHNOLOGY

SEPARA 5 & RECEIVERS, CASES BEST PRICES IN STOCK IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

EAST 305-462-1976 WEST 213-243-1168

HIGH END IN THE WEST

Audible Illusion • Continuum • Manley • Blakemore • Stax • KEF Preciseor Fidelity • PS Audio • Dynavector • Rega Grace • Acoustical • Linn Products • Mandarin Short Theta • Revox • Audio Innovations • Symmetry • Audi More

We stock one of the largest collections of Audioophile Albums in Mid-America. Try our modifications for improved high end Blakemore Mod-Amp, Highend DQ10 Mod audio Renaissance, Inc., 4122 Broadway Kansas City Mo. 64111 (816)531-3261

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?

NOT AT STEREO VILLAGE

NOT AT STEREO VILLAGE

ADS, Advent, AKAI, AR, Audiovox, Audio-Technica, Cerwin Vega, Clubman, Craig, dbx, Dual, Dahlquist, EPI, ESS, Fisher, Grado, GUILFORD, HARMARK-HARDON, KEF, Krell, Klipsch, Maxell, Micro Acoustics, Mitsubishi, Nakamichi, Onkyo, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk Audio, Sansui, Sony, Stax, Shure, Sony, Technics, TDK, TDKS, TDKS, Yamaha, and more.

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?

NOT AT STEREO VILLAGE, 3021 Peachtree Rd. NE, Atlanta, GA 30305, (404) 233-5346

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?

NOT AT STEREO VILLAGE, 1067 Moore Industrial Blvd., Morrow, GA 30260 (404) 866-0281

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?

NOT AT STEREO VILLAGE, 5020 Veterans Memorial Blvd., Melbourne, LA 70002, (504) 455-1461

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?

NOT AT STEREO VILLAGE, 516 West Bank Expwy., Grettin, TX 77003, (515) 393-3259

IDEAL ACOUSTICS

IDEAL ACOUSTICS

Performance ACOUSTICS
Klipsch • McIntosh
NAD • Denon • Yamaha
ADS • Nakamichi • DUX • Revox • Luxman
Open anytime by appointment.

OUTSTANDING SHOWS AND SERVICE CENTER

110 Willow Rd, Starkville, MS 39759 (601)324-1020

INFINITY RS2.5 Speakers, $1.325; DB1 Preamp, $225, Professional Systems ENG (FSE) Studio 11 Power Amp, $400; Nikko Alpha 2 Power Amp, $250 (413) 567-0157
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**FOR SALE**

**TANGENT LOUDSPEAKERS**

We have the complete range of these value priced SOTA British Loudspeakers. Send SASE for rare reviews and prices. Woodburn Sound, 400 Highland Court, Iowa City, Iowa 52240 319-388-7547.

**TAPECO and ELECTRO-VOICE, mixers, equalizers, amps, mics, and raw loudspeakers. Write for low mail order prices. Sonix Co., P. O. Box 58, Indian Head, MD 20640.**

**THE AUDIOPHILE BEST SOUND PER DOLLAR SYSTEM**

Regalplanar 2 turntable
RCA Cartridge
Halter DH-101A Preamp
NAD 4020 Tuner
Halter ODE-20A or Mordant-Short Padiqent II's

**SHIPPING**

SOUND BY SINGER, LTD.
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925
We ship anywhere (AE. M.C., VISA accepted)

**THE THETA TUBE ELECTRONICS**

Theta has just introduced an IMPROVED preamp, the 18. It along with the OPT amp and head amp are available at OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056. Free shipping in U.S. We ship WORLDWIDE. 513-523-3333, IT TELX: 427791. Cable: OXAUDCON.

**TRANSCRIPTIONS, VESTIGIAL TONEARMS, FACTORY SEALED. WHILE THEY LAST $80.00 or MORE $74.00 EACH. MONEY ORDER OR CERTIFIED CHECK ONLY. DEALERS, CHECK ACCEPTED FREE.**

**FREE P&H**

 אמריקן-
WAVE, 2334 N 59 ST MILW. WI 53210

**FOR SALE**

**THE INTERMEDIATE AUDIOPIE SYSTEM**

(Under $4,250)

**Turntable:**
Rega PLANAR 3

**Cartridge:**
DYNAVECTOR RUBY KARAT

**Setup:**
MUSICAL FIDELITY

**Pre-amp:**
PRECISION FIDELITY C-7

**Power Amp:**
TRIOCY

**Speakers:**
SNELL TYPE 1

**Tuner:**
ROGERS 7-75

SOUND BY SINGER
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 684-0925
We ship anywhere (A.E., M.C., and VISA accepted)

**THE NEW TESTAMENT**

Tubes are better and anyone who disagrees will be turned into a pillar of transistors by TUBE GOD. Our NEW TESTAMENT is a bimonthly totally devoted to tube circuitry. We reprint Classics of tube circuit design from long lost journals and magazines, and we interpret them for you with new schematics, with pcb board layouts and kits. THE NEW TESTAMENT will be a teaching book for beginners. Our blockbuster first issue, available now, features — 1. An interview with Julius Futterman, the genius behind the tube amplifier that has no output transformer, 2. A PAS mod that includes new 8 tube boards, passive eq and new regulated power supply, 3. cascade or cascode in preamps. — What are the sonic differences — an IC regulated Bias supply for your tube amp, tube op amps, and a cascode input circuit for your tube amps and much more. Get the new tube religion for only $30 a year from TUBE GOD. 33 North Riverside Avenue. Croton-On-Hudson, NY 10520. 914-271-5145.

**UP-DATE YOUR DAHLQUIST**

Dramatically improve your DO-10's in regards to dynamic range, air and detail with our DRT-1 Ribbon Tweeter kit. An internally mounted modification complete with two Flat Ribbon Tweeters, two Soft Dome Tweeters, precision crossover components and detailed instructions. $249 postage paid in U.S. Visa, M.C. check or money orders. Look for our review in AUDIO ALTERNATIVES soon. RANDALL RESEARCH (714) 760-1539 719 FernLeaf Corona Del Mar, Ca. 92625.

**VACUUM TUBES, tube-peculiar parts. All kits/parts for tube circuits described in our 230+ page Modification Manual. Write for list to AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8888 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., San Diego, CA 92123. (714) 278-3310.**

**WIN TURNTABLE**

muted $1295. (315) 437-1209.

**A UNIQUE AUDIO STORE**

Goodwin's is unique among audio dealers, offering a few products which are acknowledged to be the best values or simply the best available. These components are properly set-up and may be auditioned in a comfortable, relaxed listening environment. Our reference is the Mark Levinson HQD system and the ML-5 (Studer A-80) with 30 ips master tapes. We operate by appointment to ensure a meaningful demonstration under nearly ideal conditions.


We also recommend: Symdek, Quad, Schiesser 360 decoder, Win Labs. Linn itok arm, Mitchell Cotter, FR, Sequerra, & Vandersteen.

If you would like to avoid the planned obsolescence of most stereo components and are interested in the finest music reproduction, please call Goodwin's for an appointment.

Goodwin's Inc.
33 Newbury St.
Boston, MA 02116

Canadian import specialists.

**Music Lives Here**

Ears Nova presents high quality music reproduction equipment in an environment which is relaxed and comfortable. Whether you need advice or wish to build a playback system in your home that is uniquely satisfying.

**EARS NOVA**

749 Middle Neck Road, Great Neck New York 11024 (516) 466-5674
Shipping free in Continental U.S.
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FOR SALE

ORACLE TABLE, Ex Cond., $675 or B/O. Steve (704) 483-9619.

PERFECTIONIST PRODUCTS. TA-3A tonearm: proper geometry throughout, 2.5 grams effective mass, $249.00. B & O 4002 Tonearm Modification kit ($4.00/pair). For info, send 3 cent SASE to 3015 3rd. Avenue, St. Paul, MN 55109.

FOR SALE

ROGERS-NEW SPEAKER & CHARTWELL

The Rogers Studio One is a significant addition to the line of superb Rogers products. All of the Rogers speakers, electronics and Chartwell speakers are available at AUDIO AXO AUDIO CONSULTANTS. Box 145. Oxford, OH 45056, 513-523-3333. Free shipping. Visa & M.C.

SILVER AUDIO CABLES - hi-fi quality, fine stranded silver coated copper conductors w/teliefonte dielectric and outer jacket. High conductance and propagation velocity. Low capacitance. Stereo pair w/gold plate RCA plugs w/relief springs: 1/4" = $20. 1m = $25, 2m = $40. Custom Lengths and connectors avail. Add $18 per order shipping. Texas residents add 5% sales tax. New offerings include a superior speaker cable - 13 ga. silver coated copper w/2 silver shields: 1/8" glass turntable "mat", remote switching acc., etc. Send SASE for complete product offerings. STEPHEN WORSHAM LABS, 3720 Maplewood Dr., Dallas, TX 75205. (214) 528-8343.

SNELL ACOUSTICS NOW AT DESIGNATION

For the smoothest octave-to-octave performance of any dynamic speaker system on the market today, there is an affordable new Type 1. It eliminates floor boundaries from your music. Come audition the newest version of the famous Type 4. It's beautiful to hear and beautiful to see. For information and quotation: DESIGNATIONS STEREO STORES, INC., 260 Old Country Road, Hicksville, NY 11801. (516) 822-5782.

SPEAKER BIBLE

Buying those high quality drivers and putting them into boxes will never give you SOTA performance. It is an electrical and acoustical impossibility and we will prove it in our SPEAKER BIBLE. The SPEAKER BIBLE is dedicated to teaching you how to build non-diffractive, time aligned enclosures. We will show you how to build a tube loudspeaker that has flat frequency response and overall performance. We also supply the parts for a small studio subwoofer, a modified Technics ribbon tweeter that is tnt in our SPEAKER BIBLE. The SPEAKER BIBLE is dedicated to teaching you how to build non-diffractive, time aligned enclosures. We will show you how to build a tube loudspeaker that has flat frequency response and overall performance. We also supply the parts for a small studio subwoofer, a modified Technics ribbon tweeter that is
Here are 41 reasons for visiting Sound Components in the Gables.

Plus a record room featuring a large collection of import speakers and a complete library of compact speakers.

Sound Components, Inc.
2702 Prince de Ligne Blvd., Coral Gables, FL 33146
Sales telephone: 446-1659
Office and service: 446-6553

Interesting: Issue #5 is now available. It contains reviews of the ACO link platter assembly, the CARY A-180 amplifier, the PHONOGRAPH B.A.S.E. cartridge, LAST record treatment, the ACO, LEVINSON, "Stereo" and NAD 165 power amplifiers, plus a survey of 9 turntable mats, and another survey of 19 speaker terminations and regulation.

CABLE FM BROADCAST STATION. Unique no investment/experience business makes money, others work for you. Free Details: "CAF," Box 130-K3, Paradise, CA 95969

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES, High Performance Loudspeakers and Electronics. Audiotemp, Box 18009, Seattle, WA 98118. 206-323-4007 or 5PM

SERVICES


NASHVILLE RECORD PRODUCTIONS will press high quality pure vinyl records from your tapes. Send for sample record and price list. Also finest disc mastering. 469 Chestnut St., Nashville Tennessee 37203.

HOW TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER ADS
When replying to an Audio Box Number Ad, please use this address Box No. 6964, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036

GOLDEN gramophone
Marcol
Microl Seiki
MAD
NAD
Acoustel
FMU/Fulton
Oracle
Advent
Grace
Polk Audio
Audiopian
Haffner
Roga
Apt/Holman
Kenwood
Signet
Beveridge
Kiiyusu
Snell Acoustics
Boston Acoustics
Linn Products
Sony
Conrad Johnson
Lux Audio
Stax
Denton
M & K
Tandberg
Dymanizer
Magnepan Products

TEAPOTS AND TAPE RECORDER

LIFETIME GUARANTEED CASSETTES — Studio mastering quality, back-coated cassettes in precision five screw cases. For a sample C-60 send $2.00 to J&M Recording Service, P.O. Box 3172, San Bernardino, CA 92404 (714) 884-8489

NAME-BRAND RECORDING TAPE, custom loaded. Available in cassettes, reels, cartridges. Huge savings from manufacturer. Also low everyday prices on Maxell, TDK, Ampex, Scotch, BASF, etc. SASE new catalogue. MUS. 2514 Seaboard Ave., San Jose, CA 95131 (408) 262-8793.

OPEN REEL TAPE — Mostly Ampex, used once (unboxed) 7" 1800" or 2400" — 50 Reels for $60.00. (Postpaid) 3600" 10 lb. Reels $2.00 each. Sampler reel $1.50. A P O T A B E X BOX 9584-Z ALEXANDRIA 22304

PRIVATE COLLECTOR, Opera, Musicals. Contact for exchanges, deals, Paul, Box 21148, Hull, Canada J8X 324

RECORDING

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS AND CASSETTES: Direct to disc, digital, half-speed, and Japanese imports. SUPER SOUND RECORD SERVICE, 312-486-6667. P.O. Box 824 Forest Park, IL 60130.

DIRECT TO DISC AND DIGITAL RECORDINGS: All labels at low prices. Telefunken, Dynavox, Audio-Technica, Sheffield, Denon PCM, Crystal Clear, Mobile Fidelity Labs. ..WE HAVE THEM ALL! (and more!) Send for FREE price list and Newsletter or $2.00 for descriptive catalogue DISCConnection, P.O. Box 10705 Tampa FL 33679.

FREE SOUNDTRACKS & CASTS Catalog! Personalities! ST."OC" Valuebook. $4. RTS 711 W. 17th G-1 Costa Mesa, CA 92627.

PROTECT YOUR LPs. POLY SLEEVES FOR JACKET 124, ROUND BOTTOM INNER SLEEVES 104, SQUARE BOTTOMS 64, POLY LINER PAPER SLEEVES 154, white jackets 35", POSTAGE $2.00. HOUSE OF RECORDS, HILLBURN, NEW YORK, 10931.

"RECORD JACETS. Replace old, torn, LP jackets with clean, glossy, pure white or black jackets. Plastic lined inner sleeves, 78 sleeves, opera boxes. Free catalogue. CARDO A6, Box 8212, Columbus, Ohio 43201.


TAPE RECORDINGS

TAPE ON REEL from master tapes. Philips, Argo, Telefunken, Vanguard, Unicorn. Catalogue $1.00. Barlow-Crocker, Room 1470-A, 111 Broadway, NYC.

TAPE SLIDE SYNCHRONIZER, multiprojector lap dissolve plans. $5.50. With mixer, compressor, preamp. (Postpaid) 3600' boxed) 7" 1800' or 2400' — 50 Reels for $60.00. (223-8793.

TERRIFIC SWAP OFFERS NATIONWIDE. Write to: J&J Electronics, 11828 Jerfeste, B.C., Canada, C3V CA 90230

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES


CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES, High Performance Loudspeakers and Electronics. Audiotemp, Box 18009, Seattle, WA 98118. 206-323-4007 after 5PM.

Want money? Hate hard work? Lazy way to big money. Clearer plan $2.00 (Refundable) No-box, Box 10033, Houston, TX 77208.

How to answer box number ads. When replying to an Audio Box Number Ad, please use this address Box No. — c/o Audio, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036.

TAPE AND TAPE RECORDERS


AUDIOPHILE RECORDS AND CASSETTES: Direct to disc, digital, half-speed, and Japanese imports. SUPER SOUND RECORD SERVICE, 312-486-6667. P.O. Box 824 Forest Park, IL 60130.

DIRECT TO DISC AND DIGITAL RECORDINGS: All labels at low prices. Telefunken, Dynavox, Audio-Technica, Sheffield, Denon PCM, Crystal Clear, Mobile Fidelity Labs. ..WE HAVE THEM ALL! (and more!) Send for FREE price list and Newsletter or $2.00 for descriptive catalogue DISCConnection, P.O. Box 10705 Tampa FL 33679.

FREE SOUNDTRACKS & CASTS Catalog! Personalities! ST."OC" Valuebook. $4. RTS 711 W. 17th G-1 Costa Mesa, CA 92627.

PROTECT YOUR LPs. POLY SLEEVES FOR JACKET 124, ROUND BOTTOM INNER SLEEVES 104, SQUARE BOTTOMS 64, POLY LINER PAPER SLEEVES 154, white jackets 35", POSTAGE $2.00. HOUSE OF RECORDS, HILLBURN, NEW YORK, 10931.

"RECORD JACETS. Replace old, torn, LP jackets with clean, glossy, pure white or black jackets. Plastic lined inner sleeves, 78 sleeves, opera boxes. Free catalogue. CARDO A6, Box 8212, Columbus, Ohio 43201.


TAPE RECORDINGS

TAPE ON REEL from master tapes. Philips, Argo, Telefunken, Vanguard, Unicorn. Catalogue $1.00. Barlow-Crocker, Room 1470-A, 111 Broadway, NYC.

TAPE SLIDE SYNCHRONIZER, multiprojector lap dissolve plans. $5.50. With mixer, compressor, preamp. (Postpaid) 3600' boxed) 7" 1800' or 2400' — 50 Reels for $60.00. (223-8793.

TERRIFIC SWAP OFFERS NATIONWIDE. Write to: J&J Electronics, 11828 Jerfeste, B.C., Canada, C3V CA 90230

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES


CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES, High Performance Loudspeakers and Electronics. Audiotemp, Box 18009, Seattle, WA 98118. 206-323-4007 after 5PM.

Want money? Hate hard work? Lazy way to big money. Clearer plan $2.00 (Refundable) No-box, Box 10033, Houston, TX 77208.

How to answer box number ads. When replying to an Audio Box Number Ad, please use this address Box No. — c/o Audio, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036.
FOR SALE

WANTED: Marantz and McIntosh tube equipment. Western Electric and Rembrandt products. Tony Thomas 3303 E. Denny Way Seattle, WA 98122 (206) 323-4987.

WISCONSIN HAS: Audionics, Acoustar, Denon, Halter. Audio Control, NAD, Polk, Gryaphx, Adcom, slax, Grado, Luxman, Dahlquist, Micro-Belk, Grace, and Aiwa. We invite specific inquiries. The Sound Seller, 1706 Main Street, Marinette, WI 54143 (715) 735-9002.

WOOFERS-MIDS-TWEETERS-CROSSES-OVER AT TREMENDOUS SAVINGS: EV, BECKER, SEAS, POLY-DAX, PEERLESS, PHILLIPS, EMILAR, GAI AND MANY OTHERS IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. SPEAKERS FOR HI-FI, CUSTOM AUTO, PRODUCERS, PRO-SOUND AND MUSICIANS, LARGEST SELECTION OF PARTS AND ACCESSORIES IN THE U.S. FOR SPEAKER BUILDERS AND HOBBYISTS. SEND $2.00 FOR THE ALL NEW '81 CATALOG REFUNDABLE WITH FIRST PURCHASE TO SRC AUDIO DEPT 3238 TOWERWOOD D3. DALLAS, TX 75234.


THE BOSTON AUDIO SOCIETY INVITES YOU to join and receive the monthly B.A.S. SPEAKER with reviews, debates, scientific analyses, summaries of lectures by major engineers. The BAS was the first to publish into new TIM, effects of capacitors, tone arm damping, June M dist, Holman's and Carver's designs, etc. Sample issue $1, sub. $12/yr. P.O. Box 7, Boston, MA 02215.

VANDERSTEEN IN THE SOUTH! In stock, the superb new Mod. 2B. Fast, free shipping, READ BROCH STEREO 593 King St., Charleston, SC 29403 (803)723-7276 VISA & M/C OK, Carver, Halper, PS, Mirage.

THE SENSIBLE SOUND — ISSUE (Lucky) #13 First loudspeaker reviews anywhere of Fouriers 1, Rogers Studio One. Harbeth HUH, Fulton 80B, 3D8. Mitsu $18/4 issues. $35/8, back issues available

63. Infinity IRS-III, bishi MS-10. Celestion 130, Polk RTA-12B. Vandersteen First loudspeaker reviews anywhere of Fourier 1, Rogers Studio One. Harbeth HUH, Fulton 80B, 3D8. Mitsu $18/4 issues. $35/8, back issues available

E. Denny Way Seattle, WA. 98122 (206) 323-4987 Western Electric and RCA products. Tony Thomas 3303 OF PARTS AND ACCESSORIES IN THE U.S FOR PRO-SOUND AND MUSICIANS LARGEST SELECTION SPEAKERS FOR HI-FI, CUSTOM AUTO, REPAIRS, OTHERS IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Street, Marinette, WI 54143 (715) 7359002 invite specific inquiries The Sound Seller. 1706 Main

Luxman, Dahlquist, Micro-Seiki, Grace, and Aiwa. We Audio Control, NAD. Polk. Grafyx, Adcom. Stax, Grado, WANTED: Marantz and McIntosh tube equipment. Tony Thomas 3303 E. Denny Way Seattle, WA 98122 (206) 323-4987.

FOR SALE

TOP-RATED CARTRIDGES UP TO 70% OFF! We offer just about all of the finest phono cartridges on the market at the lowest possible prices. Our selection includes several brands that are typically sold at the full retail price. Call or write to us for prices on ACUTEK, ADC, DYNAVECTOR, GRADO, NAGATRON, ORTOFON, SHURE, SONUS, STANTON and more. Just call (213) 254-3125 or write to: DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD, P.O. BOX 841, COOPER STATION, NY 10276. We accept M/C and VISA and will ship COD if requested.

Audio by Caruso

• ACOUTAT • AGI • AKIENT • AUDIO PRO • AUDRE • BOWERS & WILKINS • CM LABS
• CONRAD-JOHNSON • COUNTERPOINT • THE DAVID BERNING COMPANY • DAYTON WRIGHT • DECCA • DENNESEN • DYNAVECTOR • ELECTRO RESEARCH • FRED • GRACE • HEBROOK • KEITH MONKS • KENWOOD AUDIO PURIST • LEST • LEACH • LUSTRE • J.A. MICHELL • MARCOP • NAD • PETERSON AUDIO • POLK AUDIO • PS AUDIO • RGR • R.H. LABS • RW • RSH • SALES • SOTA • SPICA • STRAIGHT WIRE • SUMIKO (The Arm) • SUPEX • TONE ARM • VPI • WIN LABS

MONTANA'S BIG SKY COUNTRY Own the finest stereo-audio store in the middle of Montana's great outdoors. In college town, 1 mile. North of Yellowstone National Park. Contact Don Vanasse.

THE OLD WEST COMPANY P.O. Box 680 Bozeman, Montana 59715 Office 406-587-0787 Home 406-566-6770

590 Central Park Avenue, Scarsdale, N Y 10583 Mon., Thurs. 10-9 P.M. Tues., Wed., Fri. 10-7 P.M. Sat. 10-6 P.M. Ample Free Parking • Credit Cards Accepted

419-472-4558

For Sale

- SUMO ELECTRIC - TECHNICS R&B - STAX
- B&W
- JVC LABORATORY
- S Monk
- KEF
- LUCI TONE ARM
- AUDIO PULSE
- THE DAVID BERNING CO.
- MONOPHONIC CARTRIDGE
- J.V.C.
- TONE ARM
- 203/488-8912
- M.V. - VISA • AE

serving an international clientele which demands the finest in product and service. Integrating music systems of unparalleled performance with the finest architecture and interior designs, is our particular specialty. six forty-six north roberston blvd. los angeles, california 90069

For Sale

AUDIO ALTERNATIVES

ISSUE FOUR

AUG, 1981

HAFLER

SNELL

GARROTT

KOETSU

SUMO

LEVONSON

PYRAMID

ACOUTAT

DRAKO CPU FM TUNER

HALFLER

LINN

BRYSTON

DENON

BEDINI

D & K

PETROFF

ACOUSTICAL ELECTRONICS

MUSIC REFERENCE

MONSTER CABLE

RANDALL RESEARCH

... AND MORE

SPECIAL ARTICLE: The elusive visitor: AC Line phenomena & audio reproduction.
PLUS: The 1981 C.E.S. & lots more SEM!

WE SHOW YOU THINGS NO ONE ELSE CAN

$18 USA/3rd Class
$22 USA & Canada/1st Class
$36 Overseas

P.O. Box 466
Middleton, Va. 23113
(804) 744-2453

the listening room

590 Central Park Avenue, Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583
Mon., Thurs., 10-9 P.M. Tues., Wed., Fri., 10-7 P.M. Sat., 10-6 P.M.
Ample Free Parking • Credit Cards Accepted

3831 South Dixie Highway, Miami, Florida 33176 (305) 253-4433

Write for literature on specific items.

914-472-4558

christopher
tansen
lt[d]...apt by design

3881 Main Street, Marinette, WI 54143

419-472-4558

914-472-4558
WANTED TO BUY OR TRADE
ATTENTION TUBES WANTED: McIntosh, Marantz, Acc. Western Electric products. Top price. Maury Corb 713-728-4343, 11122 Atwell, Houston Texas 77096
BASE FOR THORENS TD 124, G. Anidt, 2162 Grand Oaks, Alhaden CA 91001
BUY McINTOSH AND MARANTZ TUBE EQUIPMENT, Leland 713-995-1856
F.I.L. BUY OR TRADE tube gear by McIntosh, Marantz, Western Electric and Audio Research. Top dollar paid (213)324-4457
JBL-150-4C, Minigons, Hartfield, Olympia Wood Grills, Blue Prints, & Misc. Call Collect 1-313-229-7378 pm est.
MARANTZ MODELS 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9 & 10B, McIntosh C-22, MC240, MC275 & MC3500. Aberl, P.O Box 54, Beverly Hills, CA 90210 (213) 552-6985
MARANTZ 7 & 9, McIntosh C-22, MC-240, MC-275 & MC-3500. Pay the best price (213) 278-3430. 8633 Airdrome St, LA, CA 90035
McINTOSH OR MARANTZ (any model) TUBE TYPE tuners, preamps, power amps, and WESTERN ELECTRIC amps, drivers, horns, speakers. PAY CASH. David Yo, 213-576-2642 P.O. Box 832, Monterey Park, CA 91754
WANTED: MARANTZ AND McIntosh TUBE EQUIPMENT. Western Electric and RCA Products. Tony Thomas, 3303 E. Denny Way, Seattle, WA 98122 (206)323-4987
PAY CASH FOR McIntosh C-22, MC240, MC275, ETC. MARANTZ 2, 7, 9 etc. Also WESTERN ELECTRIC products. Tony Thomas, 3303 E. Denny Way, Seattle, WA 98122 (206) 323-4987
Used Audio: Quad of England, McIntosh, Audio Research, Dynaco, Levinson, Marantz, JBL, Western Electric, ElectroVoice, Patrician 600, and most other esoteric separates, mc carts, tonearms, tuners, amps. NO MASS MERCHANDISE, please. Call collect (617)969-2727 or write: Bob Heenan, Box 782, Brookline Village, MA 02147. Also soon starting audio museum for USA audio from 1930's to date. Interested consignors with Fisher, Scott, Pilot, RCA et al suggestions please contact (617) 969-2727
WANTED: JENSEN CN-100 3-Way Speaker. Marino 9 Grant Ave, Morningside, NY 10547 (212)528-4930

Audio's Classified Ads Are Your Best Marketplace For Used Equipment!

Bob Heenan goes public and opens America's foremost audio facility. Outstanding selection of used high end audio and tube classics. All unconditionally guaranteed and priced fairly. Grand opening fall, 1981 with below cost specials, free Boston Symphony tickets and more. Send for free catalog and price listings.

USED EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE - RENTALS - CONSIGN - LEASE - BROKER
Q-AUDIO
95 VASSAR STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02139 USA
617-547-2727 617-969-2727
Sales and shipping worldwide
VISA AMEX M/C

AD INDEX

WANTED TO BUY OR TRADE
WANTED: MARANTZ AND McIntosh TUBE EQUIPMENT. Western Electric and RCA Products. Tony Thomas, 3303 E. Denny Way, Seattle, WA 98122 (206)323-4987
Pay cash for McIntosh C-22, MC-240, MC-275, etc. Marantz 2, 7, 9 etc. Also Western Electric, ElectroVoice, Patrician 600 and most other esoteric separates. MC carts, tonearms, tuners, amps. No mass merchandise, please. Call collect (617)969-2727 or write: Bob Heenan, Box 782, Brookline Village, MA 02147. Also soon starting audio museum for USA audio from 1930's to date. Interested consignors with Fisher, Scott, Pilot, RCA et al suggestions please contact (617) 969-2727

Audio's Classified Ads Are Your Best Marketplace For Used Equipment!

Bob Heenan goes public and opens America's foremost audio facility. Outstanding selection of used high end audio and tube classics. All unconditionally guaranteed and priced fairly. Grand opening fall, 1981 with below cost specials, free Boston Symphony tickets and more. Send for free catalog and price listings.

USED EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE - RENTALS - CONSIGN - LEASE - BROKER
Q-AUDIO
95 VASSAR STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02139 USA
617-547-2727 617-969-2727
Sales and shipping worldwide
VISA AMEX M/C

AD INDEX
uch to the discomfiture of many audio people, the SCES has become a video showcase of really astounding proportions. Three years ago at the SCES video was so low-key, it was almost nonexistent. Now video equipment is proliferating so fast that before long, even mammoth McCormick Place may be hard pressed to accommodate all of it.

Yet in spite of the flood of all this video gear, the main action at this 1981 SCES was in the area of video software. Such wheeling and dealing! Such hustling! Such surprising defections and pairings of odd bedfellows! We all know that the competing videodisc systems are incompatible with each other, and we all are aware of the various software alliances that have been made with the three videodisc companies. Now it would appear that the loyalty of software companies to the videodisc systems with which they originally signed agreements is shortlived. For example, the Magnavision and Pioneer LaserDisc people had a software deal with MCA; the RCA CED disc folk had deals with Paramount Pictures, MGM, Columbia and others. The JVC VHD system to some extent brought up the rear with a tie-in with Thorp-EMI. At the SCES we learn that, of all things, MCA has agreed to make its huge catalog of movies available to the VHD camp. Next, Paramount decides they will work with the LaserVision people. Then Magnetic Video, which is a subsidiary of 20th Century Fox, also agrees to a deal for an initial 40 movies with the LaserDisc companies. Just thing you know, United Artists is signing a deal for movies with the VHD folks. CBS, which is building a big pressing plant for the RCA CED discs, says they could add VHD pressing facilities at a later date. All of this is raising havoc among the videodisc companies. Just when one of them thought they had an edge on their competitors because of superior software deals, these new deals and alliances have put them “out of joint.” Offhand, the one who seems to have been the chief beneficiary of all this maneuvering is JVC’s VHD system. With no product due on the market until the fall of 1982, and a weak software position, they were not in a very good situation previously. Now with their new software acquisitions, more companies are opting for the VHD system. I have no doubt there will be more crossing of lines in the future, and the fur will continue to fly!

As I point out in this month’s “Behind The Scenes” column, the huge Matsushita Technology Today exhibit was heavily oriented towards video with some fascinating high-technology equipment on display and demonstration. Imagine a projection TV system with an 8½ by 11½ foot screen? The system uses a newly developed 13-inch CRT, which provides very high brightness levels. Three 13-inch monochromatic CRTs (red, blue and green) have new electron guns with a large main focus lens and a new type of prefocusing lens. The system projects images through a magnifying lens onto a flat plastic screen, and the system can be adapted for either rear or front projection. The CRT unit is contained in a floor- or ceiling-mounted box. Depending on image size, throw distance can be as little as 3.8 yards. The system provides high resolution and a high light output of over 300 lumens. A big advantage is that the screen can be viewed from as wide an angle as normal motion pictures. The uses of such a huge screen in such areas as medical education are obvious, and the system is expected to be introduced in the United States in late 1982.

One of the most fascinating glimpses of the future was Matsushita’s SHF (Super High Frequency) DBS (Direct Broadcasting Satellite) system with new high-definition television camera and receiver. The SHF DBS system operates way up in the 3-GHz to 30-GHz band. When combined with the high-definition TV system, we are talking about a TV picture with 1125 scanning lines, instead of our present NTSC 525 scanning lines. The picture quality is better than 35-mm film. You have to see it to believe it. Matsushita showed an early high-definition TV system some years ago, and the picture resolution was superb. This updated version is even better. Among the factors accounting for the extremely high picture quality are a new low-noise SHF-to-r.f. converter, an easy-to-install dish antenna, the 1125-scanning line color TV camera, and a high-definition TV signal transmission system using fiber optic technology.

The next item from Matsushita is a three-dimensional TV. Here two specially designed TV cameras are positioned slightly apart, but focused on the same image, in the same manner as human eyes. Video signals from the right and left cameras are fed alternately to the TV monitor or video recorder. The reproduced images of the two different fields are viewed through...
The huge Matsushita Technology Today exhibit offered many fascinating glimpses into the future of video development.

Special eye glasses with electrically operated photo-electric shutters synchronized with the change of the recorded image. The synchronized effect gives you the depth of the three-dimensional image. The best part of the system is that, although it is based on our NTSC TV system, it will work just as well with PAL, SECAM, and, most significantly, with the high-definition 1125-scanning line TV. Imagine the impact of a 3-D picture in that system! Needless to say, this would be a major step forward in medical education and in the study of complex industrial processes. Matsushita claims that because all elements of the 3-D system are from standard parts, it will be made available in the near future at a reasonable cost.

Another marvel from the Matsushita exhibit was their micro-video system, a combination video camera and video tape recorder. The solid-state system employs a newly developed single-chip charge priming device (CPD) image sensor. This new sensor permits very compact construction, and the unit is the size of a standard Super 8 camera. The unit uses a video cassette slightly smaller than a standard audio cassette. Yet the 7-mm wide tape is of a metal-evaporated, high-density "Angrom" variety and affords two hours of recording with very high picture quality.

A very important product from Matsushita is their high-speed VHS video duplicating system. Present VHS video cassettes are made by lengthy real-time duplication. This unit uses a special contact-printing process that can make duplicates of two- or four-hour mode tapes in less than four minutes. I saw the prototypes of this machine several years ago, and now this updated unit has been tested by a number of the bigger video cassette duplicators. The unit costs about $100,000 and while acknowledging that the system works quite well, the duplicators wonder if it is cost effective. I think it is strictly a matter of price here, and if the price were to come down, it might well become cost-effective. One very intriguing aspect of this machine is that it can be modified without too much difficulty to produce high-speed duplicates of PCM cassettes. This could be quite significant in making prerecorded digital cassettes available for the EVP100 digital cassette recorder. (There are other interesting items from the Matsushita Technology Today exhibit, and I will cover more next month.)

As you might expect, you could hardly turn around at the SCES without bumping into videodisc players or video-cassette recorders. The videodisc players of the competing systems all worked quite well in their various displays, and while there were new models from companies just getting into the videodisc market, they were standard units with few distinguishing features. The VCRs continue the process of refinement. Of note was Toshiba’s new V-8500 Beta VCR, which features helical scan with four heads. Two of the heads are devot-

FILL IN THE BLANKS.

When you’re recording from your records, make sure you get all the music.

A great performance on tape demands a great performing phono cartridge.

EMPIRE PHONO CARTRIDGES
THERE’S A NEW SOUND WAITING IN YOUR SYSTEM

Enter No. 16 on Reader Service Card
How do you build a cassette deck like a 24-track professional recorder?

Build the 24-track first.

The new Revox B710 cassette deck comes from a unique company founded by Switzerland's Dr. Willi Studer. For decades Studer has been making the world's most respected studio master recorders—the legendary machines used to record everything from the Beatles' Sgt. Pepper to WFMT's Chicago Symphony broadcasts. Now this engineering expertise has been applied to the first and only Revox cassette deck. There's nothing else like it on the market today.

Professional Transport Design

The B710 follows the strict design principles set for our multi-track studio recorders. The transport frame is rock-solid die cast aluminum. Mounted inside are two Hall Effect direct-drive capstan motors, both slaved to the same quartz crystal for exact synchronization. The B710 has no belts, no pulleys, no clutches. Instead, two tacho regulated spooling motors work with the micro-processor to deliver smooth tape handling and gentle, jerk-free stops. Also, the B710's unique hinged headblock engagement system assures perfect azimuth alignment—a virtual impossibility with conventional designs.

Logical Features

The four digit electronic counter doubles as a 24-hour clock timer for programmable start/stop of record or play. After rewind, the counter automatically resets to zero at the exact beginning of the tape oxide. The cassette coding sensors automatically determine correct bias and EQ for the tape formulation (I, II or IV) inserted. Mic/line mixing, MPX filter, headphone volume control, and Dolby* noise reduction are all standard.

The Sound

As with all Studer and Revox products, the B710 will ultimately be judged on its ability to reproduce music with exceptional clarity...the sound you'd expect from a professional recorder.

Judge for yourself. Hear the B710 today at your nearest Revox dealer. Or, for more information, write or call Studer Revox America, Inc., 1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210 /(615) 254-5651.

*Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories.
Video Distributors and Superscope both say they intend to rent playback-only video cassette units.

A company called Video Distributors of New England intends to sell a playback-only VHS unit for $299.95. They feel there is a market here and have ordered a production run of 12,000 units per month from their Far East supplier. Part of this thrust is predicated on the rapidly burgeoning cassette rental market. This is an ambitious undertaking requiring heavy capitalization, but Carl Forrest, one of the principals of the company, says they are geared up to carry out this venturesome marketing scheme in national distribution.

Joe Tushinsky, the ever-venturesome entrepreneur of Superscope, goes a step further than the playback-only videocassette machine. He is out to rent the whole package — playback unit, tape and all. Called "RentaBeta," these are special Beta-format cassette players packaged in a special high-density polyethylene carrying case. The customer rents the machine with the videocassette of his choice locked inside the player. There are no record facilities so he can't erase the tape. An indicator in the unit is supposed to register how many times the tape has been played and the customer is charged accordingly.

Now here is another item that was sure to be loisted on some unsuspecting souls — yesiree Bob — step right up and get your gen-u-wine mono-to-stereo converter. The Total Video Supply Co. is marketing their SA-100 TV stereo Adapter. The company states that this adapter "converts monophonic television audio signals into stereo signals that can be played through any home hi-fi system." A single lead attaches to the earphone jack of a TV set, they advise, and a circuit board inside the SA-100 converts the signal to stereo. Twin leads with phono jacks plug into the AUX inputs of your stereo amp or receiver. Volume is controlled by a rotary control on the adaptor. This miracle of modern technology can be yours for $24.95. It was to be expected that with all the talk of stereo TV in this country and rulings in its favor from the FCC expected any time, some Sharpies would pull a stunt like this. Sure, they probably do some phase "diddling," but they don't even say "stereo simulation" or "stereo synthesis," or "stereo-like sound." They just boldly state mono is going to be converted to stereo. What next, fellows? Perpetual motion?
Unfortunately for the business of audio and hi-fi, we now seem to be entering the age of the TV disc and its accessories. Which, you might think, signifies the end of the world for us in audio. Does hi-fi have to attach itself to the TV tail? So you might think! Is this the future for those of us who stick with audio on its own, to be minus pictures? I should hope not! Ours is not an insignificant medium at all, though much of what we have is simply irrelevant to TV, film, cassette or any other sound-and-sight medium. That's what we have to remember.

When sound and sight are combined in so many places, is there room for sound alone? That is the question for more of the hi-fi biz than you might think, and I do not refer only to my own special corner, classical music. These days, with so many ads and demos of TV wonders (mostly not here yet), I sense an overwhelming case of the jitters in the entire audio world, and it isn't confined to advertising and business. The feedback and feedthrough and feed-across affects all of us. Even the hi-fi writer in his private study. Too bad!

Too bad, because, if you'll take my grandfatherly point of view, I think it's all very premature. We aren't about to die though we may have some problems. True, a number of people and quite a few companies would like to make a million on TV discs, and everybody thinks it worth a try. Also true that a large number of outfits will lose their shirts, if they haven't already. But our business/technology world is inherently like that and we all know it. Why such big jitters, this time?

Somebody must be promoting the idea that the "revolutionary" TV disc and all the rest of its associated elements may mean the end or perhaps the decline of "pure audio" entertainment. That is, sound for sound's sake, minus even a hint of pictures. Dreadful thought I admit. Especially since that would mean the end or the decline and fall of the hi-fi biz, not to mention of the record biz. But calm down, folks. It isn't really that bad.

Let's think conservative. Orderly change is the name of the game, revolutions or no and no matter how big the ads you see. Today's gorgeous hi-fi may not be as glamorous as a laser disc (though even more expensive), but it will still be useful tomorrow and maybe even the next day. There are things it can do for us that no TV disc will ever do. It's a different medium.

Remember that classical music has already died a thousand deaths, been swallowed up 50 times by pop and rock and so on, but if you think it is dead at last, you are wrong. It survives because it is needed, because it does things that other music doesn't. Audio, sound for sound's sake, minus pictures, is no more likely to disappear the day after tomorrow than is classical music. Both are too useful, too soul-satisfying, too well established.

The TV disc is merely going to take the present world of TV and film into new areas where, even so, it will have the same sort of values we already know well. Did TV itself kill hi-fi?

Definitely, we will need adjustments in sound-only audio. It's expensive and getting worse. Too much performance, not too little. Maybe we are now at the gas-guzzler stage? Rather late for that, if you ask me, but there it is. Still, don't get the idea that hi-fi itself is doomed. Not a chance.

So let us think AUDIO, audio only, and I mean those exclusive values of high-quality sound that we have built up over so many years, not as an adjunct to pictures or anything else, but strictly for sound alone. We must define those values for ourselves, see where they are genuinely different from anything that can ever happen in the sound-plus-picture area, and then get on with our business, wiser and perhaps not sadder. We've been doing just this ever since the talkies came in, almost a half century ago, and then again when TV got started. Now we are merely in Round III.

There's an important aesthetic principle here that is too little understood. In those entertainments where sound and sight are combined, the ideal is always a balance between the two in interest and in quality; but it is a very precarious balance and only realized in few miracle happenings such as top-flight ballet, a few operas, a lot of musicals both in the flesh and on film. There is an instability in the sound/sight combination. One or the other, the sound or the visual, generally takes over and becomes dominant.

Today, with music so widely used for background, the visible element is out in front most of the time. But things aren't necessarily this way, and especially in live performance. The early classical opera, for instance, was lavish to look upon but the action was visually limited; one listened to the music, ogled the audience, and watched the singers sing. The operas of Wagner, much later, are not so different in this respect. Scenery — of course. But action? Not much. The music tells all. As too many of us know, a
Where sight and sound are combined, the ideal is always a balance between the two in interest and in quality.

Wagnerian singer can take a half hour to sing a couple of sentences of text, during which time there are several paces to the right, a few to the left, the hand gesture at officially traditional points in the music — and the feet get sore. Same with plenty of other operas. I remember Kersten Flagstad, in her later bulky days, doing Gluck — she stood magnificently at the top of a stage mountain on the right for so long that suddenly she began to topple and nearly came down. The audience gasped. That was a sight, if unintended.

As contrasted with live, the reproduced arts inevitably have a very different "feel" and balance, with quite different priorities. Though sound is present in every sort of film and TV, the picture is the dominant force. And this even though we do listen to sound track albums, musicals and so on without any pictures. We sense that the visible element is the dominating power, because it seems most directly to command the attention. And in a reproduced art, the dominant element, curiously, is the one that must have the greater "fi," the denser communication in entertainment "bits." Television "fi" is not exactly superb via any present system, to be sure, but even so it is a fact that TV sound as the nominally secondary element tends to an even lower fi. Look at any TV picture and then listen to the much worse TV sound.

But do not deplore! This balance is inherent in the medium. It is natural and inevitable. It works. It has proved itself.

I do not think, for instance, that stereo hi-fi sound is required for better TV. For music, perhaps, if you mean classical. Drop in the bucket. As for pop and most other music, these sounds do OK via lo-fi audio and always have. They are designed to do so. Same with speech; what we need is intelligibility, not fi. Super hi-fi speech merely distorts the balance, makes the TV picture look fuzzier. The sound must match the picture, the superiority must always be on the dominant side — the picture.

As for stereo directionality, it is again fine for classical music, with a tiny visible concert stage and a huge big sonic stage for the sound. But by no stretch of imagination can you make this sort of sound a necessity for the whole TV medium! These "improvements" in what is a carefully adjusted balance only serve to confuse things. Will it be different for the TV disc, even though sonic improvement is technically feasible?

The reason that better sound, hi-fi, Dolby, stereo, has recently done good things for theater film is simply that the big projected image in the theater, with its pitch-dark surroundings, is more commanding and much better in the (photo) fi than the relatively small TV picture in its living room stance. Therefore a superior theater film can take on improved sound and the two elements do indeed balance in quality, for dramatically improved impact. Interestingly, movie people have had vague feelings in this direc-
Its mother was a computer.
Its father was a Kenwood.

We think our new KR-770 is the most intelligent high performance receiver in the world. The heart of our new receiver is its remarkable brain. A microprocessor-controlled quartz synthesizer tuning section, which uses Kenwood's unique computerized digital frequency encoding system to provide incredibly accurate, drift-free AM and FM stereo reception.

There's also a lot of convenience engineered into our computer-memory receiver. Like automatic station scanning. Six AM and six FM digital tuning presets which you can program to instantly address your favorite stations.

And a lithium battery powered memory-safeguard system to save the programming in your receiver's digital memory in case of power loss.

But there's more to our new KR-770 receiver than just brains. Take power, for instance. 80 watts per channel, minimum RMS at 8 ohms from 20 to 20,000 Hz with less than 0.02% total harmonic distortion.

HI-SPEED

And for performance, the KR-770 provides a long list of innovative Kenwood engineering features. Like Hi-Speed™ circuitry for exceptional musical clarity. DC to give crisp, clear bass response down to 0 Hz. Our new Zero Switching output circuits to eliminate crossover distortion. And wide and narrow IF band circuitry to maximize FM reception.

You also get digital frequency read-out. LED indicators for power output, signal strength and function controls. Plus a built-in equalizer.

See your Kenwood dealer for a demonstration of the first computer good enough to be a Kenwood.

For the Kenwood dealer nearest you, see your Yellow Pages, or write Kenwood, P.O. Box 6213, Carson, CA 90749.
The
Sound Window™
by
Cizek

The innovative Sound Window™, conveniently compact (just 12" x 12" x 3"), with an acoustically transparent 1/2" foam grille) is as attractive and unobtrusive as it is effective. Clear, natural, well-balanced sound; presenting an open, balanced musical quality.

Constructed of solid Acuthar (a special material developed at Cizek) with an exceptionally strong oak finish, Sound Windows are durable and easy to maintain whether they be mounted on walls or placed on shelves. Recommended for use with amplifiers rated at 15 to 100 watts per channel.

Other models available from Cizek are the conventional bookshelf Models 1, 2, and 3; the top-of-the-line Classic Series KA-1, and the MG-27 sub-woofer. Call your local dealer for details.

CIZEK AUDIO SYSTEMS, INC.
300 Canal Street, Lawrence, MA 01840 (617) 685-8707
and when you switch over to the 770's you will smile and say... it's magic because there is nothing like it under the sun!
The First Discwasher Tape Accessory

The Perfect Path Difference:

- "Cleaning contact" is made along the total tape path including guides and heads, normally untouched by wiper cleaners.
- Perfect Path cleans without alcohol or freon. It will not extract and age pinch rollers.
- Perfect Path simultaneously cleans tape heads while removing debris from along the tape path.
- Perfect Path's cleaning fiber grid is non-abrasive. Even after hundreds of passes, it will not scratch heads.
- Perfect Path restores high frequency "air" and transient response of cassette recordings.

Special non-abrasive cleaning fibers are backed with an exclusive "capture surface" designed to trap tiny particles of tape residue, preventing them from contaminating tape mechanisms.

Playback accuracy of a calibrated test tape. Note that after only three hours' play, high frequency response is reduced by as much as 10 dB. One cleaning with the Perfect Path Head Cleaner restores the highs to within 1 dB of the original response.